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ABSTRACT 
 
In the aftermath of disasters, evacuating aging victims and allocating space in shelters for them in 

order to serve their needs becomes problematic, especially for Gulf Coast states in the USA such 

as Florida, where more than 6.9 million (36.9%) of the population are over age 50. These are 

complex tasks that depend on disaster characteristics, roadway network characteristics, 

demographics and socioeconomic status of people in the affected region, as well as the 

effectiveness of the emergency plans. This problem becomes even more challenging when aging 

adults with special needs (access and functional needs) and those with pets are considered since 

they may require more time in the event of an evacuation along with more space in shelters. Recent 

experience with hurricanes such as Irma showed that the availability of special-needs and pet-

friendly shelters also played a significant role in whether aging residents evacuated, especially in 

areas not given mandatory evacuation orders. For many aging adults, pets also function as 

members of their family, so there is a need to efficiently manage their evacuations and make these 

shelters available and accessible during hurricanes. Clearly, satisfying the needs of aging victims 

during emergency evacuations is critical and requires extra attention in the presence of highly 

uncertain hurricane conditions, and emergency transportation plans must carefully provide 

necessary assistance to the aging population. Therefore, a significant task of officials involved in 

emergency transportation management should be creating safe and accessible transportation and 

sheltering for the aging populations in the aftermath of disasters. 

This dissertation proposes a timely evaluation and assessment of aging population-focused 

evacuations and sheltering towards providing better decision support during emergency 

operations. The novelty of this thesis is that, for the first time in the emergency transportation field, 

a multi-layered three-step Geographical Information Systems (GIS)- and optimization-based 

methodology is developed to analyze and simulate mass evacuations and optimize special needs 

and pet-friendly shelter sitings with a focus on aging evacuees. This is performed through the 

extensive evaluation of the emergency evacuation performance of the transportation network and 

detailed modeling of hurricane shelter sitings under multiple disaster scenarios through a diverse 

set of case study applications in the State of Florida. 
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First, a Geographical Information Systems (GIS)-based methodology is developed to 

measure the transportation accessibility of the regular, special needs and pet-friendly shelters of 

Florida. As part of this analysis, aging population-weighted average accessibility scores of 

counties to ARC-approved regular, SPNS shelters, and Pet-friendly shelters are calculated, which 

are used to rank the counties in terms of their aging population’s accessibility to shelters type. 

Next, the performance of emergency evacuations is assessed with a specific focus on the delays, 

roadway disruptions, dynamic evacuation travel times and critical bottlenecks, which can be vital 

for aging victims’ safety and survival. Finally, a capacitated p-median optimization model is 

utilized to maximize the accessibility and usage of the existing shelters of interest for aging 

populations with special needs or pets. The overall methodology is implemented via a GIS-based 

case study application set, which includes three demographically and socioeconomically different 

regions in Florida with substantial aging population densities: Bay County in the Northwest 

Florida, Lee and Collier counties in the Southwest Florida, and Miami-Dade and Broward counties 

in the Southeast Florida. This methodology is supported by extensive mapping- and modeling-

based scenarios in order to both simulate the evacuations of aging people (“the aging population” 

can be thought of as those aged 65+) and account for real-world disruptions such as roadway 

closures and congestion. 

Results indicate that evacuations and shelter siting are very sensitive to the travel time 

observed on the roadway network but also the demographics as well as the evacuee demand and 

shelter capacity. Therefore, additional insights into appropriate evacuation and shelter allocation 

strategies are found when evacuee demographics and evacuation traffic are considered. This 

approach can inform the efforts of emergency management officials who are charged with 

developing evacuation and shelter management plans seeking to maximize the accessibility of 

these populations to shelters while controlling for several key real-world considerations, including 

the capacity limits of shelters along with the potential for the roadway infrastructure that would be 

used for transportation to fail during hurricanes. 

The overall findings of this dissertation have pointed out that the proposed approach can 

be efficiently used for emergency planning purposes without ignoring the real-world constraints 

of emergency evacuation conditions such as roadway disruptions and congestion. The approach is 

also scalable and adaptable; therefore, it can be successfully applied in other locations given the 

availability of data. 
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CHAPTER 1 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1 Background and Motivation 

 

"I had to wait for someone that I knew to get me ... to help me," said Yvonne Hookfin, 68, who was 

stranded in her apartment for five days after the storm. [1] 
 

Disasters, natural or technological, are extreme and dynamic events often occurring with little or 

no warning. Based on the damage it causes, an event is defined as a “disaster” and divided into 

three categories in the Florida Statues Military Affairs and Related Matters, Chapter 252.34, as 

follows [2]: 

 “Disaster means any natural, technological, or civil emergency that causes damage if sufficient 

severity and magnitude to result in a declaration of a state of emergency by a county, the Governor, 

or the President of the United States. Disasters shall be identified by severity of resulting the 

damage as follows: 

 `Catastrophic disaster` means a disaster that will require massive state and federal 

assistance, including immediate military involvement 

 `Major disaster` means a disaster that will likely exceed local capabilities and require a 

broad range of state and federal assistance 

 `Minor disaster` means a disaster that is likely to be within the response capabilities of 

local government and to result in only a minimal need for state or federal assistance.” 

In this context, hurricanes are severe major or catastrophic disasters in the form of cyclonic 

storms that develop over the waters of the tropics [3], and are classified according to a 5-level 

Saffir/Simpson hurricane scale, where Category 5 hurricane is the one with the highest strength. 

Category 3, 4 and 5 hurricanes, which are called intense hurricanes, are responsible for about 80% 

of the damage associated with U.S. hurricane landfalls [4]. The Gulf Coast States in the USA such 

as Florida frequently experience major hurricanes such as Katrina and Irma. Thousands of people 

each year are affected by such hurricanes, which renders emergency sheltering and evacuation 

over transportation networks key issues for planners and emergency officials. This problem 

becomes even more challenging when aging populations are considered. According to U.S. 
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Census, there are 35 million Americans over the age of 65, and hurricanes effect these aging 

populations harder than other age groups. For example, of the 1,833 people who died during/after 

Katrina, approximately 71% of the victims were older than age 60, and 47% of those were over 75 

[5]. Most of these victims actually died in their homes and communities since most of these aging 

living independently were either disables or had mobility restrictions. Even though there are 

several studies stating that emergency evacuation operations in New Orleans during and/or after 

Katrina may be considered a success to a certain degree regarding carless and special needs 

evacuation [6], the aging population was still the most affected age group. Most of the known 

causes of older adult deaths due to Katrina (971 in Louisiana and 15 in other states) were drowning, 

physical injuries, existing health problems, excessive heat, pneumonia, traumatic shock, and 

effects of external elements [7]. 

Such lessons learnt from hurricanes Katrina helped agencies and governments to be 

proactive and force planned evacuations of the nursing homes and retirement communities at risk 

in advance of Irma. About 400 nursing homes, assisted living communities, and other health care 

facilities have been evacuated, and 21,000 people were being housed in the 81 designated special 

needs shelters in Florida, reported by the Wall Street Journal [8]. Likely, this was the largest 

evacuation ever recorded for the licensed senior care facilities, according to the Washington Post 

[9]. Note that even though many such lessons were gained from previous hurricanes such as 

Katrina, there are still more to learn as shown by the tragic consequences of hurricanes Harvey 

and Irma. Those lessons should be used to develop emergency plans and they should be widely 

employed by agencies in order to avoid such tragic events.  

Lessons learnt indicate that calls to evacuate are complicated at the personal level by the 

vulnerability of seniors due to transportation accessibility, power availability, physical and 

cognitive impairments, or lack of financial resources. During Irma, the availability of special-needs 

and pet-friendly shelters also played a significant role in whether older residents evacuated, 

especially in areas not given mandatory evacuation orders. For many older adults, pets also 

function as members of their family, so there is a need for more pet-friendly shelters available and 

accessible during hurricanes. Roadway closures, physical and mental limitations can also magnify 

the adverse effects of disasters on aging people since any type of disruption will increase the 

evacuation time which is of central importance for the aging’s safety and survival. In addition, 

bottlenecks, extreme demand for shelters and structurally damaged shelters are several other 
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problems that can be observed during evacuation. Therefore, minimization of travel time, 

disruptions and cost, and maximization of the efficiency of the evacuation operations are crucial 

for obtaining a well-designed aging population-focused emergency transportation plan. As a result, 

such a plan should be supplemented by smart engineering solutions, which should enable safe and 

accessible evacuations and sheltering for the aging victims. 

1.2 Problem Definition and Strategy 

Painful lessons learned during recent disasters such as Hurricane Katrina and Irma reveal the 

vulnerability of aging people during emergency evacuations and sheltering due to their functional 

or economical limitations, sensory, physical and cognitive disabilities. Many aging victims had 

disabilities, needed special assistance or access to evacuate as a result of their mobility restrictions 

or other limitations. Although this is extremely critical, evacuation with a focus on aging 

populations is a research area which has not been largely addressed by researchers and emergency 

officials planning for evacuations [10]. This research initiative has started gaining speed especially 

after the hurricanes Harvey and Irma. In addition, due to the recently expanding aging population 

in the U.S., providing transportation accessibility for the aging people has become a growing 

concern. As such, aging people’s transportation accessibility to critical emergency facilities such 

as hurricane shelters is accompanied by serious challenges. These challenges are exacerbated by 

their cognitive, physical, mental, emotional and health limitations that can affect their driving and 

route finding skills, especially in the aftermath of hurricanes. This problem becomes even more 

complex for Florida, which is ranked as second highest nationally for having 17.34% of the 

population being 65 years or older [11]. One strategy to address these challenges involves the use 

of Geographical Information Systems (GIS)-based tools, which can be used to assess the roadway 

network performance in conjunction with the spatial distributions of aging people and shelters. 

An evacuation plan, therefore, should include strategies to address the needs of these aging 

evacuees efficiently throughout the entire pre- and post-hurricane period even when disruptions 

such as transportation network unavailability is experienced. Within such plans, the available 

transportation network should be evaluated with respect to hurricanes with different strengths in 

order to calculate the travel time needed to evacuate aging victims, and identify the possible critical 

locations [12]. This type of aging-focused emergency evacuation planning will play an important 

role in increasing the efficiency of the relief operations with maximizing the survival chances for 

the aging victims. As a part of this analysis, identifying accessibility needs also becomes very 
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critical in order to evacuate the carless aging population from the affected region [13,14]. 

However, the difficulty in incorporating the spatial dispersion of aging populations within the 

emergency evacuation plans has not been studied in detail by researchers [15].  

Emergency facilities such as shelters can offer evacuees basic needs before or in the 

aftermath of a hurricane. The main objective of sheltering is to protect all segments of the 

evacuated population including those that are young, old, or with specific needs or disabilities [16]. 

Threats posed by such hurricanes challenge both emergency officials and the scientific community 

as providing decision support for optimal allocation of people to shelters is essential. However, 

very little research explicitly focuses on the needs of aging populations during sheltering [17,18], 

and planning shelter spaces to serve evacuees with special needs has also received inadequate 

attention in the literature [18]. Moreover, evacuating individuals and allocating space in shelters 

for them are complex tasks that depend on disaster characteristics, roadway network features, the 

demographics and socioeconomics of people in the affected region, as well as the effectiveness of 

the emergency plans in place. Population demographics and socioeconomics (e.g., income, age, 

gender, and vehicle ownership) may also drive different evacuation behaviors (e.g., shadow 

evacuations), and eventually lead to a host of specific needs and planning issues. For example, 

lessons learnt during recent hurricanes such as Matthew and Irma reveal the vulnerability of aging 

people during evacuations due to a variety of constraints such as having pets, and/or physical and 

mental limitations [17].  

As such, planning evacuation to shelters for aging people should try to better account for 

their access and functional needs (e.g., pets, adequate space for people with special needs). While 

it is logical to rely on registries of individuals with specific needs as part of shelter planning, this 

may be misleading because the real-life demand could be significantly different. This is due to the 

idea that the conditions of aging people may deteriorate rapidly during a disaster, and therefore 

more people than expected may seek shelters to meet their specific access and functional needs. 

This problem is magnified when considering those people 85 and older in Florida, which is the 

fastest growing age group, and whose conditions can potentially deteriorate faster than others 

during extreme events such as hurricanes [19]. In that context, shelter characteristics play a critical 

role in terms of their functions (e.g., pet-friendly shelters), and designated capacities. Additionally, 

roadway network conditions (e.g., delays, congestion) during an evacuation also affect people’s 

travel times to shelters, and may impact which facilities people utilize in a real evacuation situation 
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[20,21]. Minimizing the travel time to accessible shelters, optimizing the designated capacity and 

location of the shelter to which aging people with access and functional needs can be evacuated is 

a potentially effective way to facilitate safe and efficient emergency management operations. 

In short, the majority of studies on emergency transportation in the literature focus on the 

general public without specifically addressing the specific needs of aging victims. Emergency 

transportation management for aging people, in nature and characteristics, should be primarily 

concerned with their welfare, and therefore should try to better incorporate information on their 

behavioral, disability and other health needs (effects of physical, mental and psychological 

limitations or disabilities of elderly population). These planning and operational needs compel us 

to develop efficient emergency management methodologies with a focus on aging populations. 

1.3 Contributions of this Dissertation 

Satisfying the needs of aging victims during emergency evacuations becomes critical and requires 

extra attention in the presence of highly uncertain disaster conditions. During Katrina and Irma, it 

was very hard to manage the evacuation of aging people who had disabilities and mobility 

restrictions, as well as those who had pets [22,23]. This clearly indicates the need for emergency 

evacuation plans to have a multi-layered assessment component that specifically focuses on aging 

people. As such, this dissertation proposes a timely evaluation and assessment of aging population-

focused evacuations and sheltering towards providing better decision support during emergency 

operations with several critical contributions to the emergency management field. 

First, a metadata-based aging population-focused knowledge base is created as a result of 

the extensive review of existing studies, data sets, tools and models and presentation of the 

knowledge extracted from these reviews. Carefully examining this knowledge base, urgent 

research and practice needs are identified in order to provide safe, reliable and accessible 

emergency transportation operations for aging victims. Clear directions are presented for 

emergency agencies to improve their emergency plans with a focus on the evacuation and 

sheltering of the aging victims.  

After a careful review of the literature, the novelty of this thesis is that, for the first time in 

the emergency transportation field, a three-step GIS- and optimization-based methodology is 

developed to analyze and simulate mass evacuations, and optimize special needs and pet-friendly 

shelter sitings with a focus on aging evacuees. This is performed through the extensive evaluation 
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of the emergency evacuation performance of the transportation network and detailed modeling of 

hurricane shelter sitings under multiple disaster scenarios through a diverse set of case study 

applications in the State of Florida. The first step of the proposed methodology is to implement a 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS)-based methodology to measure the transportation 

accessibility of the regular, special needs and pet-friendly shelters of Florida. As part of this 

analysis, aging population-weighted average accessibility scores of counties to ARC-approved 

regular, SPNS shelters, and Pet-friendly shelters are calculated. This measures are used to rank the 

counties in terms of their aging population’s accessibility to shelters type. Next, the performance 

of emergency evacuations is assessed with a specific focus on the delays, roadway disruptions, 

dynamic evacuation travel times and critical bottlenecks, which can be vital for aging victims’ 

safety and survival. Finally, a capacitated p-median optimization model is utilized to maximize the 

accessibility and usage of the existing shelters of interest for aging populations with special needs 

or pets.  

To the author’s knowledge, this has not been done before with a focus on aging populations 

including their special needs and pets. In addition, the overall methodology is implemented via a 

GIS-based case study application set, which includes three demographically and 

socioeconomically different regions in Florida with substantial aging population densities: Bay 

County in the Northwest Florida, Lee and Collier counties in the Southwest Florida, and Miami-

Dade and Broward counties in the Southeast Florida. This methodology is supported by extensive 

mapping- and modeling-based scenarios in order to both simulate the evacuations of aging people 

(aged 65+) and account for real-world disruptions such as roadway closures and congestion.  

1.4 Dissertation Outline 

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the existing literature on the vulnerability of aging 

populations to disasters such as hurricanes. Chapter 3 provides the multi layered GIS-based 

research methodology, which is used to analyze, simulate and optimize the evacuation and 

sheltering operations for an aging population. Chapter 4 presents and discusses the case study 

applications in the State of Florida based on the proposed methodology whereas Chapter 5 draws 

conclusions based on the findings of this research, discusses the limitations of the work and 

presents several future work directions.  
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CHAPTER 2 
 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

This chapter provides a critical review on the vulnerability of aging populations to disasters such 

as hurricanes, and focuses on the needs of aging populations during evacuations and sheltering. 

This chapter also provides an insight on the current practice of public and private emergency 

agencies related to the hurricane-induced problems experienced by older adults that have these 

vulnerabilities.  

The literature review conducted in this study included several steps. First, we introduced 

specific evaluation criteria for the review of the related work on emergency transportation 

operations with a focus on an aging population. Based on this criteria, we reviewed articles, agency 

reports and other relevant documents covering a time period of 1988-2017, which resulted in a 

collection of 190 critical works. An example metadata table of literature can be seen in Table 1. 

The remaining metadata tables can be found in Appendix A. Criteria used to evaluate the existing 

literature is listed as follows: 

 Scope 

 Aim of the research 

 Methodology 

 Spatial Coverage 

 Time/Temporal Coverage 

 Data Analysis 

 Media/Source Type/Inclusion criteria of the papers 

 Differentiation/Contribution. 

This review revealed the needs and vulnerabilities of aging people based on their cognitive, 

behavioral, and health limitations. In the following chapters, these papers and reports will be 

utilized with respect to discussing the operational needs of aging people during emergency 

transportation operations. Figure 1 shows a word cloud based on the review of these existing 
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studies, where the words “assistance”, “homes”. “emergency”, “nursing”, “evacuation”, 

“hospitals”, “disaster”, “patients” and “needs” appear to be words which are significant. 

 

 

Table 1 Sample Metadata-based Assessment Tables
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Based on this approach, the next section discusses the vulnerability of aging people to 

disasters in general. With a specific focus on aging populations, the subsequent sections present 

the existing literature in detail where the focus is on the following specific categories: (a) 

transportation accessibility and emergency evacuations, (b) dynamic traffic assignment (DTA)-

based transportation network modeling, and (c) optimization models for sheltering. 

2.1 Aging People and their Vulnerability to Disasters 

Aging populations are at particularly high risk of death due to disasters like Katrina and Irma. This 

problem becomes even more challenging since this segment of the population is constantly 

growing. Therefore, it is important that emergency management recognize the frail elderly as a 

special needs population, and develop targeted strategies that meet their needs [19].  In 2011, a 

study focused on the insight on how older adults copes with such disasters where older people 

were found to be hit hardest by the absence of effective services during the catastrophe of the storm 

Figure 1 Word Cloud based on the Literature Review
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and floods [24]. The study also emphasized the lack of recovery support before and after 

catastrophes as a result of the larger social structural relationships in the U.S. Note that natural 

disasters often involve significant damage to structures or other dangerous conditions, and the 

inability of elders to engage in protective or avoidance maneuvers can be fatal. In Louisiana, for 

example, roughly 71% of the victims were older than age 60, and 47% of those were over 75 [5] 

after Katrina. Most of these victims died in their homes and communities; at least 68 – some of 

whom were allegedly abandoned by their caretakers – were found in nursing homes. A real-life 

story shows that a daughter of a senior told The Guardian, LONDON [25] that her mother had 

tried to get into Superdome, New Orleans, but they were not accepting elderly. Similarly in New 

Orleans, a woman had waited in six feet of water for six hours before she was rescued [26]. 

These figures clearly show the vulnerability of aging people by nature to extreme events, 

who suffer substantially higher casualties during hurricanes because of their physical limitations, 

limited sensory awareness, health conditions, and social and economic constraints [27,28], 

physical frailty and social isolation [29], and functional and cognitive disability [30]. Please see 

[17] for a more detailed discussion on the vulnerability of aging people to disasters. A range of 

health, physiological, psychological, social, and economic factors place people at greater risk as 

they age, affecting their ability to prepare for, respond to, and recover from a disaster [31–33]. As 

disasters may critically impact aging adults, it becomes crucial for emergency planners and health 

care givers to better understand the factors that lead to this vulnerability [26]. Aging people’s 

vulnerability also stems from sensory impairments, as they can be reluctant to evacuate due to their 

fear of new environments, potential loss of property and pets, and language/cultural barriers 

[34,35]. Additionally, evacuations have greater risks associated with those with disabilities as not 

all vehicles have the capacity to transport wheelchairs [36].  

Aging population is to be disproportionately vulnerable [26] during disasters due to the 

chronic illness, low income, living close to beach and flooded areas etc.[31]. A study showed that 

even when individuals with acute and chronic medical conditions were excluded, about 7% of the 

population older than 65 years of age and 20% of the population older than age 80 years were frail 

[37]. Besides, McGuire [30] stated that it is safe to say that most vulnerable aging population are 

the ones who live in their homes. A 2005 NOD (National Council on Disability) report provided 

an overview of steps the Federal Government should take to build a solid and resilient 

infrastructure that would enable the government to include the diverse populations of people with 
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disabilities in emergency preparedness, disaster relief, and homeland security programs [38]. In 

2006, a study focused on the challenges faced by vulnerable populations and discussed strategies 

that might prove effective in providing preparedness information to these groups. The outcome 

was that very few references were made regarding those vulnerable people when various disaster 

mitigation protocols were analyzed [39]. In addition, another study in 2008 tried to discuss the 

lessons learned in the Astrodome, Houston after Hurricane Katrina which clearly specified that 

there was no uniform approach to providing social services to the elderly and, therefore, no 

protocol for addressing those with the most urgent need [40].  

Disaster policies should consider and plan for older people's vulnerabilities but should also 

prepare to benefit from older people's life experiences and resilience [41]. For example, aging 

evacuees would most likely need assistance with transportation, preparation, and support for 

serious health problems in order to evacuate [42]. So, they are not only vulnerable but also in need 

of assistance, which also covers equipment such as wheelchairs [43]. US Government 

Accountability Office prepared a review of the mobility needs of transportation disadvantage 

seniors in 2004. The main outcome of the review was emphasizing on the Health Department`s 

guidance and supervision [44]. The needs associated with elderly or disabled populations have 

been identified and discussed in a related broader study of carless populations [45].  

To sum up, aging populations are influenced by the following limitations [26]: having 

chronic illnesses [31], functional limitations, sensory, physical and cognition disabilities due to 

aging, health-related problems and medication needs due to illnesses such as diabetes, cardio-

vascular diseases, hypertension, kidney disease, hypothermia and hyperthermia, dementia and 

Alzheimer, delayed response, frailty, trusting too much on caregivers for assistance, living alone 

(possibly in rural areas), having no driving license and no cars, and low income [31], being and 

surviving in a non-English speaking community, being overlooked, leaving close to the beach and 

flooded areas [31], trauma [46], lack of trust to information [47], and memories left behind or 

having pets [34]. 

2.1.1 Vulnerability of Aging People Specifically during Evacuations 

A significant study in 2008 explored the special needs of healthy and frail elders in relation 

to planning for and responding to natural disasters, including hurricanes [46]. This study 

emphasized the planning, identifying and coordination among agencies. A study conducted by 
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Fritz Institute highlighted that “13 million persons age 50 or older in the U.S. say they will need 

help to evacuate, and about half of these individuals will require help from someone outside of 

their household” [48]. The same study also revealed that women, minorities, people living alone, 

and persons with lower incomes or less education are more likely to need help for evacuating and 

are less confident in their abilities. Those who did not evacuate had vivid memories of the 

frightening power and devastation of the storm, recalling strong winds (51%), heavy rains (39%), 

uprooted trees (21%) and damaged buildings (17%). In a 2001 survey, it is found that only 58% 

of persons with disabilities have made plans to evacuate from their homes if needed, and only 52% 

say they know whom to contact about emergency plans in their community [49]. Another study 

showed that 20% of people age 80 or older are frail, aside from any acute and chronic conditions 

they may have [37]. Close to half of men and age 65 and older and nearly one-third of women 

reported trouble of hearing, and vision difficulties have been identified to affect 18% of the older 

population [50].  

Florida Department of Elderly Affairs released three reports in in 2010, 2012 and 2013 

regarding their assessments of the needs of elderly Floridians [51,52]. The needs assessment 

survey they conducted has found key areas of need among those over 60, especially elders in 

historically underserved and disadvantaged groups. In general, minority aging populations have 

showed more pronounced needs. They provided statistical data regarding the minority, rural and 

low-income elders of the Florida counties of interest. Inappropriate displacements and 

deterioration in health and functioning have been found to be two of the critical problems for the 

aging people who have survived the hurricane. Another focus of these studies was to analyze the 

surveys conducted, and develop conclusions and recommendations on dementia friendly 

transportation. Results indicated the urgent need to particularly focus as seniors living alone. 

Similarly, McGuire [30] also stated most vulnerable aging population groups are the ones who live 

in their own homes indepedently. Another study clearly stated that public awareness campaigns 

should be developed to educate both family members and professionals who interact with seniors 

[53].  

The challenges faced by vulnerable populations were explored in [39], and several 

strategies were discussed that may prove effective in providing information. They stated that if 

there was any mention of people with disabilities, the steps to assist them in preparedness and 

evacuation were often lacking, or too general in nature. Solutions to such challenges faced by those 
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with disabilities are likely to have a broader benefit, especially in the globalizing world where even 

the linguistic isolation of a tourist or refugee can be a situational disability. For the first time in the 

literature, a study published in 2011 addressed different cultural and religious groups and their 

hurricane preparedness attitudes and needs with a focus on seniors [54]. In a Federal Interagency 

Forum on Aging-Related Statistics report [55], low-income individuals were found to incur higher 

health care costs; those with less than $10,000 in income averaged $21,924 in health care costs 

whereas those with more than $30,000 in income averaged only $13,149. However, these lists are 

sometimes not adequate because they do not focus on functional limitations, transportation, and 

supervision.  

Based on all the real-life experiences and review of existing studies, the reasons why aging 

people do not evacuate can be listed as follows: 

o Not viewing “the hurricane” as a big deal 

o Feeling ready to die 

o Trauma [46] 

o Fear of getting institutionalized 

o Experiencing multiple losses 

o They think someone else may need assistance 

o Older people are not homogenous in their attitudes, and it is important to craft multiple 

messages and communication tools to speak to those differences.  

o They do not want to live their homes they worked for all of their lives 

o Memories/Photos [42] 

o Elderly Syndrome –home is the safest 

o Pets [34] 

o Insurance-related problems [19] 

o No assistance for preparations 

o Lower reading ability 

o Language/Cultural barriers 

o Lack of public transportation 

o Confusion/Misunderstanding 

o Failed phone lines/ power outages 

o Financial problems 
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o Mistrust of storm information 

o Fear of loss of property 

o Reluctance of sitting in traffic for hours without food, water, toilets. 

o Fear of not able to be lodging. 

On the other hand, triggers of their evacuation are also listed as follows in [26]: 

o Receiving relocation assistance 

o Medication aids 

o Assistive devices 

o Fear for their safety 

o Trust in county officials 

o Their house will be inhabitable. 

Older adults were also found to be more likely to comply with a mandatory evacuation 

order compared to other age groups and women were found to be more likely to evacuate in [56]. 

This study also showed that those who earned less than $20,000 were 2.5 times more likely to 

evacuate [47] since those who earn more than $20,000 want to stay behind and protect their 

property. In 1999, Enarson [57] examined the root causes reproducing women’s disaster 

vulnerability in developed nations, such as economic dependency, and male violence. This study 

also provided a framework for serving women in disaster housing. 

2.1.2 Evacuation Plans 

In 1995, a study clearly stated that vulnerability should be decreased by planning and 

preparedness since hurricanes cannot stopped in the U.S. [58]. An article in 2006 assessed the 

adequateness of governmental efforts to provide shelter and housing for thousands of evacuees 

displaced by Hurricane Katrina. This article clearly stated that, in the aftermath of Hurricane 

Katrina, the ambiguity, confusion, and lack of intergovernmental coordination resulted in the 

misappropriation and underutilization of desperately needed resources that put the health and 

welfare of survivors in jeopardy [59].  

In 2005, a National Council on Disability (NOD)  report provided an overview of steps the 

Federal Government should take to build a solid and resilient infrastructure in order to include the 

diverse populations of people with disabilities in emergency preparedness, disaster relief, and 
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homeland security programs. These planning steps are shown below as follows [38] in the light of 

lessons learned from latest hurricanes: 

o Most of the response capabilities come from non-governmental entities, and 

government agencies must do more to coordinate with potential partners. 

o Providing a pyramid structure [26] 

o Releasing effective public information for preparedness 

o Clearing psychological barriers of evacuees and barriers between evacuees and the 

others 

o Shelter in place and emergency supply education 

o Training emergency personnel (considering needs of the aging population) 

o Using technology to reach aging people 

o Registries should be established in order to identify people with special needs 

o Katrina and Irma experience underlined the value of systems and plans considering 

aging populations with special needs and pets. 

However, failure to take functional limitations into account when creating an emergency 

plan will make the plan less inclusive and effective [60]. One of the fatal weaknesses of every 

emergency plan is having the idea that communications and public service infrastructure would 

still be in place in the aftermath of a hurricane. It is high likely that public service infrastructure 

and communications systems would not be functioning during hurricanes. This problem basically 

weakens all the evacuation plans. During a hurricane drill in Jefferson Parish, LA, a real life 

scenario was revived where problematic situations were considered including evacuees with 

different languages and those that are criminals. Workers had to direct a man who only speak 

German, get police assistance for an aggressive person and a registered sex offender, deal with 

evacuee’s pets, and determine which evacuees required greater medical attention at a hospital or 

special needs shelter. Several outcomes of this drill was that more helpers were needed in order to 

solve these problems in a correct manner, and more wheelchairs would be a better call to help 

aging people get into buses [43]. In 2010, a study was conducted to evaluate the use of 

transportation infrastructure in evacuation operations through the investigation of current practices 

in rural Northern Gulf of Mexico [61]. The study explored the similarities, differences and issues 

in rural evacuations as well as lessons learned from the past experiences where budget problems 

come up as a solid wall against evacuation planning. 
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Moreover, available evacuation plans are not providing sufficient information on how to 

return evacuees to their homes after a disaster. With the mass return of evacuees, many traffic 

gridlock conditions occur, and this situation is generally overlooked by the existing evacuation 

plans, which clearly indicates the need to improve those plans. Note that those older people whose 

homes were destroyed not only lost a place to live, but their largest retirement security as well. 

Besides, during and after Katrina many older evacuees have also lost their medications and their 

paper medical records. A 2011 study focused on the insight on how older adults copes with 

disasters [24] an showed that older people were hit hardest by the absence of effective services 

during the hurricanes. It emphasized the lack of recovery support before and after hurricanes, 

which was found to be tied in the US to larger social structural relationships. Florida Justice 

Institute released a report named Older Floridians Handbook in 2007 containing useful legal 

information on topics of special interest to persons over 60. The report provided answers to 

challenges that older people usually have regarding legal and fiscal issues [62]. In 2008, a study 

focused on the policies and what can be done to improve policies for older adults, emphasizing the 

need for serving diverse aging population groups [63]. A 2010 study focused on psychological 

effects and evacuation behaviors of New Orleans people across age groups, where the authors 

found out that older people were to be less likely to report material losses and that they would have 

difficulties with some routine activities [41]. 

Several counties in the U.S. have promising emergency plans for aging populations. Linn 

County in Iowa and Monroe County in Florida, which have many elderly people, use a GIS 

application to create an emergency map with every nursing home, assisted living and congregate 

care facility in the county (15). In Monroe County, those who are registered and request 

transportation are contacted in advance, and given time to be picked up as shown in hurricane 

Irma. In order to be eligible to register, you have to be 60 and older, frail, medically needy and/or 

disabled, and you should not be in a residential facility program. Monroe County gives 

specification on what to or not to bring to the shelter. They also let pets accompany clients to 

shelter provided that pet-friendly sheltering is available. Note that along with the vaccination 

documents, pets should also be registered [64].  

Experiences show that churches and religion or worship centers work efficiently during 

and after disasters. The University of New Orleans has a campaign called “Operation Brother’s 

Keeper” that reaches out to people by congregations. Churches are better at tracking and serving 
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individuals in need of assistance, their approach varying according to what works best for their 

member. Many churches have made arrangements with congregations in other areas to accept 

evacuating members [26]. Another study conducted in 2008 discussed the lessons learned in the 

Astrodome, Houston shelter after Hurricane Katrina [40], which introduced and emphasized on 

the SWIFT (Senior without Family Triage) tool. 

2.1.3 Pet Ownership and Special Needs 

Pet ownership presents limitations for older adults. Even though pets offer benefits such as 

being associated with better health, family values, reducing risk of loneliness, depression or 

cardiovascular disease death [65–70], they are a major concern during evacuations. The rate of pet 

ownership among American older adults is very high (43%) [71]. Studies show that leaving pets 

behind results in long term PTSD and rejecting medical treatment [72,73]. Additionally, older 

adults may not have many options that would allow them to evacuate with pets. In Florida, for 

instance, only 38 out of 67 counties offer pet-friendly shelters. 29 counties were reported with no 

plan in place regarding pet-friendly shelters [74]. The lack of such provisions, noted in the state’s 

2016 Emergency Shelter Plan [74], adds to other shortcomings. Studies also often find that pet 

ownership is foremost predictor of non-evacuation among other factors such as education or 

gender [73,75–78]. Additionally, economic and bureaucratic constraints dealing with pets such as 

failing to comply with paperwork requirements or access to vaccination due to poverty line can 

discourage evacuation [79]. Emotional, mental and functional needs are also not regularly taken 

into account by emergency planning officials or those coordinating transportation – a situation 

further discouraging evacuation [45]. Discussed impediments and shortcomings highlight the need 

for increased flexibility in pet-friendly shelter accommodation, possible shelter adjustments and 

sitings in policies. 

Having a disability is defined as having special needs along with other characteristics such 

as mental impairments, being non-English speakers, children and the aging [80]. As mentioned 

previously, aging adults are already under a greater deal of risk than other age groups, because of 

their daily medical conditions and care needs. This problem is magnified considering those people 

85 and older in Florida, which is the fastest growing age group, and whose conditions can 

potentially deteriorate faster than others during an emergency. Extra care should be given to these 

adults in order to facilitate their safe evacuation to shelters. Survey results show that 84% of those 

90 and older reported having one or more types of limitations that would impact their evacuation. 
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70% of those between ages 85-89 were reported as having disabilities that disrupts a major life 

activity between 2006 and 2008. 72.5% of those 85 and older have at least one disability, reported 

during 2008-2012, with 68.7% of these having difficulty living independently. Having difficulty 

living independently is defined as the ability for doing errands on his/her own, and 40% of those 

age 90 and older reported as living alone in Florida [81]. Note that the term “special needs” has 

evolved into “access and functional needs” in the recent literature. For further discussion, please 

refer to [82]. However, the Florida Emergency Response Plan [74] still refers to shelters that 

accommodate access and functional needs as “special needs shelters (SpNS)”. 

Therefore, 85+ populations, defined as “the oldest-old”, are one of the population groups 

that need special attention during emergency operations [43]. The years between 2010 and 2015 

saw almost a 31% increase in the level of 85+ growth in the State of Florida, which was the highest 

among all age groups. Since Florida has the greatest share of the 65+ population as compared with 

other states, the share of the total state population that will be 85+ will continue growing in the 

near future. Identifying the exact composition of the 85+ demand for disaster relief is also a critical 

task. While it is possible to rely on registries of people with special needs (access and functional 

needs), it may be insufficient to plan for real-world conditions. For instance, although pets, staying 

in mobile homes, and having a disability are important determinants of older adults’ evacuation 

decisions, it is impossible to estimate the availability of pet-friendly shelters or older adults’ 

demand [83,84]. The health conditions of those 85+ may also deteriorate swiftly compared with 

other age groups during a disaster (even if they were not registered or saw the need to register), 

and therefore they may need special assistance or shelters with specific needs rather than a regular 

shelter, which is an unknown demand for planning purposes. 

2.1.4 Summary 

Evacuation and sheltering operations bear vital risks to the aging populations as they are 

influenced by physical limitations, limited sensory awareness, health conditions, and social and 

economic restraints. Documenting the needs of those most at risk for harm and hurt is the first step 

for proper planning and execution of potentially harm-mitigating and lifesaving actions. For some, 

even a small interruption in care services can be detrimental and sometimes lethal. Therefore, 

emergency practices and strategies should be improved to include the specific needs of older adults 

before and in the aftermath of hurricanes. Literature review also states the importance of disaster 
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preparedness with a focus on aging populations that have special needs and pets, and presents the 

urgent need to develop novel methodologies to solve the associated problems. 

2.2 Emergency Transportation Accessibility and Evacuations 

Due to the recently expanding aging population in the U.S., providing transportation accessibility 

for aging people has become a growing concern. As such, aging people’s transportation 

accessibility to critical emergency facilities such as hurricane shelters represents a serious 

challenge. This challenge is exacerbated by their cognitive, physical, mental, emotional and health 

limitations that can affect their driving and route finding skills, especially in the aftermath of 

extreme events such as hurricanes. Therefore, there is a critical need to study the accessibility of 

shelters with respect to aging populations. 

In general, transportation accessibility has been studied with a focus on different facilities 

in the literature; from urban and commercial facilities such as grocery stores and parks, to hospitals 

and assisted living centers. Among these studies, accessibility to urban parks for the general 

populations has been examined in [85] and [86] whereas sports centers, schools and older 

population-oriented markets were investigated in order to assess their accessibility to the public in 

[87]. GIS has also been used extensively in order to measure the accessibility of universities [88], 

health facilities [89], shelters [90,91], and supermarkets [92,93]. Several researchers have 

recognized the need of studying the accessibility with respect to aging populations. In [94], the 

accessibility of libraries, parks and hospitals was assessed for both pedestrians and drivers in 

Florida. Please see [17] for a more detailed review on the emergency accessibility and mobility 

needs of aging populations. 

Recent reviews have shown that the evacuation of elderly, homebound functional needs, 

disabled populations would continue to remain a challenge to evacuation planners. In 2012, a study 

evaluated different evacuation procedures for special needs populations from large urban areas 

using current public transit systems [95]. A review of the nature of older people’s interaction with 

the transportation system by gender and age has been discussed in [96]. Results showed that the 

involvement of older women increases in the transportation system and population structure day 

by day [96]. In 2005, a flood evacuation model has been developed for flood emergency planning 

in the Red River Basin. The main contribution of that study was how psychological factors were 

considered in the evacuation-decision making process [97]. In another study, a criteria-based 
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methodology has been developed, which focused on the elevation as the primary factor in 

delineating evacuation zones [98]. It introduced a measure of objectivity (flood potential) unlike 

the previously established works. In the past, hurricane evacuation zones were defined by 

professional judgment. However, this lacked the consideration of the wind effect that could 

warrant evacuation. Another finding of the study was that traffic flows on Louisiana freeways 

during the Katrina evacuation did not consistently reach the theoretical capacity levels suggested 

by the Highway Capacity Manual [99] despite the demand generated by the evacuation (in excess 

of 500,000 outbound vehicles).  

In 2008, a routing strategy was proposed to minimize the evacuation time needed to reach 

the safety shelter locations. This was achieved by an α-reliable mean-excess regret model, which 

minimized the expected regret of worst-case scenarios whose total probability is less than 1 – α 

[100]. In 2009, a stochastic optimal model was developed to generate evacuation plans for transit-

dependent residents in the event of a natural disaster such as a hurricane by minimizing the total 

evacuation time [101]. Another study showed that traffic flow, particularly maximum flows, under 

evacuation conditions differed from those of non-emergency periods. This finding was significant 

in the modeling of evacuations since most simulations were based on demand to capacity ratio 

[102]. The sequential logit model was compared with S-curves and the Rayleigh distribution for 

traffic loading in [103]. They found that these models produced different demand generation and 

loading patterns. Based on a small, simplified network, they examined the network performance 

under the different patterns, and found that the performance varied based on the loading curve. 

They concluded that the models must be selected and calibrated carefully. A study in 2010 

concluded that considering only the travel time in an emergency evacuation would inappropriately 

ignore the waiting time of evacuees especially in the case of non-notice evacuation [12]. A further 

discussion concluded that maximum speeds, independent of the effect on road capacities, have no 

significant impact on the evacuation [104]. Interestingly, another study was conducted to identify 

frequently used information sources and variables associated with the route changing. In terms of 

information sources while driving, it was found that (in the order of highest to lowest use) radio, 

advanced traveler information systems (ATIS), phone, internet, and GPS devices were 

substantially used [105].  

In 2011, a study presented a methodology on a sample network, which can be used as a 

first step theoretically to show the importance of flow-related risks and their impact on departure 
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schedule optimization in the evacuation process [106]. Similarly, a model was specifically 

designed for bus-based evacuation planning [107], and introduced some key aspects regarding the 

objective and the network structure (e.g., capacitated shelters). In 2012, a study evaluated the 

impact of a transit bus-based evacuation on the operation of a regional road network during a mass 

evacuation. This study showed that travel delays and congestion queues increased by about 50% 

when buses were routed to more heavily utilized freeways in New Orleans [14].  

In [108], a review was performed on the highway-based evacuation modeling and 

simulation and its evolution over the past decade such as the assignment of evacuees to various 

modes of transportation, and evaluation and testing of alternative management strategies to 

increase the capacity of evacuation networks or manage demand. Findings of the study showed an 

ability to model mega region-level traffic patterns at a microscopic level. Their further results 

showed that the demand models can be scaled up and adapted to reflect simultaneous multi-city 

travel activities [109]. Another study contributed to this research with a new multi-objective model 

for network design, which was evacuation-oriented, in terms of costs and evacuation time [110]. 

In 2014, a study proposed the concept of ‘evacuation risk’ to address this need by prioritizing 

locations for evacuation as part of a stage-based operational framework under information 

provision strategies [111]. An innovative aspect of the concept of evacuation risk was that it 

enabled the proposed framework to be independent of the specific characteristics of a disaster type, 

leading to a generalized operational framework for different disaster types. Comparison of two 

models in 2001 has been made by examining the variables of decision making related to evacuation 

processes of health care facilities [112]. Issues of importance to managers of these facilities were 

ascertained. In 2004, a study proposed a framework for decision making during an emergency 

especially hazardous chemicals [113]. This study described the steps that should be taken in a 

planning context to prepare for efficient decision-making during an emergency. Final product was 

a detailed analysis of specific emergency scenarios.  

In 2008, an agent-based emergency evacuation simulation, namely BUMMPEE Model, 

was developed in order to observe how effectively the built environment accommodates the needs 

of individuals with disabilities during emergency evacuations [114]. Results indicated that 

BUMMPBEE model was a reasonable approach for simulating evacuations representing the 

disability in the population. However, further study is necessary to empirically inform the general 

evacuation behavior (speeds, delay time, etc.) of individuals with disabilities.  In 2012, a study 
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presented a model that is designed to evacuate individuals with disabilities safely during 

emergency situations [115]. This system revealed that people using wheelchairs and those with 

lower stamina such as elderly are at a greater risk. Similarly, the effect of an aging and less fit 

population on the ability of people to egress buildings has been examined in [116]. The focus was 

to identify the possible effects of gender, age, and obesity on evacuations using a Monte-Carlo 

evacuation model to see if changes would affect evacuation time of high rise buildings. The 

research suggests that the evacuation strategies of certain types of buildings (e.g. high-rise) may 

need to consider the egress capabilities of the likely current and future occupant population 

profiles. Results suggested that total evacuation time increases with more obese and aging 

population. In an urban context, in 2014, a study has been conducted to design and implement the 

Network Science Evacuation Model (NetSeem) [117]. This was an explanatory tool that can be 

used to examine what-if types of scenarios in emergency planning and management. In 2012, a 

study evaluated different evacuation procedures for special needs populations from large urban 

areas using current public transit systems [95]. A linear programming optimization model was 

developed to find the optimum locations for evacuation bus stops. Each bus stop scenario with a 

greater number of bus stop locations performed superior.  

2.2.1 Summary 

A significant responsibility of officials involved in transportation planning is ensuring 

people’s accessibility to critical facilities such as emergency shelters. This challenging task 

depends on the available transportation infrastructure as well as the overall population, traffic, 

roadway and regional characteristics. Such planning takes on additional complexity when aging 

populations are considered because any extra time they incur reaching these facilities can be 

especially confounding in light of their potential health and other safety concerns. As such, there 

is a need for state/federal transportation plans to have a transportation assessment component that 

specifically focuses on the accessibility of aging people to the shelters. In addition, the pass mark 

of an evacuation likely depends on different features, for instance warning and response time, 

evacuation routes, information procedures, traffic flow, and dynamic travel times. Investigating 

the complex structure of these processes and many other factors influencing these processes, 

model-based approaches are advised and considered for emergency evacuations. 
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2.3 Dynamic Traffic Assignment-based Transportation Network Modeling 

Dynamic traffic assignment (DTA)-based approaches depart from static models in order to provide 

solutions based on time-varying traffic volume, and therefore should be implemented for 

emergency transportation operations. Using the DTA-based models, uncertainty involved in the 

disaster relief operations (due to disruptions in the transportation network, fluctuating demand, 

unavailability of the personnel and vehicles, drastic changes in the disaster strength, etc.) can also 

be accounted for by carefully selecting the relevant scenario parameters, boundaries and 

conditions. 

DTA has evolved substantially over the years. It has a great potential to provide more 

realistic approaches compared to the unrealistic assumptions of static modeling. In the near future, 

DTA will come up as the main operational engine of any related organizations’ decision-making 

process. DTA tracks vehicles through multiple time segments if the trip length is longer than the 

time segment. The data required is nearly identical to the data needed for the static assignment 

algorithm. This closely follows Wardrop’s first principle [118], which states that “the journey 

times in all routes actually used are equal and less than those which would be experienced by a 

single vehicle on any unused route”. Merchant and Nemhauser, in their pioneering work, presented 

the first attempt to formulate the DTA problem as a mathematical program [119,120]. In 1987, 

Carey improved the original formulation as through manipulation of exit functions [121]. An early 

attempt to model user equilibrium DTA was proposed in 1991 seeking an equilibrium in terms of 

experienced path times rather than instantaneous travel times [122]. Early 2000s provided more 

advancements in terms of mathematical programs [123,124] and different models such as 

Dynasmart [125,126], Dynameq [127], Dynamit [128,129], and Contram [130] that hardly lack 

producing realistic traffic dynamics, especially in congested networks. Note that DTA includes 

incidents (supply conditions), randomness in time-dependent origin-destination (O-D) demand, 

driver behavior, dynamic variability in the composition of driver types in the traffic stream, 

information provision, and driver response to the supplied information unlike the static modeling 

[131]. As such, a study on bottlenecks was the first direct evidence that drivers can change their 

following behavior in response to external stimuli [132].  

Although the literature provided many DTA-related issues, large networks were mostly out 

of scope, especially during evacuations. A key aspect in the evacuation operations that was not 

well-understood was the interplay between the route choice behavior and its’ effect on traffic and 
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supply dynamics (i.e., composition of evacuation traffic, changes in roadway capacities, etc.). A 

study focused on this issue to address real-time operational needs in the context of the evacuation 

response problem by providing a capability to dynamically route vehicles under evacuation. This 

provided an approach in being responsive to the actual conditions unfolding in real-time in the 

traffic network, both in terms of the evolving traffic patterns (demand-side) and the available road 

infrastructure in the aftermath of the disaster (supply-side) [133]. Abdelgawad et al [134]  and 

Urbina [10] staged a review paper where they summarized the use of schools in evacuation 

planning, and provided a critique on the limitations, gaps, and challenges of an evacuation 

planning. The outcome was that an integrated evacuation model that combines capacity 

reallocation optimization, optimal evacuation scheduling and routing is essential. 

A report sponsored by the U.S. Department of Transportation aimed at developing a 

method for assessing the vulnerability of special needs populations and estimating their demand 

for public assistance based on the threats of hurricanes and social vulnerability. It emphasized that 

estimating the population that may need help in terms of different emergency management 

function areas is more crucial instead of attempting to develop a single vulnerability index [135]. 

This report also stated that other groups needing assistance can also be identified during the rescue 

and recovery phases. Such an approach will not only provide an understanding of the needs of 

these populations but will also help agencies determine the necessary resources and develop plans 

to provide the needed assistance. Evacuation routes, such as an urban freeways, were examined by 

a study, and it was found out that these routes may discharge inefficiently if left unmanaged, and 

that setting priority rules could speed up egress [136]. For instance, off-ramps can exceed the 

capacity, and one solution may be diverting or manually enforcing the traffic to other ramps. 

Focusing on the same problem, another study focused on networks more than routes in the 

evacuation context [137]. Note that for some disasters, such as hurricanes, there exists prior 

information about the timing and the areas that would be affected. When it is planned in advance 

with the use of different modes of transportation, the proposed model has the ability to identify 

paths for vehicles that (a) minimize the number of casualties; (b) minimize the total evacuation 

time; and (c) maximize the vehicle utilization [138].  

Flooding can also be a major issue during severe storms and hurricanes. With the 

improvements of hydraulic models, flooding affects can be predicted more realistically. Therefore, 

this provides a new tool for emergency planners although mass evacuation models are rarely 
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applied to improve the emergency planning for flood events. However, there are substantial 

potential benefits for flood risk managers to incorporate evacuation modeling into their flood event 

management work [139]. A flooding evacuation study focusing on the carless population was 

conducted in [13]. Based on the study findings, serving the needs of the carless population was 

found to be feasible, and could have minimal added effects on network average travel time and 

speed, when planned and implemented in an efficient manner.  

In 2013, a review has been presented on the highway-based evacuation modeling and 

simulation and its evolution over the past decade. This review included the major components of 

roadway transportation planning and operations, including the current state of modeling in the 

forecasting of evacuation travel demand, distribution and assignment of evacuation demand to 

regional roadway networks to reach destinations, assignment of evacuees to various modes of 

transportation, and evaluation and testing of alternative management strategies to increase capacity 

[108]. 

 

2.3.1 Selection of the Assignment Approach based on the Evaluation of Existing 
Transportation Network Modeling 
 
In 1969, traffic assignment problem was introduced as follows: “A certain demand is associated 

with every pair of connected nodes of the network. This demand will be distributed among paths 

that join the pair of nodes. This gives rise to a traffic pattern, the determination of which is known 

as the traffic assignment problem. With every link of the network, we associate a "traveling" cost 

which is assumed to be a function of the "traffic volume" on the link.”[140]. Assignment models 

in the literature are divided into the following categories. 

1. Static Traffic Assignment: During the model period, the following variables are constant 

and do not change: 

 Origin Destination flows (travel demand 

 Routing and path proportions 

 Link flows (vehicle volumes) 

 Link costs (congested times) 

 Path costs (origin-destination skims). 

2. Dynamic Traffic Assignment: These models process time-varying inputs and outputs: 

 Inputs 
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o Time varying origin destination travel demand(flow per time segment) 

o Average link costs by time segment 

o Capacities (Max flow/period by segment). 

 Outputs 

o Dynamic path/link flows(total entering vehicles by time segment) and path/link 

costs 

o Simulation-based record of actual trajectories 

o Average queue delays. 

For decades, different approaches and different models were developed for modeling a 

traffic network. There are three very widely used approaches in the literature, which are the 

macroscopic, mesoscopic and microscopic models. In order to simply explain how they function, 

one can look how they represent the flow and evaluate congestion. Flow can either be continuous 

(streams) or discrete (vehicles/packets). On the other hand, performance functions can either be 

aggregate (evaluated for the whole time interval) or disaggregate (evaluated for individual quanta). 

A simple representation of the overall idea is shown in Table 2. 

Type of Assignment Models 
Performance Functions 

Aggregate Disaggregate 

Flow 
Representation 

Continuous MACRO N/A 

Discrete MESO MICRO 
 

A summary of the model properties is given as follows: 

 Macroscopic Models 

o Macroscopic models were the first to be derived by scientists studying traffic 

in the 1950’s.  

o Macroscopic models were chosen because traffic flow initially appeared to be 

similar to the flow of fluid through a river or pipe system. 

o These models attempt to classify the average behavior of the system instead of 

the behavior of a specific vehicle [141]. 

 Mesoscopic Models 

Table 2 Flow Representation and Performance Functions of Models
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o Mesoscopic models try to find a middle group between macro and micro 

models. 

o Vehicles are analyzed as “packets” of vehicles by studying fundamental 

variables (flow, speed, density).  

o Mesoscopic models techniques can study traffic flows over time (Dynamic).  

o Mesoscopic models the lowest-cost path for the traffic volume for each packet 

of vehicles. 

o Mesoscopic models compute congestion effect, through volume-capacity 

rations and also interaction among vehicles units (“packets of vehicles”). 

 Microscopic Models 

o Microscopic models attempt to model the motion of individual vehicles within 

the system. They are typically functions of the position, velocity and 

acceleration. 

o Microscopic models are typically created using ordinary differential equations, 

with each vehicle having its equation. Because a lead vehicle usually dictates 

the behavior of these models, they are termed ”car-following” models 

o Microscopic models were developed to try to emulate the way a human 

behaves in traffic situations [142]. 

Figure 2 shows a simplified comparison between these models based on the complexity 

and size of the study area. 

Microscopic models simulate individual vehicle trajectories on a detailed network and use 

behavior models to predict second by second driver responses to en-route events. The primary 

advantage of microscopic models is the ability to study individual vehicle motion. The large 

disadvantage of microscopic models is that one ordinary differential equation is required for each 

vehicle. Microscopic models has become very computationally expensive with large systems of 

equations, necessitating modern computer power to make them convenient. This is likely the 

reason why microscopic models were not used in the 1950’s. As the computational power 

increased and costs get reduced, these models have gained some interest by researchers and 

practitioners. Although some microscopic models can still suffer from extreme values, such as 

emergency braking reactions which defy physical possibility, modern models have largely 

decreased this type of behavior. 
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In addition, since the analysis is performed for each network performance component, it is 

difficult to summarize the results in a meaningful fashion so that the overall network can be 

evaluated. 

Macroscopic models typically estimate congestion using speed-flow curves, theoretically 

based on fundamental diagrams of traffic engineering. The primary advantage of macroscopic 

models is that they have relatively “simple” calculations when compared to microscopic models. 

Macroscopic models have fewer parameters than their microscopic counterparts. As the equations 

model density, velocity, and flow, only a handful of different parameters is required. The 

disadvantage of a macroscopic model is the loss of small details or dynamics, which can be 

modeled with microscopic models.  

Mesoscopic models typically simulate movement of trips along the routes at a certain 

resolution of detail (e.g., vehicle, packet). They also discretely model the traffic queues in the 

network at intersections, ramps and tolls. Traffic stream performance is typically still evaluated 

using the aggregate macroscopic relationship. With mesoscopic models, it is possible to quickly 

analyze larger areas with a more detailed model, which overcomes the pitfalls of the macroscopic 

travel demand models. Mesoscopic models also take into account the intersection configurations 

and controls as well as providing detailed estimates of delay, travel time, and capacities. In 

addition, these models enforce capacity limitations and the effects of queues such as “blocking 

back”. Modeling flow curves and changing demand throughout an analysis period, and allowing 

vehicles to respond to traffic conditions and to change their routes are also several other advantages 

of mesoscopic models.   

Figure 2 Comparison of Traffic Simulation Models [143]
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2.3.2 Summary 

Evacuation situations can be characterized by extremely compact time-varying O-D 

demands that possibly prompts in immensely unstable link flows with oversaturated queues. It is 

certain that transportation networks can drastically shift and change during evacuations, and static 

assignment models are incapable providing reliable estimates of time spent in queues and 

bottlenecks. That is why Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) is a smart and logical solution for 

evacuation planning. Using DTA-based dynamic travel times, shelter siting can be performed more 

accurately in the emergency plans. 

2.4 Optimization Models for Sheltering 

“Sheltering” itself is a general term that can refer to situations ranging from people leaving their 

primary residence to stay with family or friends during a disaster or hurricane, to the relocation of 

people in temporary structures outside of a storm zone [144]. There is clearly a temporal element 

to this definition, and in our work, we focus on the ‘emergency shelter’ which refers to locations 

where actual or potential disaster victims seek quarters outside of their own permanent homes for 

shorter periods; hours in many cases, overnight or possibly a few days at most [53]. People choose 

to use shelters because an evacuation order has been issued and they do not (or cannot) leave the 

forecasted affected region. In the context of disaster evacuation, the older adults are considered 

part of the low mobility groups (also including prisoners, those of the lowest socioeconomic status, 

the disabled, etc.) whose movement limitations and needs have been identified as an area for future 

disaster-related research [10]. 

Shelter location placement falls within the realm of facility location problems in spatial 

optimization. This broad field is concerned with choosing appropriate locations to place 

infrastructure such as warehouses, stores, or emergency facilities [145]. Models are used to select 

at least one new facility among several alternatives in order to optimize some objective such as 

minimizing transportation costs or maximizing service coverage [146]. Most models are of a 

discrete nature with candidate facility locations and service demand confined to transportation 

network locations [146]. 

There are different approaches in the literature regarding the spatial optimization for shelter 

siting and allocation. These optimization models can be integrated with GIS, which makes the 

model very powerful in order to find the optimal shelter locations and routes, and solutions to other 
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location and allocation problems. One of the most-used optimization models in the spatial 

optimization is the p-median model. These optimization models are often combined with GIS, in 

order to find optimal facility locations, as well as how demand is allocated to these facilities. These 

proposed models are used in retail site selection, park and recreational area usages, urban planning 

problems like infrastructure usage, etc. as well as emergency transportation operations [147–158]. 

The p-median problem, being arguably the most frequently used optimization technique for spatial 

optimizations, has seen different algorithms and heuristics developed to help solve larger scale 

network problems [159–163], locating hydrogen refueling stations [164], or hurricane relief goods 

distribution facilities [165,166].  

Capacitated and traditional p-median problems have been significantly used for 

optimization purposes in previous research [161,166–172]. The p-median location problem 

involves locating a set of facilities that can efficiently supply a set of demand points. The p-median 

problem focus on efficiency (i.e., minimize the demand weighted travel cost) [173] while the other 

location problems (e.g., p-center problem) focuses on equity (i.e., minimize the maximum demand 

weighted travel cost) [174]. In an evacuation scenario, efficiency of the system while evacuating is 

considered a priority by agencies, which arguably makes the use of a p-median approach 

appropriate. In the context of public facility planning, the proposed model also tries to send 

evacuees originating from the same location to the same shelters as long as it is feasible. If this 

condition were to be violated, results would be hard to interpret by agencies and problematic to 

implement in a real time emergency situation. In addition, utilizing the capacitated p-median 

problem also works satisfactorily during a real world evacuation when incorporating dynamic travel 

times, which can assist in preparing and planning for shelter selection and allocation. Note again 

that, in such a model, the origins (demand locations) are the centroids of the census block groups 

and the destinations (accessible facilities) are the shelters. 

2.4.1 Summary 

The most important challenge of emergency disaster management and logistics is reducing 

the harm and alleviating the suffering a disaster causes to its victims. A significant component of 

this challenge is maximizing the accessibility of the emergency shelters for vulnerable populations 

such as aging people with special needs and/or pets. While evacuating such individuals or 

managing disaster relief logistics, an optimization model is necessary to maximize their 

accessibility of the threatened populations to shelters. 
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2.5 Chapter Summary 

Literature review clearly shows the necessity to evacuate the aging victims out of the 

affected disaster zone in the shortest amount of time with the most optimal route available. 

Therefore, there is a need for research that investigates the effects of transportation infrastructure 

availability, origins and destinations, and roadway disruptions with a focus on aging people. This 

will also require the extensive use of mapping and transportation network models. Therefore, an 

efficient disaster plan should include emergency evacuation strategies to minimize the impacts of 

unforeseen disruptions, or at least to address the problem at hand as quickly as possible to create 

accessible evacuations for the aging, especially to those who live in rural locations. 

In addition, physical location, design and purpose of potential emergency shelters is of 

interest in terms of both creating accessible and safe evacuation/sheltering. For example, there is 

a need for special needs-oriented shelters (SPNS) that provide medical care for aging population 

(i.e. medical support units in the shelter that can withstand power outages) and those shelters 

accessible to pets. The proximity of shelters to the populated areas and their accessibility to the 

roadway network are absolutely critical to their effective utilization. Whether shelters are provided 

by local agencies or humanitarian organizations like American Red Cross, emergency operations 

cannot be successful without identifying their optimal locations and designs. Mapping systems and 

transportation network analysis software should be used to identify shelter locations (including 

special needs and pet-friendly) based on the population characteristics/features of the affected 

region and the accessibility of the shelters via the roadway network. This requires the involvement 

and integration of mathematical models that can determine the optimal location and allocation of 

the shelters. 

In short, the majority of studies on emergency transportation in the literature focus on the 

general public without specifically addressing the specific needs of aging victims. Emergency 

transportation management for aging people, in nature and characteristics, should be primarily 

concerned with their welfare, and therefore should try to better incorporate information on their 

behavioral, disability and other health needs (effects of physical, mental and psychological 

limitations or disabilities of elderly population). These planning and operational needs compel us 

to develop efficient and successful emergency management methodologies with a focus on aging 

populations. 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

With a focus on aging populations, this research provides a multi-layered GIS- and optimization-

based methodology for accessible emergency evacuations and safe sheltering in the presence of 

hurricanes, which is supported by real-life experiences and practices. Since aging victims might 

have special needs both during the emergency evacuation and sheltering, public and/or private 

humanitarian agencies will clearly benefit from this research by including the assessment results 

of this research in their disaster plans specifically on how these needs can be addressed and how 

related problems can be solved for different situations. Evaluation of the multi-layered capabilities 

of the studied region will also provide suggestions on the usage of tools to create safe, accessible 

and fast emergency operations for the aging population. 

 The proposed methodology has three distinct steps: (a) measuring the transportation 

accessibility of shelters to aging populations, (b) simulating the evacuation conditions on the 

transportation network incorporating the effect of roadway disruptions and congestion based on 

dynamic travel times, and (c) optimizing the shelter siting and allocation based on the results of 

the previous steps. Figure 3 shows the overall methodology whereas Figure 4 provides a flowchart 

where multiple phases of the methodology is discussed in detail. The first step of measuring the 

transportation accessibility is completed in the first three phases: (a) Phase 1: obtaining the 

destinations (shelters) database and their capacities, (b) Phase 2: obtaining the evacuee demand for 

the population block groups, and (c) Phase 3: obtaining the transportation costs (distance, free flow 

travel time, static and dynamic congested travel times) using the transportation network models. 

Phase 4, on the other hand, simulates the evacuation conditions based on the integrated database 

created using the origin, destination and travel cost outputs of the first three phases. Finally, Phase 

5 provides an optimization analysis regarding the shelter siting and allocation based on the results 

of the previous steps. 
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Figure 3 The Proposed Aging Population-focused Emergency Transportation and Sheltering Methodology
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a) 

Figure 4 Flowchart a) Phase 1 and 2, b) Phase 3, c) Phase 4 and 5 
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b) 

Figure 4 - continued
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c) 

 

Figure 4 - continued
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3.1 Transportation Accessibility and Emergency Evacuations 
 

Due to the recently expanding aging population in the U.S., providing transportation accessibility 

for the aging people has become a growing concern. As such, aging people’s transportation 

accessibility to critical emergency facilities such as hurricane shelters is accompanied by serious 

challenges. These challenges are exacerbated by their cognitive, physical, mental, emotional and 

health limitations that can affect their driving and route finding skills, especially in the aftermath 

of extreme events such as hurricanes. This problem becomes even more complex for the State of 

Florida, which is ranked as second highest nationally for having 17.34% of the population being 

65 years or older. One strategy to address these challenges involves the use of GIS-based tools. 

These tools can be used to assess the performance of the transportation network in conjunction 

with the spatial distributions of aging people and shelters.  

In addition to the site characteristics such as the allocations of shelters, their accessibility 

for the public is also very important while selecting shelter locations. Therefore, between each 

census block group centroid and the closest facility of interest, as identified by ArcGIS, the least 

cost (shortest) path is determined in order to identify the accessibility of the shelter of interest for 

the public. That is, each origin-destination (O-D) pair is assigned a travel cost in terms of different 

values: (a) free flow travel time in minutes, which represents the uncongested traffic conditions, 

(b) static congested travel time in minutes, and (c) dynamic congested travel time in minutes, 

which incorporates the effects of queues and delays. Using these travel costs, time to access 

emergency shelters for each census block group are calculated for selected counties. For county 

scores, an aging population-based accessibility measure is derived for each shelter by calculating 

the weighted average of people’s travel costs specific to each county. 

Emergency evacuation usually starts at designated distribution centers/hubs within the 

affected region, which have access to the transportation modes needed to evacuate the aging 

victims. Under usual conditions, aging victims can be transferred by a roadway mode (individual 

vehicles or buses), and through intermodal terminals and other hubs, they can be transported to 

their final destinations. Depending on their limitations and mobility restrictions, emergency 

officials may need to evacuate the aging people directly from their houses. Efficiency of the 

emergency transportation depends on identifying the needs of aging populations in the affected 

region via the available transportation network to facilitate an evacuation. Following the 

determination of available modes (individual vehicles or buses) given the disaster conditions, 
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available routes should be identified to facilitate the emergency evacuation. Note that, in an 

absolute time-sensitive situation, other modes such as helicopters can also be used to save lives by 

agencies. 

The first step of this accessibility analysis is to determine the number and location of aging 

people living in the affected area using available resources such as state agency databases, and 

U.S. CENSUS data including surveys. Then, the available transportation network databases are 

processed in order to identify the following: (a) available roadway network, and (b) location and 

accessibility attributes for origins (population blocks) and destinations (shelters) in the affected 

region. This information is presented as compatible GIS-based visual illustrations using the 

ArcGIS tool. Next, evacuation scenarios are created focusing on the transportation of aging victims 

safely out of the affected region. The literature suggests that there are two critical outputs of 

evacuation scenarios: clearance times and critical locations. Therefore, the disaster scenario 

outputs will be evaluated based on the travel time needed to evacuate aging people, and the 

condition of critical roadways and bridges. 

During a natural disaster such as a hurricane, evacuees may have enough time to consider 

different options, including whether or not to evacuate, and when and where to evacuate. This may 

not be the case for aging evacuees who may need special assistance. Time can be vital for their 

survival, and therefore dynamic traffic assignment (DTA)-based evacuation scenarios can provide 

the ability to evaluate the effects of roadway disruptions on evacuating aging people based on their 

time-varying demand. Results of this analysis can be helpful in finding answers to the following 

question: Which roadways are critical in terms of congestion (delays and queues mostly because 

of the evacuation and background traffic) while evacuating aging adults? The proposed DTA-

based approach will be studied in the next section. 

 
3.2 Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA)-based Evacuation Modeling 

 
An appropriate tool to model evacuation travel must satisfy the needs of all age groups including 

aging people. An effective model should be able to address their needs, or should at least make 

realistic assumptions to solve them. Therefore, it is important to carefully state the basic 

assumptions needed to be able to obtain an efficient prediction mechanism for the preliminary 

scenario analysis. The first step to achieve this is to define the steps of the transportation network 

analysis, which can be framed as follows: 
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1. Identify scenario and affected population behavior. This includes determining 

the type and strength of the hurricane, the time and length of the evacuation, and evacuees’ 

destinations.  

2. Determine the evacuation area and affected population. After identifying the 

scenario, the regions vulnerable to the hurricane are identified, and the evacuating population 

demand is calculated, which is provided as input to the network model in terms of trip demands. 

Affected population must be categorized as sheltering in place, evacuating, whether the evacuation 

is conducted by auto or transit, and the number of evacuees per vehicle. 

3. Adjust the transportation network. If the disaster affects the highway 

infrastructure (e.g. flooding, catastrophic loss) or the roadways get congested due to the actual 

evacuation and background traffic, the model’s network should be adjusted to reflect the 

anticipated network conditions. This includes potential management strategies, such as restrictions 

on facilities or evacuation direction. 

4. Load the trip tables under evacuation conditions to the network model’s 

traffic assignment. The estimated evacuation trip times should be obtained as well as link volumes 

and travel times. Critical network locations such as bottlenecks are also identified. 

5. Perform sensitivity analysis. Sensitivity analysis is important to identify which 

assumptions affect results, and to provide a full range of potential outcomes. 

 
3.2.1 Assumptions  
 

Since all disasters differ from one another in some respect, it becomes necessary to set forth 

clear assumptions about disaster characteristics and aging evacuees' expected response. A disaster 

varies not only in its track, intensity, and size, but also how it is perceived by aging residents in 

potentially vulnerable areas. Based on the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Federal Emergency 

Management Agency evacuation modeling approach [175], several basic assumptions should be 

made regarding the disaster scenarios, such as aging population-at-risk and the available 

transportation network in order to develop an efficient evacuation methodology: 

o Type of Disaster: The effect of hurricanes on the evacuation operations will be considered. 

o Affected Region: Case studies with different evacuation zones will be evaluated. 
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o Affected Population: Aging population (65+ or 85+ depending on the scenario) will be 

evacuated in this research. The population data needed is obtained from U.S. Census and 

American Consumer Survey results [81]. 

o Origins and Destinations: Census Units (Population Blocks or Block Groups) and Shelters 

o Transportation Network Available: Roadway networks are considered only. As a future 

work, other transportation modes can be analyzed for locations that heavily use different 

modes. 

o Affected Facilities: The transportation network may be damaged due to the natural or man-

made disasters, so the analysis is conducted to test the behavior of the model under the 

damaged infrastructure conditions, if and when required. Several roadway sections and 

bridges will be flooded based on the hurricane strength. 

o Time of Evacuation: Case studies with different starting times will be evaluated. 

o Background Traffic and Shadow Evacuation: The behavior of non-evacuees (Background 

traffic and shadow evacuation) must also be considered outside the evacuation zone or 

inside the evacuation zone, if pertinent. 

o Transportation Network Model: The most relevant regional transportation model for the 

analysis is the Florida Statewide Model (FSUTMS), currently used by the Florida 

Department of Transportation (FDOT) and built in CUBE software [176]. Effects of 

hurricanes on the roadways and bridges will also be extensively studied.  

 
3.2.2 Assignment Type and Model Selection 
 

Evacuation situations can be characterized by extremely compact time-varying O-D 

demands that possibly prompts in immensely unstable link flows with oversaturated queues. It is 

certain that transportation networks can drastically shift and change during evacuations, and static 

assignment models are incapable providing reliable estimates of time spent in queues and 

bottlenecks. That is why Dynamic Traffic Assignment (DTA) is a smart and logical solution for 

evacuation planning. Based on this discussion, the proposed approach in this research employs a 

mesoscopic methodology supported by the DTA-based models. A series of case study applications 

will be conducted using roadway networks specifically extracted from the Florida Standard Urban 

Transportation Model (FSUTMS), and built in CUBE software. Note that FSUTMS is a four-step 

transportation model that uses CUBE, including all the county roadway networks of Florida. For 
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the scenario network runs, the proposed methodology will employ a dynamic approach, where 

traffic will be assigned to pre-determined intervals such as 10 or 15 minutes or 1 hour. Such a set-

up allows for the specification of exact evacuation times of trips and also provides the opportunity 

to create almost DTA-like scenarios. It can also be used for comparison purposes regarding the 

static and dynamic assignment within the evacuation modeling. 

 
3.3 Optimization Analysis for Shelter Siting and Allocation 

 
Providing critical services to vulnerable populations is essential in the event of disasters. 

Recent experience with hurricane damages and impacts particularly in the Southeastern U.S. has 

heightened awareness of the multifaceted nature and challenges of effective disaster relief 

planning. One key element of hurricane disaster relief planning is providing adequate shelter space 

at secure locations so that people who choose to evacuate their home may have safe refuge 

available. In order to solve this problem, we design and implement a GIS-based capacitated p-

median model to site special needs and pet-friendly shelters focusing on the travel costs obtained 

from the accessibility analysis presented in the previous section. The proposed model tends to 

minimize the total travel costs for populations (demand) to be served while accessing the available 

shelters. In addition, it is important not to exceed shelter capacity limitations, which cannot be 

tracked by traditional p-median problems. In that context, the capacitated p-median problem is 

preferred to the traditional p-median problem by ensuring the capacity limitations of available 

facilities such as shelters. This work has implications for informing future policy development in 

terms of the adaptation of spatial optimization models to the problem of siting special needs shelter 

locations, while controlling for several key real-world considerations, including the capacity limits 

of such shelters along with the potential for the roadway infrastructure that would be used for 

transportation to fail during hurricanes. 

 

3.3.1 Assumptions  
 

In addition to the general assumptions made regarding the evacuations in the previous 

section, there are several sheltering-related assumptions used in the optimization analysis as 

follows: 
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o This research focuses on the American Red Cross-approved shelters for the optimization 

analysis for Bay, Miami-Dade and Broward counties. This is due to the fact that many 

locally approved shelters, although they may or may not be operated when a hurricane hits, 

are located in the flooding zone, and therefore they are not approved by American Red 

Cross for use. 

o For the Lee and Collier counties, on the other hand, several locally approved shelters, 

which are not in the flooding zone, are also considered. The question we try to answer is: 

How would the evacuation and sheltering operations benefit if these local shelters were 

also ARC-approved? 

o Each designated shelter (pet-friendly or special needs) is fully utilized in the optimization 

model where each census block group (aging populations living in that group) cannot be 

assigned to a shelter that is not designated for use. In addition, each one of this population 

group is assigned to a one and only one shelter. 

o For each designated shelter, assigned demand (in persons) will be equal to the capacity (in 

persons) of the shelter. On the other hand, for any shelter (regardless of being designated 

or not), assigned demand (in persons) should not exceed the capacity (in persons) of the 

shelter. 

o Preparation, waiting and transfer times are not included as costs in this analysis; however, 

they should be considered for older adults since it may have a significant effect on the 

overall evacuation time. This is a promising future work direction. 

 

3.3.2 Optimization Model 
 

Based on these assumptions, the following formulation will be used, which is adapted from 

[18,160]. Objective function (1) intends to maximize the accessibility of shelters to populations by 

minimizing the total travel cost (travel time). Intuitive explanations for the constraints are as 

follows: 

(2) Each designated shelter (pet-friendly or SpNS) is fully utilized. 

(3) A census block group cannot be assigned to a shelter that is not designated for use, 

(4) Every population block group is assigned to a one and only one shelter, 
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(5) Number of shelters is set to a user defined value, N.  

(6) For each designated shelter, assigned demand (in persons) will be equal to the capacity 

(in persons) of the shelter. 

(7) For each shelter, assigned demand (in persons) should not exceed the capacity (in persons) 

of the shelter. 

where 

  

This capacitated p-median model, linked to a geographic information system (GIS), is 

employed to explore the extent to which configurations of special needs and pet-friendly shelters 

Minimize;   

∗ ∗  
 (1) 

Subject to;   

 = 1 ∀j K (2) 

 ∀ I & ∀j J (3) 

∑  = 1 ∀ I (4) 

∑  = N ∀j J (5) 

∑ ∗   ∀j K (6) 

∑ ∗   ∀j J (7) 

   

  = number of census block groups. 

J = number of all shelters. 

K = number of all designated shelters (pet-friendly or SpNS). 

 = travel cost between the population block group i and the shelter at location j. 

	 = binary variable, 1 if the population block group is assigned to the shelter at j, 0 otherwise.  

	 = binary variable, 1 if the population block group is assigned to designated  shelter at j, 0 

otherwise.                                                            

N = number of shelters to be used, defined by the operator. 

Cj = capacity of the shelter at j, by total number of people. 

Pi = demand at point i 
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adequately serve aging populations. Besides the census block data being used as demand points, 

and the point locations of special needs and pet-friendly shelters, transportation costs connecting 

these origins and destinations are obtained through the first two steps of the proposed methodology 

both statically and dynamicaslly. As the static travel time assessment is closer to what might be 

witnessed during everyday conditions closer to free-flow, dynamic travel times are used in the 

optimization process accounting for the possible delays that could happen during a hurricane. 

Literature clearly shows that transportation network failure has the potential to influence the 

accessibility of shelters in emergency situations. This second approach taken looks to add realistic 

possible delays to the roadway network. This serves to simulate extra delays associated with an 

emergency and will allow one to explore whether the choice of facilities to re-purpose are sensitive 

to the travel costs used to select them. 

The spatial optimization model is implemented using a combination of GIS, custom 

programming scripts and an external optimization engine. ArcGIS and CUBE are used to manage 

the spatial data including the aging special needs demand points, candidate shelter locations and 

their capacities, and the roadway networks, which are used to compute travel costs. The proposed 

model is an integer linear programming problem, solved via the NEOS servers [177–179]. More 

specifically, a CPLEX solver hosted at NEOS website is used to solve the optimization problem, 

which utilizes a branch-and-bound algorithm to find the feasible solution. The model is solved on 

an Intel® Core i7- 4940 CPU @ 3.10 GHz computer with an installed memory (RAM) of 16.0 

GB. It takes approximately 30-40 seconds to solve a typical problem for any of the case study 

examples. 

Note that our scenarios take the evacuating population’s locations as origins. Wherever 

there is more demand than shelter capacity, the proposed model will open or repurpose new 

shelters to maximize the accessibility of those populations with specific needs. This approach 

would also minimize the total travel costs of people choosing to evacuate in order to find refuge. 

Since it would be difficult in real-world to provide large number of shelters to operate as a pet-

friendly or a special needs shelter, those re-purposed shelters with assumed capacities could be 

considered as options that can provide a higher level of service when compared to regular shelters. 
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3.4 Chapter Summary 
 

First, a Geographical Information Systems (GIS)-based methodology is developed to 

measure the transportation accessibility of the special needs and pet-friendly shelters of Florida. 

Next, the performance of emergency evacuations is assessed with a specific focus on the delays, 

roadway disruptions, dynamic evacuation travel times and critical bottlenecks, which can be vital 

for aging victims’ safety and survival. Finally, a capacitated p-median optimization model is 

utilized to maximize the accessibility and capacity of the existing shelters of interest for aging 

populations with special needs or pets. This methodology is supported by extensive mapping- and 

modeling-based scenarios in order to both simulate the evacuations of aging people and account 

for real-world disruptions such as roadway closures and congestion. 

Next chapter will present the results of the case study application of the proposed 

methodology in three demographically and socioeconomically different regions in Florida with 

substantial aging population densities: Bay County in the Northwest Florida, Lee and Collier 

counties in the Southwest Florida, and Miami-Dade and Broward counties in the Southeast Florida. 

Note that the transportation accessibility of the regular, special needs and pet-friendly shelters are 

measured for the entire State of Florida. Each section in the next chapter will include details on 

the study area and data. 
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CHAPTER 4 
 

CASE STUDY APPLICATION-BASED RESULTS 
 
 

4.1 Accessibility Analysis Results for the Entire State of Florida 
 
In this section, results of the accessibility case study applications are presented for the entire State 

of Florida. The first step for such an analysis includes obtaining the spatial distributions of aging 

populations living in the State of Florida from available resources such as U.S. Census [180] 

(Figure 5). As of 2010, the State of Florida consists of 3,259,602 people over 65 years 

(approximately 17.33% of the total population), which makes about one in every six Floridian 65 

years and older. Figure 5-a also provides the number of hurricanes for each counties. Following 

this evaluation, the following data components are determined (Figure 5): (a) origins in the case 

study county or counties (the geometric centroids of the U.S. Census population block groups), (b) 

destinations (the critical emergency facility locations such as the American Red Cross (ARC)-

approved regular, special needs (SPNS) shelters, and pet-friendly shelters) (Figure 6), and (c) the 

roadway network of Florida, with 127,343 arcs and 53,333 nodes, based on the Florida Standard 

Urban Transportation Model Structure (FSUTMS) of the Florida Department of Transportation 

(FDOT) [176]. Locations of the ARC-approved regular, SPNS shelters, and pet-friendly shelters 

are obtained from the 2014 Florida Statewide Emergency Shelter Plan [74]. Then, aging 

population-focused accessibility maps are illustrated for each county with respect to different types 

of shelters (regular and special needs). These maps are used to identify critical counties that are 

relatively further away from the shelters.  

Between each population block group centroid and the closest facility of interest, identified 

by ArcGIS, the least cost path is determined. That is, each origin-destination (O-D) pair is assigned 

a travel cost in terms of different values: (a) roadway distance in miles, (b) free flow travel time in 

minutes, which represents the uncongested traffic conditions, (c) static congested travel time in 

minutes as mentioned in methodology section. Using these cost figures, emergency shelter 

transportation accessibility scores for each population block group are calculated for the whole 

State of Florida. Next, based on the block group scores, aging population-weighted average 

accessibility scores of counties to ARC-approved regular, SPNS shelters, and Pet-friendly shelters 

are calculated. This measure is used to rank the counties in terms of their aging population’s 
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accessibility to shelters type. The weighted average county accessibility is calculated as follows, 

which was first introduced in [90,181]:  

 

	 	 	 	
∑ ∗

                       (8) 

 

where costi is the travel cost at census block group “i” to the closest shelter, and Pop65i is 

the 65+ population at the census block group “i”. This calculation is performed for each type of 

shelter with the different travel cost types (distance, free flow travel time and congested travel 

time). 

 Results are presented in Figure 7 visually where those counties that have the least 

accessibility are shown as red. Instead of presenting numerical scores for each county, the five 

most and least accessible counties to the shelters are shown in Table 3. Note that this case study 

only includes the static congested travel times due to the excessive computational requirements 

while assigning the traffic dynamically on the whole Florida roadway network. Figure 7 and Table 

3 show that Miami-Dade and Escambia counties stand out as the most accessible counties to the 

ARC-approved regular shelters although the accessibility of Miami-Dade decreases when 

congestion is experienced on the network. The five least accessible counties to the ARC-approved 

regular shelters are Monroe, Franklin, Collier, Lee and Gulf counties (Note that these counties are 

home to more than 50,000 aging people). Upgrading the locally planned shelters with respect to 

ARC standards might improve the accessibility for these counties. On the other hand, Monroe 

County and Franklin County, with the over-all lowest accessibility scores, are the least accessible 

counties to ARC-approved SPNS shelters whereas Miami-Dade County, the most urban county in 

Florida, stands out as the most accessible county. Repurposing regular shelters in order to serve 

the aging as well as special needs or pet-friendly populations could be a viable option to increase 

the transportation accessibility for Monroe and Franklin Counties. In terms of pet-friendly 

accessibility, Bay County stands out as the most accessible county in all categories whereas the 

Pinellas County is the runner-up one. Lake, Manatee, Seminole Counties share the next three spots. 

However, results show that pet-friendly shelters in Manatee County become less accessible when 

traffic congestion is experienced, compared to other counties. Monroe County has the least access 

to pet-friendly shelters in terms of both distance, free flow time and congested travel time. Glades 

and Okeechobee Counties are the other two counties that have the least accessibility to pet-friendly 
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shelters. Figure 7 shows that Miami-Dade and Broward area also has high accessibility to pet-

friendly shelters. However, note that, even though the accessibility is high, the capacity to serve 

the demand may not be enough during an actual evacuation as seen in the aftermath of Irma. This 

problem becomes even more challenging since the next closest pet-friendly shelters are 

significantly distant from those counties.  

 

 

a) 

 

Figure 5 (a) Hurricanes in Florida; Population Demographics of Florida (b) 65+ Population, (c) 
65+ Population Percentage, (d) Population Block Group Centroids (Origins) 
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b) 

 

c) 

 

Figure 5 - continued
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d) 

 

a) 

 

Figure 5 - continued

Figure 6 Destinations (a) American Red Cross (ARC)-Approved Regular Shelters, (b) American 
Red Cross (ARC)-Approved SPNS Shelters, (c) ARC-Approved Pet-Friendly Shelters 
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b) 

 

c) 

Figure 6 - continued
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a) 
 

 
b) 
 

 

Figure 7 Aging Population-based County Accessibility Maps for Distance, Free Flow and Static
Congested Travel Times: (a, b, c) ARC-Approved Regular Shelters, (d, e, f) ARC-Approved 
Special Needs Shelters, and (g, h, i) ARC-Approved Pet-Friendly Shelters 
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(c) 

 

  
d) 

 

Figure 7 - continued
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e) 
 

 

f) 

 

Figure 7 - continued
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g) 

 

h) 

 

Figure 7 - continued
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i) 

4.2 Site-Specific Case Studies in Florida 
 

In Florida, district public schools are most frequently used as hurricane evacuation shelters, and 

often staffed by district personnel during tropical weather related emergencies. It is also reported 

that public schools will be opened as shelters regardless of the storm’s forecasted intensity and 

track [74]. During Hurricane Irma, public schools were highly utilized as shelters in the Lee and 

Collier counties, and many shelters have been pushed to their limits in terms of the capacity not 

only in Lee and Collier but also in Miami-Dade and Broward counties. However, biggest 

challenges came with managing the pet-friendly and special needs shelters as opposed to the 

regular shelters. Note that SpNS (special needs) shelters that are capable of providing a medical 

care equal to nursing homes (i.e., providing care for people with disabilities) and regular shelters 

that welcome the general population. As previously stated, the special needs term has evolved into 

access and functional needs recently [82]; however, this study will refer to them as special needs 

for the rest of the paper since this study seeks to build on the State of Florida Emergency Response 

Plan, which refers to those shelters as “special needs (SpNS) shelters”. There are also pet-friendly 

shelters, which are defined in state evacuation plan as regular shelters that have made formal 

Figure 7 - continued
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arrangements to accept pets. This includes arranging separate areas within the regular shelter to 

house pets and isolate them from the people inside the shelter. Note that they also welcome the 

general population along with evacuees with pets, unlike SpNS. 

 

ACCESSIBILITY 

FLORIDA COUNTIES 

FIVE BEST ACCESSIBLE FIVE WORST ACCESSIBLE 

Weighted 
Average 
Distance 
(miles) 

Weighted 
Average Free 
Flow Travel 

Time 
(minutes) 

Weighted 
Average 

Congested 
Travel 
Time 

(minutes) 

Weighted 
Average 
Distance 
(miles) 

Weighted 
Average Free 
Flow Travel 

Time 
(minutes) 

Weighted 
Average 

Congested 
Travel 
Time 

(minutes) 

REGULAR 
SHELTERS 

Escambia Escambia Escambia Monroe Monroe Monroe 

Miami-Dade Miami-Dade Broward Franklin Franklin Franklin 

Seminole Seminole Seminole Collier Collier Collier 

Broward Broward Orange Lee Lee Lee 

Orange Orange Miami-Dade Gulf Gulf Gulf 

SPNS SHELTERS 

Seminole Miami-Dade Miami-Dade Monroe Monroe Monroe 

Miami-Dade Seminole Alachua Collier Franklin Franklin 

Alachua Alachua Hernando Franklin Collier Collier 

Hernando Duval Osceola Gulf Gulf Gulf 

Volusia Hernando St. Lucie Lee Lee Lee 

PET-FRIENDLY 
SHELTERS 

Bay Bay Bay Monroe Monroe Monroe 

Pinellas Pinellas Pinellas Glades Glades Okeechobee 

Manatee Manatee Lake Okeechobee Okeechobee Glades 

Lake Lake Seminole Martin Franklin Franklin 

Seminole Seminole Manatee Collier Hendry Hendry 

 
 

During Irma, some of the counties have evacuated residents with special needs sooner than any 

evacuation zone or order [23]. In addition, 1,000 to 3,500 evacuees with pets found refuge in the 

pet-friendly shelters in the aftermath of Irma [22,182].  

Please recall that identifying the composition of the evacuee demand is a critical task. 

While it is possible to rely on registries of 85+ with pets or a disability, it may be misleading and 

lead to underestimating the real demand that could be observed in a real-life disaster situation. 

Table 3 Aging Population-based Accessibility of Florida Counties with Respect to ARC-approved 
Regular Shelters, ARC-approved SPNS Shelters and ARC-approved Pet-friendly Shelters 
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Therefore, in this research, the exact number of pets are not considered, but people that accompany 

them are counted as the demand. Additionally, a person with a disability or special needs may be 

sheltered at a regular shelter if they do not ask for special care.  

Our scenarios take the evacuating population’s locations as origins. Wherever there is more 

demand than designated shelter capacity, the proposed model will open or repurpose new shelters 

to maximize the accessibility of those populations with specific needs or those that have pets. This 

approach would also minimize the total travel costs of people choosing to evacuate in order to find 

refuge. Since it would be difficult in real-world to provide large number of shelters to operate as a 

pet-friendly or a special needs shelter, those re-purposed shelters with assumed capacities could 

be considered as options that can provide a higher level of service when compared to regular 

shelters. 

 
4.2.1 Destination: Shelters 
 

With a focus on aging populations, the main focus in this section is analyzing the 

accessibility of census blocks to shelters, simulating an evacuation for population with specific 

needs and the hypothetically repurposing the capacity of regular shelters along with already 

designated pet-friendly and special needs shelters at selected counties. Note that there are two 

types of shelters in terms of planning used by emergency agencies: American Red Cross (ARC)-

approved shelters, and locally planned shelters. The difference between ARC approved shelters 

and locally planned shelters is a result of various criteria specified by authorities, for further 

information on this issue, please refer to [74]. This research will focus on ARC-approved shelters 

only except the Lee and Collier counties scenario where some of the locally planned shelters are 

also included. This is performed to answer the following question: “How would the evacuees 

benefit if some locally planned shelters were approved by the American Red Cross”? Shelters 

(destinations) will be shown with the “D” label in the results. 

 
4.2.2 Origins: Demand 
 

Identifying evacuation demand is always a difficult task. As such, it is not easy to identify 

those older people who would evacuate. 2016 emergency shelter plan of Florida [74] provides 

approximate numbers; however, it is aggregate in the sense that (a) it does not provide information 

on how many people belong to which age group, and (b) it is only county-based, and does not refer 
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to smaller areas within the county. In this study, the geometric centroids of the U.S. Census 

population block groups will constitute the demand locations. Once the demand is identified for 

each block group specifically in each case study, they will represent the origins. Depending on the 

case study, the demand will include 65+ or 85+ populations with special needs or pets. Additional 

demographic findings from surveys and reports [81], [183] are presented in Table 4, focusing on 

pet ownership, disability and evacuation decisions. 

SUBJECT Location Age group Percentage Survey Results 

P
E

T
S 

Miami-Dade 
Metropolitan 65+ 31% have pets 
Miami-Dade 
Metropolitan 65+ 12% need help evacuating their pets 
South Florida All 38% have pets 

South Florida All 33% 
plan to take their pets with them if they 
evacuate 

South Florida All 34% 
realized during the survey the most 
hurricane shelters do not allow pets 

D
IS

A
B

IL
IT

Y 

Florida 90+ 84% have one or more type of limitations. 
Florida 90+ 40% living alone in a household 
Florida 85+ 73% have at least one disability (2008-2012) 

Florida 85+ 50% 
have difficulty living independently 
(doing errands on his/her own) 

Florida 85-89 70% 
have disabilities which disrupts major 
life activity (2006-2008) 

Florida 65+ 27% living alone 
Florida 65+ 35% have at least one disability 

E
V

A
C

U
A

T
IO

N
 Miami-Dade and 

Broward County All 35% stay in the county during evacuation 
Miami-Dade and 
Broward County All 40% stay in Florida 
Miami-Dade and 
Broward County All 20% tend to go to shelters 

SUBJECT Location 
Household 

type Percentage Survey Results 

H
O

U
SE

H
O

LD
 

Florida All 7% 
contain an individual who requires 
assistance during an evacuation 

Florida All 3.5% 
require special assistance beyond 
transportation assistance 

Florida All 0.7% 
registered with their county as needing 
special assistance 

References : [81], [183] 

Table 4 Demographic Information
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4.2.3 Travel Costs 
 

In order to connect origins (population block centroids) and destinations (shelters), there is 

a need to calculate the travel cost between them. These travel costs are under the following 

categories: distance, free flow, static congested and dynamic congested travel times during 

evacuations. Roadways are also identified as the links that connect origins and destinations. 

Therefore, the existing transportation networks for each case study will be extracted from the 

Florida Standard Urban Transportation Model Structure (FSUTMS) [176] built in CUBE software 

[184]. 

 

4.3 Results for the Miami-Dade and Broward Counties 
 

4.3.1 Scenario Overview 
 

Our first study region is the Southeast Florida, which includes the Miami-Dade and 

Broward Counties. It contains Florida’s most densely populated area, and based on the 2010 U.S. 

Census, it had a population of about 4,244,501 people. The region is heavily dominated by tourism, 

international trade and industry serving, bringing also a demographic diversity to the region. 

Additionally, major infrastructure such as airports, seaports, arguably Florida’s busiest highways 

makes the region unique. However, experiencing numerous hurricanes brings other challenges 

with this significant activity in order to move forward. The study region is shown in Figure 8. In 

this section, main focus will be Category 3 hurricanes while creating the scenarios in the following 

sections; however, the approach is applicable for higher and lower strength hurricanes as well. 

Please see Figure 9 for storm surge zones for Category 3 and lower strength hurricanes 

and evacuation zones A, B and C for a Category 3 hurricane [186]. Note that evacuation zones are 

created based on storm surge maps by the Florida Division of Emergency Management. Using 

these maps, census block locations and shelters under risk are identified. Those shelters that are in 

the evacuation zones are not considered as destinations. Census blocks in the evacuation zones are 

defined as origins whereas the shelters are destinations. Several assumptions are made to facilitate 

the evacuation between these origin and destinations, which will be discussed in the following 

sections. 
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a) 

Figure 9 a) Storm Surge Zones (Hurricane Category 1, 2 and 3) b) Evacuation Zones A, B and C 
for Hurricane Category 3 

 

Figure 8 Miami-Dade and Broward Counties
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b) 

Figure 9 - continued 

 

4.3.2 Destination: Shelters 
 

With a focus on age 85+ populations, in this case study, all the shelters considered to create 

evacuation scenarios will be ARC-approved shelters. There are 2 pet-friendly and 10 special needs 

shelters (SpNS) in the Miami-Dade and Broward counties, respectively. There are also 97 regular 

shelters in the region which can theoretically be repurposed for serving more people with special 

needs and those with pets. Locations of shelters are obtained from the 2016 shelter evacuation plan 

of Florida [74], and their space and capacities were certified by the ARC (Figure 10). To reiterate, 

designated American Red Cross (ARC)-approved pet-friendly and special needs (SpNS) shelters 

will be used as primary destinations. In our scenarios, those pet-friendly and SpNS shelters will be 

open by default, and they will be 100% operational (100% capacity). The proposed approach aims 

first for filling the empty spaces at those shelters. Second, several of the remaining regular shelters 

will be repurposed in order to serve the demand based on the outputs of the optimization model. 
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Repurposing capacities will be obtained by taking the regular shelter spaces and assigning 

a percentage of this space to the evacuees (Table 5). For example, if a regular shelter has 1,000 

square feet available and 60% of this is assumed to be repurposed, 600 square feet would give the 

space to be repurposed. Additionally, in order to find the number of people that this space can 

serve, we make another conversion based on the fact that 60 square feet is needed to serve one 

person [74]. Hence, 600 square feet gives us 10 people to be served. Since it is a challenging task 

to estimate the demand accurately, shelter capacities will be repurposed as fraction of total spaces 

through a set of sensitivity analysis, as 50%, 25%, and 15%. Note that, whilst pet-friendly shelters 

can also serve as regular shelters, special needs shelters are not designated for general population, 

as reported by the 2016 emergency shelter plan [74]. Note that more than 100 ARC approved 

shelter serve the area with 12 designated shelters. In that context, this case study will stick to the 

emergency response shelter plan trying to utilize only available ARC shelters, instead of utilizing 

locally planned shelters. 

Figure 10 Pet-friendly, SpNS and Regular Shelter Locations in Miami-Dade and Broward Counties
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Miami-Dade 
& Broward 

Designated Shelter 
Capacity 

Potential Repurposed 
Capacity 

Total 15% 25% 50% 
Pet-friendly 2,753 6,982 11,666 23,380 
SpNS 4,858 7,069 11,811 23,670 

 

Note that there is no other pet-friendly shelter in 100-mile radius other than those two ARC-

approved designated pet-friendly shelters available in Miami-Dade and Broward counties outside 

the Category 3 evacuation zone (Figure 11). This creates another obstacle for those evacuees to 

find refuge for their pets not only in terms of capacity but also accessibility. 

 

 

4.3.3 Origins: Demand 
 

The 85+ population demand is identified for each block group based on Table 4, and they 

will represent the origins. Note that the 85 and older people with disabilities and/or pets constitute 

a certain portion of the overall population in those block groups. Figure 12 shows the 85 and older 

Table 5 Capacities for Shelters for Miami-Dade and Broward Counties

Figure 11 Pet-friendly Shelters in the South Florida
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total population and population density maps of Miami Dade and Broward Counties, and 754 

selected census block group centroids. These 754 locations are within the evacuation zone for a 

Category 3 hurricane. 

 

 

a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 12 85+ Population b) 85+ Population Density (85+ over Total Population) c) Selected U.S. 
Census Population Block Centroids 
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c) 

In the light of the potential variation as evidenced in the Table 4 values associated with the state 

reports, we have decided to carry out a sensitivity analysis to estimate the approximate 85+ 

evacuee demands. Table 6 shows the percentage of the 85 and older population in every census 

block group to be evacuated based on their specific needs, which are identified separately for pet-

friendly and special needs shelters.  

Miami-Dade & 
Broward 

Pet-friendly Shelter Demand Special Needs Shelter Demand 

10% 30% 50% 30% 40% 50% 

Total 2,100 6,300 10,501 6,300 8,401 10,501 

    
 
  

Figure 12 - continued

Table 6 Estimated Demands for 85 and Older Population for Miami-Dade and Broward Counties
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4.3.4 Travel Costs 
 
Free flow and static congested cost are obtained from the FSUTMS model provided for the South 

Florida region (Figure 13). In order to find the dynamic travel time during an evacuation, we 

utilize the emergency evacuation model of Florida, namely TIME [187], used by the Florida 

Department of Transportation. This model provides realistic evacuation simulation based on the 

evacuation demand loading curves [20] for each time segment, considering the evacuation zones, 

response rates, shadow evacuation, background traffic, shelter usage and capacities. 

 

 

As a result, dynamic travel times for each and every link can be obtained, for each time 

segment during the evacuation. Dynamic travel times are obtained based on the scenario 

assumptions as follows: 

 12-hour S-curve loading is used. 

 Every person in the evacuation zones A, B and C is evacuated. 

 Inland areas (areas other than the designated evacuation zones) usually experience a 

shadow evacuation, which is accounted for in the proposed methodology. Shadow 

evacuation generally refers to the idea of people voluntarily choosing to evacuate from 

Figure 13 Roadway Network for Miami-Dade and Broward Counties from FSUTMS Model
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areas not explicitly designated as zones under mandatory evacuation [188]. Evacuations 

emanating from areas under mandatory evacuation orders will be modeled in accordance 

with the planning assumptions developed by the Statewide Regional Evacuation Study 

Program (SRESP) [189]. This finding is derived from behavioral analysis conducted in 

Southeast Florida [183], where 79% of the residents tend to evacuate their homes even 

when the evacuation notice (for evacuation zones 1, 2 and 3) does not apply to them. 

 Background traffic is implemented as link capacity fluctuations due to the computational 

power limitations of the TIME software. 

 No roadway disruptions are assumed. 

 35% of evacuees stay in the county, 40% stays in the State of Florida. 

 Shelter usage is 20%. 

 ARC-approved shelters are considered. 

 Dynamic travel times are obtained for the time segment where evacuation volume is the 

highest overall in the network. 

 We assumed a passenger per vehicle rate of 1.8 during the evacuation in the TIME 

software. 

Figure 14 shows that evacuation is completed in 28 hours for this scenario, and the highest 

evacuation volume is observed at the 12th hour. As such, we choose the 12th hour as that time 

segment with the most congested/loaded network to be used for the optimization analysis. Note 

that, this selection can be extended to other time segments of the evacuation (e.g., 6th hour, 18th 

hour and others) based on the demand curve for real-time decision making purposes. This type of 

analysis can help to simulate extra delays associated with an emergency evacuation, and to explore 

whether the choice of which shelter to repurpose is sensitive to travel costs for different time 

segments dynamically. Note that TIME approach is case specific for this research since it is 

computationally exhausting to model a metropolitan region such as Miami-Dade where lots of 

small links connect to each other causing serious computational problems. Rest of the case studies 

will continue without using the TIME approach, but rather will continue utilizing a modeling 

approach developed by the author. 
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4.3.5 Accessibility Analysis Results 
 
We first focus on the accessibility of the all the shelters in Miami-Dade and Broward Counties. 

Red and dark grey regions show low accessible areas, while grey zones show higher accessible 

areas provided by calculating distance, free flow time and congested static travel time to shelters. 

Based on Figure 15, it can be stated that Miami Dade and Broward counties have high accessibility 

to shelters. However, southern parts of Miami-Dade County shows a low accessibility compared 

to other regions. It is also notable that when network gets congested travel time to shelters 

significantly increases. For southern part, region shows higher than 30 minutes travel times to 

closest shelters. Norther part of the two counties’ average access to closest shelters floats around 

7 minutes, which is pretty high. Western part of the counties have the lowest accessibility to the 

shelters in the county, if they prefer to evacuate to the shelters in their county. Additionally, note 

that, emergency management is bottom to top process, in that sense, management starts at the local. 

That’s why that research focuses on local level solutions as in this case measuring the accessibility 

to shelters in their own county.  

Figure 14 Total Evacuation Volume in Half-Hour Segments
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a) 

 

 

b) 

Figure 15 Accessibility to All ARC Shelters for Each Census Unit a) Distance b) Free Flow Time 
c) Congested Travel Time for Miami-Dade and Broward Counties 
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c) 

This study also focuses on the accessibility of the studied shelters to potential evacuees. 

This analysis provided us the accessibility of designated shelters (not the repurposed ones) with 

respect to the census block groups without considering the evacuee demand and shelter capacities. 

It is a critical step before the optimization, which provides the travel costs that each census block 

group face to reach their designated shelters. Recall that the spatial proximity and accessibility are 

arguably important for the selection of shelters to be repurposed in addition to the shelter and 

demand location characteristics. Figure 16 and Figure 17 are created in order to show the 

transportation accessibility to designated pet-friendly and SpNS shelters, respectively. Both 

figures consist of three different maps, accessibility with free flow time, static congested travel 

time (daily average) and dynamic congested travel time (12th hour of the actual evacuation). 

Lighter green areas represent the most accessible regions (under 6 minutes) whereas the darker 

areas are the less accessible ones (black regions can reach a shelter in more than 48 minutes).  

Comparing the static and dynamic congested travel time maps of Figure 16, one can see 

that congestion increases in urbanized areas such as the City of Miami as expected. This is possibly 

due to the substantial amount of vehicles on the roadways during the 12th hour of evacuation. Even 

though this comparison may not be 100% accurate due to the dynamics of evacuation, it can still 

Figure 15 - continued
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provide a dynamic way to evaluate the shelter accessibility. When we look at Figure 17, we 

observe that the region is relatively less accessible to the pet-friendly shelters since there are only 

two of them. Similar to Figure 16, the congestion during an evacuation affects the travel times 

and delays in the inner urban sections. Based on Figure 10 and Figure 16, it is clearly seen that 

designated pet-friendly shelters are scarce and ineffective in terms of accessibility, with high travel 

costs and very few locations. If these two shelters do not operate, the whole region will face serious 

accessibility problems since these are the only pet-friendly shelters in a 100 miles radius. 

For both cases, we observe that the shore areas (Evacuation zones A and B) experience 

high amount of travel costs in terms of time, which is a critical problem that should be explored in 

more depth. For this purpose, optimization models that can locate additional sites or shelter 

locations are needed in order to improve the shelter allocation while minimizing the travel costs. 

 

 

a) 

 

Figure 16 Accessibility to SpNS Shelters via a) Free Flow Time b) Static Congested Travel Time
c) Dynamic Congested Travel Time at the 12th Hour of the Demand Loading 
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b) 

 

c) 

Figure 16 - continued
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 17 Accessibility to Pet-friendly Shelters via a) Free Flow Time b) Static Congested Travel
Time c) Dynamic Congested Travel Time at the 12th Hour of the Demand Loading 
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c) 

4.3.6 Optimization Analysis Results 
 
The proposed optimization model is run per the scenarios outlined given the shelter 

capacity and population demand information provided in Table 5 and Table 6. Results of the 

scenarios are shown in Table 7 and Table 8 in terms of the selected shelters and total travel cost 

for evacuating people to pet-friendly shelters and SpNS shelters, respectively. Our scenarios take 

the evacuating population’s locations as origins. Note that, wherever there is more demand than 

designated shelter capacity, the proposed model will open or repurpose new shelters to maximize 

the accessibility of those populations with specific needs. This approach would also minimize the 

total travel costs of people choosing to evacuate in order to find refuge. Since it would be difficult 

in real-world to provide large number of shelters to operate as a pet-friendly or a special needs 

shelter, those re-purposed shelters with assumed capacities could be considered as options that can 

provide a higher level of service when compared to regular shelters. 

Shelters (destinations) are shown with the “D” label. Note that capacities of candidate 

shelters are increased from 15% to 50% for both cases; however, the 85+ demand has the following 

values for pet-friendly shelters: %10, %30 and %50, and the following for SpNS: %30, %40 and 

Figure 17 - continued
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%50. These parameters and values are based on various sources as described in Section 3.3. Also, 

free flow travel time-based results are not provided, as the comparative analysis is restricted to the 

congested traffic. Both tables are divided into two sections in order to compare the traffic 

conditions between the daily and emergency situations: static (STA) and dynamic (DTA) 

congested time, where Table 7 and Table 8 show an example comparison for which shelters are 

not used and which shelters are sited (shelters in red and green). This is also provided visually in 

Figure 18 and Figure 19. 

The objective function values at their minimum (total costs) are provided each specific 

scenario. Recall that pet-friendly and SpNS shelters are two independent cases, and we have 97 

regular shelters and 2 designated pet-friendly shelters in the first case whereas there are 97 regular 

shelters and 10 designated SpNS shelters in the second. According to the 2016 shelter management 

plan, pet-friendly shelters are open to the general population while SpNS shelters are not [74]. In 

our modeling approach, we also assume that the designated pet-friendly and SpNS shelter are fully 

open for all evacuees so that they would be filled first. After they are full in terms of capacity, if 

there is still more demand, the optimization model seeks alternative shelter locations and does re-

purposing. By ‘re-purposing’, we mean that regular shelters other than the designated ones will be 

repurposed as a fraction of the total spaces  

For the pet-friendly shelter case with static congested times (STA), the capacity of the two 

designated shelters appears to be sufficient to serve the demand when the demand is 10% (10% of 

those 85+ people with pets). Even though the capacities of the repurposed shelters are increased, 

the assignment does not change as this is clearly seen by the total travel cost remaining the same. 

When the demand is increased, the capacities of the two designated shelters are not adequate 

anymore. The optimization model locates the new feasible shelters for the remaining unassigned 

evacuees based on the overall minimization of the total travel cost. On the other hand, when the 

15% of the shelter capacities are considered, the total travel cost is almost doubled with respect to 

the 50% demand scenario. With higher shelter capacity, the model finds more feasible solutions 

with fewer candidate shelters, which aligns with the results shown in [87]. Between 15% and 50 

%  repurposed capacities, given the 50% demand, we see that the travel cost decreases almost 30%. 

For the 30% demand between 15% and 50% capacities, total travel cost is reduced by around 20%. 

Results presented in Table 7 for pet-friendly evacuation runs are based on static congested 

travel times; however, these travel times may not be representative of conditions during an 
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emergency evacuation where delays and congestion can vary dynamically. Therefore, the 

optimization model is also run with the dynamic congested travel times obtained for the 12th hour 

of the evacuation demand curve, and a comparison is performed between the static and dynamic 

travel time results in terms of the shelter selection and total travel costs. First, we observe that total 

travel costs are always higher for the dynamic scenario when compared to the static case. That is 

due to the delays experienced during evacuation. For example, with 10% demand assumed, there 

is a 10% increase in the total travel costs. It is also important to note that selected shelters always 

differ between the static and dynamic travel time assumptions. Although DTA travel costs are 

significantly higher than STA travel costs for the 30% and 50% demand scenarios, the optimal 

solution is achieved with fewer facilities. This is because the model assigns the evacuees to distant 

shelters with higher capacities. Similar results are obtained for the SpNS-based evacuation as well. 

However, the increase in travel time is relatively smaller than that of the pet-friendly case. This 

occurs since there are more spatially dispersed designated SpNS shelters than the pet-friendly ones. 

In addition to the travel cost analysis, it is observed that some of the shelters are not selected for 

use when moving from the STA results to the those of DTA. It means that model alters the open 

shelter configuration for different network conditions of the same demand scenario.  

For instance, for the pet-friendly evacuation scenarios with a 30% demand assumption and 

15% shelter capacity, the model tends to utilize two different shelters for daily roadway conditions 

(STA) whereas it utilizes six different shelters for emergency evacuation conditions (DTA) 

(Figure 18-a). Note that with the shelter capacity increases, the model can select different 

candidate shelters based on both capacity and travel time to minimize total travel cost. Including 

both dynamic travel times and the shadow evacuation results in higher travel times, which leads 

to a more dispersed shelter selection by the model. For the scenario with a 30% demand assumption 

and a 25% shelter capacity, the STA-based model utilizes four shelters which are closer to 

downtown Miami (D53, D57, D58, D59). Note that these shelters have the largest capacity 

compared to other candidates (Figure 18-b). On the other hand, the DTA-based model utilizes six 

shelters (D28, D29, D48, D62, D68, D69) providing a dispersed suite of shelters. Also note that 

total travel cost is higher in emergency conditions (DTA) then daily conditions (STA). For the 

scenario with a 30% demand and 50% capacity increase, the model utilizes/repurposes shelters 

D53, D59, D63 based on daily roadway conditions (STA). On the other hand, during an emergency 

evacuation (DTA), the model works with D28, D85 and D96 (Figure 18-c). While the STA-based 
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model prioritizes the shelters closer to the coast and Miami downtown area, the DTA-based model 

utilizes a more evenly spread selection/allocation of shelters due to the higher travel times induced 

by the extra congestion and shadow evacuation. These results can help us to better understand 

shelter usage and capacity in a real-world evacuation context. 

For the SpNS friendly evacuation, designated shelters are abundant and dispersed 

throughout the region. Note that the SpNS demand is higher than the Pet-friendly evacuation 

demand. In this case, for evacuation scenarios with a 40% demand and 15% capacity, the STA 

model utilizes ten different shelters as compared with the DTA solution which utilizes five shelters. 

For evacuation scenarios with a 40% demand and assumed 25% capacity increase, the DTA-based 

model utilizes more candidate shelters closer to the coast, thereby abandoning the northern 

candidate shelter. Note that from a public facility planning view point, the model also prevents 

evacuees from the same origin (census unit) from being sent to different facilities. If this condition 

is violated, results would be hard to interpret by agencies and difficult to implement in an actual 

evacuation situation. For evacuation scenarios with an assumed 40% demand and 50% capacity 

increase, the DTA-based model utilizes four different shelters whereas the STA solution gives 

seven candidate shelters, being dispersed around the region (Figure 19-c). All SpNS shelter 

analysis comparisons and model run results are presented in Table 8 and Figure 19.  

While any extra time deemed for populations with specific needs to evacuate can be 

dangerous, where a shelter is sited can significantly impact who is assumed to use it. In general, 

the DTA assignment arguably provides a more realistic approach for shelter siting or repurposing 

based on its accounting for the hypothesized travel time most likely to be experienced on road 

networks. This can be helpful for emergency officials who are charged with developing  shelter 

allocation plans. 

The proposed model is an integer linear programming problem, solved via the NEOS 

servers [177–179]. More specifically, a CPLEX solver hosted at NEOS website is used to solve 

the optimization problem, which utilizes a branch-and-bound algorithm to find the feasible 

solution. The model is solved on an Intel® Core i7- 4940 CPU @ 3.10 GHz computer with an 

installed memory (RAM) of 16.0 GB. It takes approximately 30-40 seconds to solve a typical 

problem for any of the case study examples. 
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 18 STA and DTA Shelter Siting for the Pet-Friendly Case with 30% Demand a) 15% Shelter 
Capacity b) 25% Shelter capacity c) 50% Shelter Capacity 
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c) 

 
a) 

 

Figure 18 - continued

Figure 19 STA and DTA Shelter Siting for the SpNS with 40% Demand a) 15% Shelter Capacity 
b) 25% Shelter Capacity c) 50% Shelter Capacity 
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b) 
 

 
c)  

 
 

Figure 19 - continued
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PET-FRIENDLY 

85+ DEMAND 

10% 30%                50% 

Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: 

STA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 78,768 No repurposing 126,800 D53,D64 185,932 D23, D32,D53, 

25% 78,768 No repurposing 111,403 D53,D57,D58,D59 171,092 D53,D63 

50% 
78,768 No repurposing 99,852 D53,D59,D63 135,739 D48,D50,D53D59,D61,D63, 

D68,D69, D71, D76,D91 

DTA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 86,683 No repurposing 147,643 D12,D22,D27,D28,D29,D39 207,779 D7,D25,D36,D38,D40 

25% 86,683 No repurposing 134,507 D28,D29,D48,D62,D68,D69, 201,302 D10,D24,D36, D83 

50% 86,683 No repurposing 120,849 D28,D85,D96 165,808 D12,D24,D28,D30,D42,D87,D94 

Note that; D1 and D2 are designated shelters and they are utilized by default. 
Shelters in red show those sited in STA but not in DTA. Shelters in green shows those sited in DTA but not in STA.  

 

 

Table 7 Analysis Results for the Pet-Friendly Shelter Case – Shelter Usage Optimization for Miami-Dade and Broward Counties

Table 8 Analysis Results for the SpNS Case- Shelter Usage Optimization for Miami-Dade and Broward Counties
 

SpNS 

85+ DEMAND 

30% 40% 50% 

Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: 

STA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 
77,531 D26,D73, 

D83,D85, 
D87,D88, D89 

103,312 D52,D60, D63,D64, D68, 

D69,D71,D73,D96,D99 

144,879 D14,D25,D42,D63,D73 

25% 
74,369 D26,D32,D51,D64, 

D87,D88 

94,292 D26,D61,D62,D63,D64,D69,D73 121,992 D13,D60,D63,D64,D68,D73,D104 

50% 
70,912 D51,D73, D87, 

D89 

85,625 D51,D69,D73,D80,D86,D88,D89 104,967 D13,D26,D63,D69,D73 

DTA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 
79,732 D27,D38 104,981 D22, D35, D49, D59, D72 153,829 D16,D18,D19,D20,D21,D23,D35,D

50 

25% 
75,356 D34,D38, D47, 

D81,D103,D105 

95,225 D22,D37,D46,D74,D76,D94,D95 127,956 D22,D46,D49,D72,D75 

50% 
72,722 D38,D47,D85, 

D93
86,317 D38,D47,D58,D105 106,293 D27,D38,D83,D84, D99 

Note that; D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, D9 and D10 are designated shelters and they are utilized by default. 
Shelters in red show those sited in STA but not in DTA. Shelters in green show those sited in DTA but not in STA.  
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4.4 Results for the Lee and Collier Counties 
 

In this case study, the study region is the Southwest Florida, which includes the Lee and 

Collier counties (Figure 20). Based on the 2010 U.S. Census, this region had a population of about 

940,274 people. The region houses a strategic intermodal network, which serves different railroad 

companies and excursion trains. This makes the region unique in terms of freight traffic as well.  

 

 

This region has been hit very hard by the Hurricane Irma, which was the strongest 

Hurricane observed in Atlantic since Hurricane Wilma, and it made two landfalls in Florida with 

strengths of a Category 4 and a Category 3 hurricane. Between August 30 and September 30, 2017, 

Lee and Collier counties suffered a lot, where 35,000 people were located in shelters, of which at 

least 1,000 needed assistance for their pets [22]. Not only sheltering but also power outages, 

roadway closures, and food and gas supply problems have tested the county management in every 

aspect like county has never seen before. In that context, this case study application has been 

performed carefully in order to analyze and understand possible scenarios and their outcomes for 

the region, given the recent impact of Irma.  

Figure 20 Lee and Collier Counties 
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Figure 21 shows the evacuation zones created based on storm surge maps obtained from 

the Florida Division of Emergency Management., which were used during the Hurricane Irma by 

local agencies. Using these maps, census block locations and shelters under risk are identified. 

Those shelters that are in the evacuation zones are not considered as destinations. As before, census 

blocks in the evacuation zones are defined as origins whereas the shelters are destinations. Several 

assumptions are made to facilitate the evacuation between these origin and destinations, which 

will be discussed in the following sections. 

 

 

a) 

Figure 21 a) Storm Surge Zones (Hurricane Category 1, 2, 3 and Tropical) b) Evacuation Zones 
A, B and C for Hurricane Category 3 
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b) 

Figure 21 - continued 

 

4.4.1 Scenario Overview 
 

As mentioned in the previous section, district public schools are most frequently used as 

hurricane evacuation shelters, and often staffed by district personnel during tropical weather 

related emergencies in Florida. During Hurricane Irma, public schools were also highly utilized as 

shelters in the Lee and Collier counties, and some of them has been pushed to their limits in terms 

of the capacity. However, biggest challenges came with managing the pet-friendly and special 

needs shelters. Therefore, this scenario will tackle evacuating residents with special needs to SpNS 

shelters. Compared to the first case study application in the Southeast of Florida, several locally 

planned shelters will also be considered in the analysis due to the lack of enough ARC-approved 

shelters. Note that these local shelters that are selected are outside the flooding zone and have been 

used by local agencies in the aftermath of Irma [182]. As previously stated, the special needs term 

has evolved into access and functional needs recently [82]; however, this study will refer to them 

as special needs for the rest of the paper since this study seeks to build on the State of Florida 

Emergency Response Plan. This plan refers to those shelters as “special needs (SpNS) shelters”. 

Recall that there are also pet-friendly shelters which have made formal arrangements to accept 
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pets. As in the first case study, the exact number of pets are not considered, but people that 

accompany them are counted as the demand, which is utilized from the real-life data based on the 

actual operations during Irma. Also recall that identifying the composition of the evacuee demand 

is another critical task. While it is possible to rely on registries of 85+ with pets or a disability, it 

may be misleading and lead to underestimating the real demand that could be observed in a real-

life disaster situation. Additionally, a person with a disability or special needs may be sheltered at 

a regular shelter if they do not ask for special care. 

 
4.4.2 Destination: Shelters 
 

With a focus on 85+ populations, the main focus in this section is analyzing the 

accessibility of census blocks to shelters, simulating an evacuation for population with specific 

needs and hypothetically repurposing the capacity of regular shelters along with already used pet-

friendly and special needs shelters in the Lee and Collier counties. Note that there is a deficit in 

pet-friendly shelter capacities in Lee County, and Lee County lacks special needs shelters as 

clearly shown in the state emergency response plan [74]. There is 1 special needs shelter (SpNS), 

and 4 pet-friendly shelters in the Collier County whereas there is 1 pet-friendly shelter and no 

special needs shelters in the Lee County. There are also 30 regular shelters in the region, which 

can theoretically be repurposed for serving more people with special needs and those with pets. 

Locations of shelters as well as their capacities are obtained from the 2016 shelter evacuation plan 

of Florida and based on the real-life experiences observed during Irma [74] (Figure 22). 

Specifically, those shelters, which were utilized during Irma, will be studied. 

Hurricane Irma also caused a shift in emergency plans as shelters that were not designated 

originally as pet-friendly shelters were converted to serve those evacuees with pets. This real-life 

experience clearly supports the proposed analysis, which focuses on repurposing the existing 

shelters as those that can serve older people with special needs and/or pets [22,23,182]. To 

reiterate, designated shelters activated in the aftermath of Irma as pet-friendly and special needs 

(SpNS) shelters will be used as primary destinations. In our scenarios, those pet-friendly and SpNS 

shelters will be open by default, and they will be 100% operational (100% capacity). The proposed 

approach aims first to fill the empty spaces at those shelters. Second, based on the outputs of the 

optimization model, several of the remaining regular shelters will be repurposed in order to serve 

the demand.  
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a) 
 

 
b) 

Figure 22 Pet-Friendly, SpNS and Regular Shelter (ARC and Local) Locations in Lee and Collier
Counties 
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Repurposing capacities will be obtained by taking the regular shelter spaces and assigning 

a percentage of this space to the evacuees (Table 9). For example, if a regular shelter has 1,000 

square feet available and 60% of this is assumed to be repurposed, 600 square feet would give the 

space to be repurposed. Additionally, in order to find the number of people that this space can 

serve, we make another conversion based on the fact that 60 square feet is needed to serve one 

person [74]. Hence, 600 square feet gives us 10 people to be served. Since it is a challenging task 

to estimate the demand accurately, shelter capacities will be repurposed as fraction of total spaces 

through a set of sensitivity analysis, as 50%, 25%, and 15%. Note that, whilst pet-friendly shelters 

can also serve as regular shelters, special needs shelters are not designated for general population, 

as reported by the 2016 Florida emergency shelter plan [74].  

              

Lee & Collier 

Activated Shelter  
Capacity Potential Repurposed Capacity 

Total 15% 25% 50% 

Pet-friendly 8,292 3,668 6,118 12,246 

SpNS 741 4,759 7,936 15,883 

 

4.4.3 Origins: Demand 
 

During Hurricane Irma, more people than those in the registries wanted to access special 

needs shelters [22,23]. As such, it is very difficult to identify the actual shelter demand. As such, 

this case study will also utilize the census units and surveys to identify this demand. Note that the 

85 and older people with disabilities and/or pets constitute a certain portion of the overall 

population in the Lee and Collier population block groups. Figure 23 shows the 85 and older total 

population and population density maps of Lee and Collier Counties, and 326 selected census 

block group centroids. These 326 locations are within the evacuation zone for a Category 3 

hurricane such as Irma. 

Table 9 Capacities for Shelters for Lee and Collier Counties
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a) 

 

b) 

 

Figure 23 85+ Population b) 85+ Population Density (85+ over Total Population) c) Selected U.S.
Census Population Block Centroids for Lee and Collie Counties 
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c) 

Additional demographic findings from surveys and reports [81], [183] are presented in Table 4, 

focusing on pet ownership, disability and evacuation decisions. In the light of the potential 

variation as evidenced in these reports, we have decided to carry out a sensitivity analysis to 

estimate the approximate 85+ evacuee demand in Lee and Collier counties. Table 10 shows the 

percentage of the 85 and older population in every census block group to be evacuated based on 

their specific needs, which are identified separately for pet-friendly and special needs shelters. 

Based on the real-life experiences in the aftermath of Irma regarding the highly usage of pet-

friendly shelters, pet-friendly shelter demand was kept higher than those for special needs shelters. 

Lee & Collier Pet-friendly Shelter Demand 
Special Needs Shelter 

Demand 

30% 50% 70% 30% 40% 50% 

Total 4,102 6,837 9,571 4,102 5,469 6,837 
  

Figure 23 - continued

Table 10 Estimated Demands for 85 and Older Population for Lee and Collier Counties
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4.4.4 Travel Costs 
 

In order to connect origins (census block centroids) and destinations (shelters), there is a 

need to calculate the travel cost between them. These travel costs are under the following 

categories: distance, free flow, static congested and dynamic congested travel time during 

evacuations. Roadways are also identified as the links that connect origins and destinations. Figure 

24 shows those links which comprise the Lee and Collier model network, obtained from the Florida 

Standard Urban Transportation Model Structure (FSUTMS) [176] built in CUBE software [184]. 

Free flow and static congested cost are obtained from the FSUTMS model provided for the South 

Florida region.  

 

 

In order to find the dynamic travel times during an evacuation, a DTA-based evacuation 

model is built (please refer to Appendix A for the model code). This model provides a realistic 

evacuation simulation based on the evacuation demand loading curves [20] for each time segment 

(hourly), considering the evacuation zones, response rates, shadow evacuation, background traffic, 

shelter usage and capacities. Note that this model developed was not implemented in the Miami-

Dade and Broward region due to computational limitations. Compared to the TIME evacuation 

Figure 24 Roadway Network for Lee and Collier Counties from FSUTMS Model 
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model, the developed model provides more flexibility. While TIME provides background traffic 

as dynamic capacities, this model provides this traffic as simulated traffic volume. The developed 

model simulates evacuation and background traffic separately, and creates flexibility in terms of 

assigning trips. In addition, TIME model is an evacuation model, and it only can only evacuate 

people to designated places. However, with the developed model, it is possible to evacuate people 

to any location at any time during the evacuation.  

In this case study, as mentioned in [23], evacuation will be carried out considering that the 

demand is equal to the designated capacity at first in the first hour of the evacuation, and two 

scenarios will be tested with background traffic equal to the 50% and 25% of the daily traffic, 

respectively. Background traffic exists in the developed model which is different than the TIME 

model. As a result, dynamic travel times for each and every link can be obtained, and also for each 

time segment during the evacuation. This analysis also includes the shadow evacuation. Dynamic 

travel times are obtained based on the scenario assumptions as follows: 

 Vehicles are loaded in the first time segment (which is the first hour). 

 Evacuation started at 7:00 AM. 

 Demand is calculated in the evacuation zones A, B and C. 

 Inland areas (areas other than the designated evacuation zones) usually experience a 

shadow evacuation, which is accounted for in the proposed methodology. Shadow 

evacuation generally refers to the idea of people voluntarily choosing to evacuate from 

areas not explicitly designated as zones under mandatory evacuation [188]. Evacuations 

emanating from areas under mandatory evacuation orders will be modeled in accordance 

with the planning assumptions developed by the Statewide Regional Evacuation Study 

Program (SRESP) [189]. This finding is derived from behavioral analysis conducted in 

Southeast Florida [183], where 79% of the residents tend to evacuate their homes even 

when the evacuation notice (for evacuation zones 1, 2 and 3) does not apply to them. This 

is accepted as a base case for every county since we lack information for the others. 

 Background traffic is implemented as a representative number of vehicles fluctuations 

throughout the day based on a study in Fort Myers [190]. 

 No roadway disruptions are assumed. 

 ARC-approved and locally planned shelters are considered. 
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 Dynamic travel times are obtained for different background conditions at the first hour of 

the evacuation. 

 We assumed a passenger per vehicle rate of 1.8 during the evacuation in the developed 

model. 

 Average queue delays for each link are calculated. 

With a demand equal to the designated pet-friendly capacity (8,292), evacuation lasted 156 

minutes when 50% background traffic is considered, and 121 minutes with a 25% background 

traffic. For the SpNS case, due to the low demand (741), evacuation was completed in the first 

time segment. Note that the proposed analysis was conducted through keeping the track of vehicle 

packets via a code developed in CUBE (please refer to Appendix A for the code). This type of 

analysis can help to simulate extra delays associated with an emergency evacuation, and to explore 

whether the choice of which shelter to repurpose is sensitive to travel costs for different time 

segments dynamically. 

 

4.4.5 Accessibility Analysis Results 
 
We first focus on the accessibility of the all the shelters in Lee and Collier counties. Red and dark 

grey regions show low accessible areas, while grey zones show higher accessible areas provided 

by calculating distance, free flow time and congested static travel time to shelters. Figure 25 shows 

that Lee and Collier counties have high accessibility to shelters in the Northwest. However, 

southeastern parts of Collier County have a lower accessibility compared to other regions. It is 

also notable that travel time to shelters significantly increases when roadway network gets 

congested. For the southeastern region, we observe travel times higher than 30 minutes to the 

closest shelters. Northern section of the region’s average access to closest shelters floats around 7 

minutes. Note that this analysis only provides a general idea on how shelters are accessible. 

Comparing Figure 25-d with others, we see that ARC shelters are less accessible to the region 

even though there are five ARC-approved shelters. Note that Lee and Collier counties utilize 

locally planned shelters along with these ARC-approved shelters, which has been validated 

through real life events, basically what has been experienced during Hurricane Irma and days 

following that. 
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a) 

 

 

b) 

Figure 25 Accessibility to All ARC and Local Shelters for Each Census Unit a) Distance b) Free 
Flow c) Congested Travel Time for Lee and Collier Counties 
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c) 

 

d) 

Figure 25 - continued
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This study also focuses on the accessibility of the studied shelters to potential evacuees 

during a real life scenario in Lee and Collier counties. This analysis provided us the accessibility 

of shelters utilized in Hurricane Irma (not the repurposed ones) with respect to the census block 

groups without considering the evacuee demand and shelter capacities (for STA). It also provided 

the accessibility scores at the first time segment based on a DTA assignment. It is a critical step 

before the optimization, which provides the travel costs that each census block group faces to reach 

their designated shelters. Figure 26 and Figure 27 are created in order to show the transportation 

accessibility to designated pet-friendly and SpNS shelters, respectively. Both figures consist of 

four different maps, accessibility with free flow time, static congested travel time (daily average), 

dynamic congested travel time (background traffic 50%), and dynamic congested travel time 

(background traffic 25%). Lighter green areas represent the most accessible regions whereas the 

darker areas are the less accessible ones. 

Comparing the static and dynamic congested travel time maps of Figure 26 for SPNS case, 

there is not much of a difference between congested travel time and dynamic travel times. Due to 

the dynamics of the DTA in the very first hour of evacuation and due to a low number of evacuees 

at that hour, there is not much of a change in the 7:00 AM traffic with 50% traffic (18-48 minutes). 

Majority of the area travel times are similar. It is also clearly seen that the designated pet-friendly 

shelters are ineffective in terms of accessibility if face a higher demand, with high travel costs and 

very few locations. On the other hand, with the increase of pet-friendly shelter demand, we see 

that there is a significant difference between congested travel times and dynamic travel times in 

Figure 27. One can see that accessibility drops with 50% background traffic compared to 

congested travel times. Lighter zones cluster just around the corner of activated shelters. With 25% 

background traffic, there is a significant increase in the accessibility compared to the 50% 

background traffic, but still less than the congested travel time. In order to see this phenomenon 

more clearly, once can look at average queue delays. There is a high amount of travel time for the 

DTA case, which is a critical problem that should be explored in more depth. As such, optimization 

models that can locate additional sites or shelter locations and assigning demand to those capacities 

available in the shelters are needed in order to improve the shelter allocation while minimizing the 

travel costs. 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 26 Accessibility to SpNS Shelters via a) Free Flow Time b) Static Congested Travel Time
Dynamic Congested Travel Time at the End of the First Time Segment c) 50% Background d) 
25% Background Traffic 
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c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 26 - continued
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 27 Accessibility to Pet-Friendly Shelters via a) Free Flow Time b) Static Congested Travel
Time c) Dynamic Congested Travel Time at the End of the First Time Segment c) 50%
Background Traffic d) 25% Background Traffic 
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c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 27 - continued
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Figure 28-a shows that the Northwestern section of the region experiences high queue delays 

possibly due to the shadow evacuation and pet-friendly evacuee demand inflicted on the 

transportation network. In addition, the southern section of the region experiences high delays. 

Roadways around the ARC shelters on the eastern side of the region are also exposed to high 

delays. With a decrease in background traffic, in Figure 28-b, we see less delays in the southern 

and northern sections of the region. However, eastern sections still experience high average queue 

delays. Generally, we observe that I-75 corridor in the north experiences higher delays compared 

to other regions. In order to solve this problem, other shelters can be activated to help dissipating 

these delays by diffusing vehicles to other routes and shelters. 

 

 
a) 

 

Figure 28 Average Queue Delays for Links in the Pet-Friendly Evacuation Scenario a) Background 
Traffic 50% b) Background Traffic 25% for Lee and Collier Counties 
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b) 

 
4.4.6 Optimization Analysis Results 

 
The proposed optimization model is run per the scenarios outlined given the shelter 

capacity and population demand information provided in Table 9 and Table 10. Results of the 

scenarios are shown in Table 11 and Table 12 in terms of the selected shelters and total travel cost 

for evacuating people to pet-friendly shelters and SpNS shelters, respectively. Shelters 

(destinations) are shown with the “D” label. Note that capacities of candidate shelters are increased 

from 15% to 50% for both cases; however, the 85+ demand has the following values for pet-

friendly shelters: %30, %50 and %70, and the following for SpNS: %30, %40 and %50. These 

parameters and values are based on various sources as described in Table 4. In addition, free flow 

travel time-based results are not provided since the comparative analysis is restricted to the 

congested traffic. Both tables are divided into two sections in order to compare the traffic 

conditions between the daily and emergency situations: static (STA) and dynamic (DTA) 

congested time for 50% background traffic, where Table 11 and Table 12 show an example 

Figure 28 - continued
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comparison for which shelters are not used and which shelters are sited (shelters in red and green). 

This is also provided visually in Figure 29 and Figure 30. 

The objective function values at their minimum (total costs) are provided each specific 

scenario. Recall that pet-friendly and SpNS shelters are two independent cases. The first case has 

30 regular shelters and 5 activated pet-friendly shelters, and the second one has 30 regular shelters 

and 1 designated SpNS shelter. According to the 2016 Florida shelter management plan, pet-

friendly shelters are open to the general population while SpNS shelters are not [74]. As the 

modeling approach suggests, they would be filled first. After they are full in terms of capacity, if 

there is still more demand, the optimization model seeks alternative shelter locations and does re-

purposing. By ‘re-purposing’, we mean that regular shelters other than the designated ones will be 

repurposed as a fraction of the total spaces. 

For the pet-friendly shelter case with static congested times (STA), the capacity of the only 

activated shelters appear to be sufficient to serve the demand when the demand is 30% (30% of 

those 85+ people with pets). Even though the capacities of the repurposed shelters are increased, 

the assignment does not change as this is clearly seen by the total travel cost remaining the same. 

When the demand is increased to 50%, the capacity of the activated shelters are still adequate, and 

no re-purposing needed. However, when it is increased to 70%, capacities are not adequate 

anymore. The optimization model locates the new feasible shelters for the remaining unassigned 

evacuees based on the overall minimization of the total travel cost. On the other hand, when the 

15% of the shelter capacities are considered, the total travel cost for 50% demand is almost doubled 

with respect to the 30% demand scenario. Between 15% and 50 %  repurposed capacities, given 

the 70% demand, we see that the travel cost decreases almost 10%.  

Results presented in Table 11 for pet-friendly evacuation runs are based on static congested 

travel times; however, these travel times may not be representative of conditions during an 

emergency evacuation where delays and congestion can vary dynamically. Therefore, the 

optimization model is also run with the dynamic congested travel times for the pet-friendly 

evacuation demand, and a comparison is performed between the static and dynamic travel time 

results in terms of the shelter selection and total travel costs. First, we observe that total travel 

costs are always higher for the dynamic scenario when compared to the static case. That is due to 

the delays experienced during evacuation. For example, with 30% demand assumed, there is a 

10% increase in the total travel costs. It is also important to note that selected shelters always differ 
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between the static and dynamic travel time assumptions. Although DTA travel costs are 

significantly higher than STA travel costs for the 70%, the optimal solution is achieved with 

different shelters. This is because the model assigns the evacuees to different shelter due to high 

congestion. Similar results are obtained for the SpNS-based evacuation as well. However, the 

increase in travel time is relatively smaller than that of the pet-friendly case. This occurs since 

there are more spatially dispersed designated SpNS shelters than the pet-friendly ones.  

In addition to the travel cost analysis, it is observed that some of the shelters are not selected 

for use when moving from the STA results to the those of DTA. It means that model alters the 

open shelter configuration for different network conditions of the same demand scenario. For 

instance, for the pet-friendly evacuation scenarios with a 70% demand assumption and 15% shelter 

capacity, the model tends to utilize a different shelter for daily roadway conditions (STA) whereas 

it utilizes one less shelter (DTA) (Figure 29-a). Note that with the shelter capacity increases, the 

model can select different candidate shelters based on both capacity and travel time to minimize 

total travel cost. Including both dynamic travel times and the shadow evacuation results in higher 

travel times, which leads to a more dispersed shelter selection by the model. These results can help 

us to better understand shelter usage and capacity in a real-world evacuation context. 

For the SpNS friendly evacuation, there is only one activated shelter throughout the region. 

Note that the initial SpNS demand is higher than the pet-friendly evacuation demand. In this case, 

for evacuation scenarios with a 30% demand and 25% capacity, the STA model utilizes a different 

shelter as compared with the DTA solution. For evacuation scenarios with a 30% demand and 

assumed 50% capacity increase, the DTA-based model utilizes fewer candidate shelters 

abandoning the northern candidate shelter. Note that from a public facility planning view point, 

the model also prevents evacuees from the same origin (census unit) from being sent to different 

facilities. If this condition is violated, results would be hard to interpret by agencies and difficult 

to implement in an actual evacuation situation. (Table 12 Figure 30)  

While any extra time deemed for populations with specific needs to evacuate can be 

dangerous, the shelter locations can significantly impact based on the type of evacuees that will 

use them. In general, the DTA assignment arguably provides a more realistic approach for shelter 

siting or repurposing based on its accounting for the hypothesized travel time most likely to be 

experienced on road networks. This can be helpful for emergency officials who are charged with 

developing shelter allocation plans. 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 29 STA and DTA Shelter Siting for the Pet-Friendly Case with 70% Demand a) 15% Shelter 
Capacity b) 25% Shelter Capacity 
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a) 

 
b) 
 

 

Figure 30 STA and DTA Shelter Siting for the SpNS Case with 30% Demand a) 25% Shelter 
Capacity b) 50% Shelter Capacity  
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PET-FRIENDLY 

85+ DEMAND 

30% 50%                70% 

Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: 

STA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 111,817 No repurposing 213,034 No repurposing 261,456 D12  

25% 111,817 No repurposing 213,034 No repurposing 242,679  - 

50% 111,817 No repurposing 213,034 No repurposing 233,478 D27  

DTA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 116,068 No repurposing 226,431 No repurposing 283,219 - 

25% 116,068 No repurposing 226,431 No repurposing 266,587 D24  

50% 116,068 No repurposing 226,431 No repurposing 257,365 D26  

Note that; D1, D2, D3.D4,D5 are designated shelters and they are utilized by default. 
Shelters in red show those sited in STA but not in DTA. Shelters in green shows those sited in DTA but not in STA.  

 

 

Table 11 Analysis Results for the Pet-friendly Shelter Case – Shelter Usage Optimization for Lee and Collier Counties

Table 12 Analysis Results for the SpNS Case- Shelter Usage Optimization for Lee and Collier Counties 
 

SpNS 

85+ DEMAND 

30% 40% 50% 

Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: 

STA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 102,971 Same shelters with DTA 164,665 ALL SHELTERS  NOT FEASIBLE 

25% 98,614 D10   125,724 Same shelters with DTA 174,704 Same shelters with DTA 

50% 94,590 D23  119,473 D19  145,435 D23  

DTA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 121,734 Same shelters with STA 193,397 ALL SHELTERS   NOT FEASIBLE 

25% 111,042 D26  152,913 Same Shelters with STA 204,4984 Same Shelters with STA 

50% 105,130 - 146,610 D26  179,966  D26  

Note that; D1 is designated shelters and they are utilized by default. 
Shelters in red show those sited in STA but not in DTA. Shelters in green show those sited in DTA but not in STA.  
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4.5 Results for the Bay County 
 

In this case study, the study region is the Bay County. It contains a population of 

approximately 168,852 people based on the 2010 U.S. Census. The region is heavily dominated 

by tourism especially during the spring break period. In the region, 23% of the aging people live 

alone, and approximately 3% live in nursing homes, group charters and assisted facilities [81]. 

Moreover, if we focus only on the aging people living in rural areas, they comprise 20% of the 

total aging population in the area based on the 2011 population estimates by Florida Department 

of Elderly Affairs [191,192]. These statistics clearly show that there is a need for specifically 

focusing on the needs of aging people during emergency evacuations. The study region is shown 

in Figure 31. 

 

 

Figure 32 shows evacuation zones, which are created based on the storm surge maps 

provided by the Florida Division of Emergency Management. Using these maps, census block 

locations and shelters under risk are identified. Those shelters that are in the evacuation zones are 

not considered as destinations. Several assumptions are made to facilitate the evacuation between 

these origin and destinations, which will be discussed in the following sections. 

Figure 31 Bay County Area
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 32 a) Storm Surge Zones (Hurricane Category 1, 2, 3 and Tropical) b) Evacuation Zones 
A, B and C for Hurricane Category 3 c) Flood Map 
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4.5.1 Scenario Overview 
 

For the Bay County, Figure 33 shows the major roadways and aging population blocks as well as 

the emergency shelters available in the region based on the evaluation of the available data. Note 

that the shaded parts of the maps show the highest concentration of aging populations. As seen in 

Figure 33, critical roadway and north-bound bridge closures due to heavy rain show that the aging 

population that need special assistance or do not have vehicles will have trouble evacuating given 

the flood and storm surge-prone areas (Please note that the only special needs shelters available 

are located to the north of Panama City, which is shown on the small map on the left top corner). 

There are literally thousands of possible scenarios that can be created to evaluate evacuations by 

changing the system parameters. For the purposes of this case study, scenarios will focus on the 

emergency evacuation of the following population groups in Panama City, aging population with 

special needs. From an emergency management perspective, it is critical to observe the worst case 

scenarios. Therefore, these scenarios assume that the participation rates for the evacuation is 100% 

with shadow evacuation, that corresponds to almost all aging population with 79% shadow 

evacuation participation as base, and include background traffic, and shadow evacuation as well 

as closures of bridges. 

 

 

a) 

Figure 33 Bay County a) Population with Storm Surge b) Flooding with Road Closures 
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b) 

4.5.2 Destination: Shelters 
 

With a focus on age 65+ populations, the main focus in this section is analyzing the 

accessibility of census blocks to shelters, simulating an evacuation for population with specific 

needs and the hypothetically repurposing the capacity of regular shelters along with already special 

needs shelters at Bay County. Note that all Bay County shelters have pet-friendly capacity 

according to [74], and therefore this case study only focuses on SpNS shelters. Even though the 

Bay County is not a location regularly hit by hurricanes (Figure 5-a), Hermine has shown that 

preparedness and planning for evacuation and sheltering are still critical for this county. 

Although there is only one location allocated for special needs shelters in the Bay County, 

namely Bozeman Learning Center, there are 7 buildings at the same location as part of this center, 

which are designated as D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6 and D7. There are also 3 regular shelters with 8 

buildings in the region which can theoretically be repurposed for serving more people with special 

needs. In the analysis, one of these buildings is used to serve the demand, which is D8. Locations 

Figure 33 - continued
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and capacities of shelters are obtained from the 2016 shelter evacuation plan of Florida [74] 

(Figure 34).  

 

 

 

 
In this case study, Special needs (SpNS) shelters will be used as primary destinations. In 

our scenarios, SpNS shelters will be open by default, and they will be 100% operational (100% 

capacity). The proposed approach aims first for filling the empty spaces at those shelters. Second, 

several of the remaining regular shelters will be repurposed in order to serve the demand based on 

the outputs of the optimization model.  Note that in this section, only ARC-approved shelters are 

considered. Repurposing capacities will be obtained by taking the regular shelter spaces and 

assigning a percentage of this space to the evacuees (Table 13). Since it is a challenging task to 

estimate the demand accurately, shelter capacities will be repurposed as fraction of total spaces 

through a set of sensitivity analysis, as 50%, 25%, and 15%.  

 

Figure 34 SpNS and Regular Shelters outside the Affected Region
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Bay County 
 Designated Shelter 

Capacity 
Potential Repurposed 

Capacity 
 Total 15% 25% 50% 

SpNS  3,324 442 738 1,476 
  

 

4.5.3 Origins: Demand 
 

Figure 35 shows the 65 and older total population and population density maps of Bay 

County, which has 326 selected census block groups. These 326 locations are within the 

evacuation zone for a Category 3 hurricane. 

 

 

a) 

Table 13 Capacities for Shelters for Bay County

Figure 35 65+ Population b) 65+ Population Density (65+ over Total Population) c) Selected U.S.
Census Centroids 
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b) 

 

c) 

Figure 35 - continued
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Similar to previous case studies, the 65+ evacuee demands have been estimated using a sensitivity 

analysis. Table 14 shows the percentage of the 65 and older population in every census block 

group to be evacuated based on their specific needs, which are identified separately for special 

needs shelters.  

Bay County 
Special Needs Shelter 

Demand 

10% 25% 30% 

Total 1,386 3,465 4,158 

 
4.5.4 Travel Costs 
 

Figure 36 shows those roadway links which comprise the Lee and Collier model network, 

obtained from the Florida Standard Urban Transportation Model Structure (FSUTMS) [176] and 

built in CUBE software [184]. Free flow and static congested cost are obtained from the FSUTMS 

model provided for the Northwest Florida region.  
 

 

Table 14 Estimated Demands for 65 and Older Population for Bay County

Figure 36 Roadway Network for Bay County from FSUTMS Model
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The DTA-based model developed for the previous case study has also been used in this 

analysis. Dynamic travel times are obtained based on the scenario assumptions as follows: 

 Vehicles are loaded in the first time segment (which is the first hour). 

 Evacuation started at 7:00 AM. 

 Demand is calculated in the evacuation zones A, B and C. 

 Shadow evacuation is included in the analysis based on the Statewide Regional Evacuation 

Study Program (SRESP) [189]. This finding is derived from behavioral analysis conducted 

in West Florida [193] , where between 15% - 40% of the residents tend to evacuate their 

homes even when the evacuation notice (for evacuation zones 1, 2 and 3) does not apply 

to them. As a worst case, 40% shadow evacuation is used for Bay County. 

 Background traffic is implemented as a representative number of vehicles fluctuations 

throughout the day based on a study in Panama City [190]. 

 All the bridges surrounding the studied region are closed due to flooding. 

 ARC-approved shelters are considered. 

 Dynamic travel times are obtained for different background conditions at the first hour of 

the evacuation. 

 We assumed a passenger per vehicle rate of 1.8 during the evacuation in the developed 

model. 

 Average queue delays for each link are calculated. 

With a demand equal to the designated SpNS capacity (3,324), evacuation lasted 102 minutes 

when 50% background traffic is considered, and 95 minutes with a 25% background traffic. Note 

that the proposed analysis was conducted through keeping the track of vehicle packets via a code 

developed in CUBE (please refer to Appendix A for the code). This type of analysis can help to 

simulate extra delays associated with an emergency evacuation, and to explore whether the choice 

of which shelter to repurpose is sensitive to travel costs for different time segments dynamically. 

In addition, even for a low demand, clearance times are high, which is due to the characteristics of 

the region and scenario, where bridges are closed and there is only one roadway out of the Panama  

City, namely US-231. Emergency officials, stakeholders can consider this do find alternatives to 

solve this problem. 
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4.5.5 Accessibility Analysis Results 
 
We first focus on the accessibility of the all the shelters in the Bay County. Red and dark grey 

regions show low accessible areas, while grey zones show higher accessible areas provided by 

calculating distance, free flow time and congested static travel time to shelters. Looking at Figure 

37, it can be stated that Bay County has high accessibility to shelters around downtown. However, 

northwestern regions show a lower accessibility compared to other regions since there is only one 

shelter location. It is also notable that when the network gets congested, travel time to shelters 

significantly increases. For southeastern parts, we observe travel times higher than 30 minutes to 

the closest shelters. Middle sections of the Bay County has an average access of 7 minutes to the 

closest shelters. Note that this analysis only provides a general idea on how shelters are accessible. 

In addition, bridge closures are not included in this accessibility study.  

 

 
a) 

 
 

Figure 37 Accessibility to All ARC for Each Census Unit a) Distance b) Free Flow c) Congested 
Travel Time for Bay County 
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b) 

 

c) 

Figure 37 - continued
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This study also focuses on the accessibility of the designated SpNS shelters to potential 

evacuees. This analysis provided us the accessibility of these shelters when there are roadway 

closures during an evacuation with respect to the census block groups without considering the 

evacuee demand and shelter capacities (for STA). It also provided the accessibility scores at the of 

the first time segment based on the DTA assignment. This is a critical step before the optimization, 

which provides the travel costs that each census block group face to reach their designated shelters. 

Figure 38 is created in order to show the transportation accessibility to designated SpNS shelters. 

This figure consists of four different maps: accessibility with free flow time, static congested travel 

time (daily average), dynamic congested travel time (background traffic 50%), and dynamic 

congested travel time (background traffic 25%). Lighter green areas represent the most accessible 

regions whereas the darker areas are the less accessible ones. 

Comparing the static and dynamic congested travel time maps of Figure 38, there is a 

significant difference between congested travel time and dynamic travel times due to the dynamics 

of DTA in the very first hour of evacuation, few destination options and bridge/roadway closures. 

With 50% background traffic in the first hour of evacuation, the evacuees experience higher travel 

times since there is only one direction while evacuating. DTA-based evacuation time is 

approximately 70 minutes for the majority of the region. Results clearly show that designated 

SpNS shelters are ineffective in order to serve the demand in the presence of such a high demand, 

bridge closures and high travel costs. One can see that accessibility drops with 50% background 

traffic compared to congested travel times. Lighter zones cluster just around the corner of impact 

zone closer to the shelter. With a 25% background traffic, there is a significant increase in the 

accessibility compared to the 50% background traffic, but it is still higher than the congested travel 

time case. In order to observe this more clearly, once can look at average queue delays. Note that, 

in some regions, dynamic travel time exceeds 80 minutes. There is a high amount of travel costs 

in terms of time for the dynamic travel time assignment, which is a critical problem that should be 

explored in more depth. As such, optimization models that can locate additional sites or shelter 

locations and assigning demand to those capacities available in the shelters are needed in order to 

improve the shelter allocation while minimizing the travel costs, so that in practical terms 

emergency officials, stakeholders can consider solutions to solve this problem. 
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a) 

 

b) 

Figure 38 Accessibility to SpNS Shelters via a) Free Flow Time b) Static Congested Travel Time
Dynamic Congested Travel Time at the End of the First Time Segment c) 50% Background Traffic 
d) 25% Background Traffic for Bay County 
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c) 

 

d) 

 

Figure 38 - continued
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Observing Figure 39-a, we see that the only roadway out of Panama City, namely the US-231 

experiences high delays and long queues mostly because of the shadow evacuation. In addition, 

the downtown Panama City experiences high delays during the evacuation. Roadways around the 

ARC shelters on the eastern side of the region are also exposed to high delays on the connector 

roads that lead to US-231.With a decrease in the background traffic, Figure 39-b shows a drop in 

delays for the downtown area. However, US-231 still experiences high delays and long queues for 

both scenarios. As such, US-231 plays an extremely critical role during an evacuation. Therefore, 

the analysis shows that there is definitely a need for alternative routes, which can ease the 

evacuation operations. Therefore, authorities could invest in plans to expand US-231 or provide 

alternative routes. 

 

 
a)  

 

Figure 39 Average Queue Delays for Links in the SpNS Evacuation Scenario a) Background 
Traffic 50% b) Background Traffic 25% for Bay County 
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b) 

 
4.5.6 Optimization Analysis Results 

 
The proposed optimization model is run per the scenarios outlined given the shelter 

capacity and population demand information provided in Table 13 and Table 14. Results of the 

scenarios are shown in Table 15 in terms of the selected shelters and total travel cost for evacuating 

people to SpNS shelters, respectively. Shelters (destinations) are shown with the “D” label. Note 

that capacities of candidate shelters are increased from 15% to 50% for both cases; however, the 

65+ demand has the following values for SpNS shelters: %10, %25 and %30. These parameters 

and values are based on various sources as described in Table 4. Also, free flow travel time-based 

results are not provided since the comparative analysis is restricted to the congested traffic. Both 

tables are divided into two sections in order to compare the traffic conditions between the daily 

and emergency situations: static (STA) and dynamic (DTA) congested time for 50% background 

Figure 39 - continued
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traffic whereas Table 15 show an example comparison for which shelters are not used and which 

shelters are sited (shelters in red and green). This is also provided visually in Figure 40. 

The objective function values at their minimum (total costs) are provided for each specific 

scenario. Recall that SpNS shelters are two independent cases, and we have a total of 4 shelter 

locations with 15 buildings with one of them being designated shelter. As the modeling approach 

suggests, these shelters would be filled first. After they are full in terms of the capacity, the 

optimization model seeks alternative shelter locations for repurposing if there is still more demand. 

By ‘re-purposing’, we mean that regular shelters other than the designated ones will be repurposed 

as a fraction of the total spaces  

For the SpNS shelter case with static congested times (STA), the capacity of the only 

activated shelters appear to be sufficient to serve the demand when the demand is 10% (10% of 

those 65+ people with pets). Even though the capacities of the repurposed shelters are increased, 

the assignment does not change as this is clearly seen by the total travel cost remaining the same. 

When the demand is increased to 25%, the capacity of the designated shelters are not adequate, 

and re-purposing is needed. In addition, when the demand is increased to 70%, capacities are not 

adequate to serve this demand. The optimization model locates a new feasible shelter (D8) for the 

remaining unassigned evacuees based on the overall minimization of the total travel cost. On the 

other hand, when the 15% of the shelter capacities are considered, the total travel cost for 50% 

demand is more than the 30% demand scenario. Given the 70% demand , we see that the travel 

cost decreases almost 20% between the 15% and 50 %  repurposed capacities.  

Results presented in Table 15 for SpNS evacuation runs are based on static congested 

travel times; however, these travel times may not be representative of conditions during an 

emergency evacuation where delays and congestion can vary dynamically. Therefore, the 

optimization model is also run with the dynamic congested travel times for the SpNS evacuation 

demand, and a comparison is performed between the static and dynamic travel time results in terms 

of the shelter selection and total travel costs. First, we observe that total travel costs are always 

higher for the dynamic scenario when compared to the static case. That is due to the delays 

experienced during evacuation. For example, with 15% demand assumed, there is a more than half 

increase in the total travel costs. Although DTA travel costs are significantly higher than STA 

travel costs, the optimal solution is achieved with same shelters. This is because the model assigns 

the evacuees to the same shelter due to high congestion and limited available options. Note that 
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when the shelter capacity increases, the model can select different candidate shelters based on both 

capacity and travel time to minimize total travel cost. Including both dynamic travel times and the 

shadow evacuation results in higher travel times, which leads to a more dispersed shelter selection 

by the model. These results can help us to better understand shelter usage and capacity in a real-

world evacuation context. 

For the SpNS evacuation, there is only one repurposed shelter throughout the region. Note 

that from a public facility planning point of view, the model also prevents evacuees from the same 

origin (census unit) from being sent to different facilities. If this condition is violated, results would 

be hard to interpret by agencies and difficult to implement in an actual evacuation situation.  

While any extra time deemed for populations with specific needs to evacuate can be 

dangerous, where a shelter is sited can significantly impact who is assumed to use it. In general, 

the DTA assignment arguably provides a more realistic approach for shelter siting or repurposing 

based on its accounting for the hypothesized travel time most likely to be experienced on road 

networks.  

 

 

a) 

 

Figure 40 STA and DTA Shelter Siting for the SpNS Case with 30% Demand for Bay County
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Table 15 Analysis Results for the SpNS Case- Shelter Usage Optimization for Bay County
 

SpNS 

65+ DEMAND 

10% 25% 30% 

Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: Total Cost: Shelters: 

STA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 69,777.9 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 92,980.8 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 130,391.1 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

25% 66,932.1 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 84,862.8 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 109,792.8 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

50% 63,820.8 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 77,062.5 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 94,470.3 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

DTA 
SHELTER 

CAPACITY 

15% 91,758.8 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 120,482.9 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 168,446.1 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

25% 90,820.4 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 102,702.5 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 145,160.4 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

50% 85,449.8 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 95,085.3 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 105,663.7 D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8 

Note that; D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7 is designated shelters and they are utilized by default. D8 is the repurposed shelter after the optimization analysis is conducted. 
Shelters in grey shows shelters both sited in STA and DTA
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4.6 Discussion of the Findings 

During a natural disaster such as a hurricane, evacuees may have enough time to consider different 

options, including whether or not to evacuate, and when and where to evacuate. This may not be 

the case for aging evacuees who may need special assistance and help in order to evacuate. Time 

is generally vital for their survival and the findings of this research clearly shows the importance 

of considering the roadway disruptions while evacuating and sheltering aging people focusing on 

the evacuation times and shelter locations.  

 Roadway disruptions have a vital effect on evacuation times and shelter siting. For 

example, for the Bay County example, when the bridges that connect Panama City to the northern 

part of Bay County get flooded due to a hurricane, congested travel times are almost tripled for 

some routes (up-to 90 minutes more than the one without any disruptions for the farthest epicenter).  

In addition, the only evacuation route out of Panama City area when the bridges are closed is the 

US 231, which experiences high delays and long queues during evacuations as shown in this study. 

As such, the findings show that there is definitely a need for alternative routes, which can ease the 

evacuation operations. Therefore, authorities could invest in plans to expand US-231 or provide 

alternative routes. Evacuation-focused results for Miami-Dade and Broward and Bay County 

indicate that high risk coastal areas experience high amount of travel costs in terms of time, which 

is a critical problem that should be explored in more depth. For this purpose, emergency plans 

should be updated by the results of optimization models, such as the one presented in this study, 

which can locate additional sites or shelter locations are needed in order to improve the shelter 

allocation while minimizing the travel costs. These results indicate that a comprehensive 

evacuation plan should have a decision component to start evacuating older people earlier based 

on the disaster characteristics. 

While any extra time deemed for populations with specific needs to evacuate can be 

dangerous, where a shelter is sited can significantly impact who is assumed to use it. In general, 

results indicate that the DTA assignment arguably provides a more realistic approach for shelter 

siting or repurposing based on its accounting for the hypothesized travel time most likely to be 

experienced on road networks. This can be helpful for emergency officials who are charged with 

developing  shelter allocation plans. Comparing the two approaches used, TIME model and and 

the model/code developed in this study, it is important to note that the latter provides more 

flexibility in terms of modifying and creating different scenarios. While TIME provides dynamic 
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capacity fluctuations, the developed model provides the ability to include sensitivity analysis based 

on background traffic during evacuations. This provides a better understanding of the evacuation 

scenario. The developed model also provides better visualizations as a results of the sensitivity 

analyses and finer outputs in terms of delays. TIME model’s origin destinations trip module is 

fixed whereas the developed code has the flexbility to assign trips any time of the evacuation any 

location possible. Flexibility also provides the ease in modifying evacuating demand compared to 

the TIME model, which has a rough extension for changing the demands. In addition, the 

developed mode can easily be modified to create different trip assignments. 

Urban counties such as Miami-Dade and Broward appear to be more prepared in terms of 

special needs and pet-friendly shelter planning; however, relief operations after Irma has shown 

that the actual demand for these shelters was much more higher than the one used for planning. 

For example, Miami-Dade County had to repurpose an existing regular shelter as pet accessible in 

order to serve the needs of those adults with pets. This clearly indicated the need to update the 

emergency plans with a better understanding on the actual demand for shelters, not only for regular 

shelters but also for SpNS and pet-friendly shelters. Therefore, emergency registries or other 

relevant databases should be regularly updated. In addition, hurricane conditions are highly 

uncertain, and there is always a possibility that shelters will be faced with extra demand due to 

shadow evacuees or those that have evacuated from other counties. As such, local and state 

agencies should have concrete emergency plans which clearly indicate which and how regular 

shelters can be repurposed for special needs and pet-friendly demand. The proposed methodology 

will be extremely helpful to identify those possible locations based on the extensive evaluation of 

the roadway network, hurricane traffic conditions and demographics. Although the methodology 

has been applied with a focus on aging populations, it can be extended towards other population 

groups in order to provide a better and more comprehensive emergency plans. 

Rural counties such as Lee and Collier, on the other hand, appear to suffer a lot with respect 

to the availability of emergency shelters. Note that counties such as Lee and Collier have locally 

planned shelters, which are not approved for use by American Red Cross. Although these shelters 

are still critical in serving the needs of the public, their improvement in order to get the federal 

approval can help federal agencies help those local governments in shelter planning and 

management. For instance, Lee County Emergency Management is responsible for finding 

buildings to serve as shelters, and decides when to open shelters based on prediction [194]. In 
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addition, finding volunteers, having enough manpower, and enough supplies to support and serve 

shelter operations are especially critical tasks for local managements. Results shows that the 

decision of which shelters will be opened or not plays a critical role for the sake of the evacuation 

operations; therefore, findings of this research can help agencies make informed decisions.  

In addition, 38 out of 67 counties in the State of Florida do not have pet-friendly shelters, 

which indicates that those older adults with pets living in rural areas need to travel to other counties 

for pet accessible shelters. This is clearly a very problematic issue since these adults often suffer 

from other physical and cognitive limitations, which can magnify during the evacuation traffic. 

Therefore, there is a need for a state-wide effort to have special needs and pet-friendly shelters in 

all counties, or at least, there should be a clear plan on how a cross county collaboration for shelter 

planning between the neighboring counties can be utilized in order to (a) overcome the lack of 

capacity in a certain county, (b) to assign the demand to a closer shelter across the county borders. 

This type of a pro-active approach will definitely save many lives. Analysis results also show that 

different demands can create different shelter selections, which indicates that especially Miami-

Dade, Broward, Lee and Collier Counties should be ready for any extra or unexpected evacuees 

from different socio-economic backgrounds [194]. 

Planners/officials may not know where a disaster will strike, nor do they know to where 

exactly victims will be evacuated, and problems related to evacuations can be different from 

location to location due to different roadway networks and demographics. Although the 

estimations found in this research would not be directly used for real-time emergency management 

operations, a widely dispersed group of aging-population origins and outside destinations would 

provide more choices to the emergency planners while evacuating aging victims. In addition, it 

would also help in understanding the feasibility of certain routes and the use of transit services. 

Before conducting the optimal evacuation routing analysis, officials could be aware of the 

estimated travel times between origins and destinations with and without including daily 

congestion. This information can help decision making related to the allocation of the resources 

so that other options can be considered if the resources are not sufficient. This may include the use 

of other transportation modes such as regular and para-transit buses, for both aging people that live 

in assisted facilities such as nursing homes and also for those that live independently and/or alone 

(urban or rural areas).  
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As such, emergency evacuation usually starts at designated distribution centers/hubs within 

the affected region, which have access to the transportation modes needed to evacuate the aging 

victims. Under usual conditions, aging victims can be transferred by a roadway mode (individual 

vehicles or buses), and through intermodal terminals and other hubs, they can be transported to 

their final destinations. Depending on their limitations and mobility restrictions, emergency 

officials may need to evacuate the aging people directly from their houses. Efficiency of the 

emergency transportation depends on identifying the needs of aging populations in the affected 

region via the available transportation network to facilitate an evacuation. Following the 

determination of available modes (individual vehicles or buses) given the disaster conditions, 

available routes should be identified to facilitate the emergency evacuation. Note that, in an 

absolute time-sensitive situation, other modes such as helicopters can also be used to save lives by 

agencies. This type of analysis can provide more fruitful findings, which is a very interesting future 

research direction. 

Since aging victims might have special needs both during the emergency evacuation and 

sheltering, public and/or private humanitarian agencies will clearly benefit from this research by 

including the assessment results of this research in their disaster plans specifically on how these 

needs can be addressed and how related problems can be solved for different situations. Evaluation 

of the multi-layered capabilities of the studied region will also provide suggestions on the usage 

of GIS-based tools to create safe, accessible and fast emergency operations for the aging 

population. 

Results indicate that communicating evacuation information to the aging population is also 

critical before, during and after emergency evacuations; however, there are difficulties related to 

this effort in terms of efficiency, real-time feedback, financial aspects and appropriate 

communication for aging population who can be worried and confused. However, it is imperative 

that transportation agencies should focus on clear and fast dissemination of disaster-related 

information to the aging populations on how and where to evacuate. In order to achieve this, 

communications and infrastructure network has utmost importance for a reliable information 

transfer between the agencies and the public; therefore, studies that focus on IT solutions are 

needed. It is also critical to include strategic factors associated with the travel behavior of aging 

people in disaster plans which can help to increase the efficiency of the emergency transportation 

operations.   
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CHAPTER 5 
 

CONCLUSIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
 

This dissertation proposes a timely evaluation and assessment of aging population-focused 

evacuations and sheltering towards providing better decision support during emergency 

operations. The novelty of this thesis is that, for the first time in the emergency transportation field, 

a multi-layered three-step Geographical Information Systems (GIS)- and optimization-based 

methodology is developed to analyze and simulate mass evacuations and optimize special needs 

and pet-friendly shelter sitings with a focus on aging evacuees. This is performed through the 

extensive evaluation of the emergency evacuation performance of the transportation network and 

detailed analysis and modeling of hurricane shelter sitings under multiple disaster scenarios 

through a diverse set of case study applications in the State of Florida. 

First, a Geographical Information Systems (GIS)-based methodology is developed to 

measure the transportation accessibility of the special needs and pet-friendly shelters of Florida. 

Next, the performance of emergency evacuations is assessed with a specific focus on the delays, 

roadway disruptions, dynamic evacuation travel times and critical bottlenecks, which can be vital 

for aging victims’ safety and survival. Finally, a capacitated p-median optimization model is 

utilized to maximize the accessibility and capacity of the existing shelters of interest for aging 

populations with special needs or pets. The overall methodology is implemented via a GIS-based 

case study application set, which includes three demographically and socioeconomically different 

regions in Florida with substantial aging population densities: Bay County in the Northwest 

Florida, Lee and Collier counties in the Southwest Florida, and Miami-Dade and Broward counties 

in the Southeast Florida. This methodology is supported by extensive mapping- and modeling-

based scenarios in order to both simulate the evacuations of aging people (“the aging population” 

can be thought of as those aged 65+) and account for real-world disruptions such as roadway 

closures. 

Results indicate that evacuations and shelter siting are very sensitive to demand and shelter 

capacity but also the demographics and evacuation travel time observed on the roadway network. 

Therefore, additional insights into appropriate evacuation strategies and shelter locations are found 

when evacuee demographics and evacuation traffic are considered. This approach can inform the 

efforts of emergency management officials who are charged with developing evacuation and 
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shelter allocation plans seeking to maximize the accessibility of these populations to shelters while 

accounting for the actual emergency traffic conditions during an evacuation.  

This research is also supported by real-life experiences and practices. Since aging victims 

might have special needs both during the emergency evacuation and sheltering, public and/or 

private humanitarian agencies will clearly benefit from this research by including the assessment 

results of this research in their disaster plans specifically on how these needs can be addressed and 

how related problems can be solved for different situations. Evaluation of the multi-layered 

capabilities of the studied region will also provide suggestions on the usage of tools to create safe, 

accessible and fast emergency operations for the aging population. 

In order to ensure and promote the long-term usage of the knowledge base created in this 

dissertation by state/federal agencies and other organizations, it is important to conduct more 

implementation studies that should address the following major goals: (a) to extend the developed 

methodology to other Districts of Florida, (b) to create and evaluate new aging-focused emergency 

evacuation and shelter allocation, and case studies using GIS-based transportation network models 

such as CUBE and TransCAD, and (c) to leverage these tools and findings to inform emergency 

plans. In addition, the results of this study can be implemented by agencies and stakeholders to 

help increase the mobility of the aging populations by better evacuation planning of future critical 

facility locations, and by improving knowledge of the emergency and non-emergency 

transportation counties in Florida. 

5.1 Limitations and Future Work 

There are a number of caveats and limitations associated with this effort that may suggest 

areas for future work. This study currently considers only the time spent on the roadways for travel; 

however, preparation, walking and dwelling time before and during an evacuation can also be 

critical. Additionally, cross-county analysis could be integrated for optimization purposes. Other 

limitations involve the fact that the number of pets per evacuee and the capacity to shelter pets are 

not considered. Clearly these could be tackled in future work. This flexible and scalable approach 

can be extended to other facility types such as hospitals, and commercial facilities as well as other 

geographical locations given the data. The approach used for sheltering analysis in this project is 

hypothetical as it takes a possible problem scenario and adapts a spatial model to assist with solving 

it. This study also did not focus on local shelters that do not meet the standards of the American 

Red Cross, so those shelters can also be studied in future work.  
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As the present model focused on a subset of the population, future work in this vein should 

work on integrating the affected population as a whole into the shelter modeling decision. Focusing 

on other vulnerable population groups such as mobile home residents and seasonal population can 

also provide more insight to emergency planning of shelters. This application of the models could 

be a fruitful next step in terms of learning more about evacuation and shelter dynamics in the face 

of changing demographics and other assumptions. Moreover, related questions have been 

addressed in previous work looking at the aging vs. general population’s disaster relief needs and 

future work could ostensibly build on these prior efforts [160]. The addition of other costs into the 

objective function such as construction, operations and maintenance costs may also prove to be a 

good research direction for shelter planning. This could provide greater insights to transportation 

agencies based on the inclusion of a variety of real-world cost items. Roadway disruptions can 

also be introduced into the model in order to deal with real-life situations (e.g., flooding) that can 

happen in the aftermath of disasters such as hurricanes. In order to fully support emergency 

evacuation plans and policies, additional hypothetical scenarios should be developed based on 

changing the modeling parameters such as the demand loading time, the departure window, and 

considering different transit alternatives. All of these are potential opportunities for future 

evacuation- and sheltering-related research.  

Qualitatively, the effectiveness of the proposed methodology in a particular county for a 

given hurricane can be affected by the following critical variables: (a) demographics; (b) 

socioeconomics; (c) available roadway network and shelters, and (d) county characteristics. This 

research does not address a discussion of these variables on the efficiency of the aging-focused 

emergency transportation operations, which is an interesting area of future work. 
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APPENDIX A 
 

METADATA TABLES 
 

Table 16 Metadata-based Assessment Part 1 
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Table 17 Metadata-based Assessment Part 2 
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Table 18 Metadata-based Assessment Part 3 
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Table 19 Metadata-based Assessment Part 4 
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Table 20 Metadata-based Assessment Part 5 
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Table 21 Metadata-based Assessment Part 6 
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Table 22 Metadata-based Assessment Part 7 
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Table 23 Metadata-based Assessment Part 8 
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Table 24 Metadata-based Assessment Part 9 
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Table 25 Metadata-based Assessment Part 10 
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Table 26 Metadata-based Assessment Part 11 
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Table 27 Metadata-based Assessment Part 12 
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APPENDIX B 
 

DTA CODES 
 
RUN PGM=MATRIX PRNFILE="printout.PRN" 
FILEI RECI = "Packets.LOG" 
FILEO PRINTO[1]="Packets.csv" 
  
Parameters  ZONEMSG=1000 
array node_list=1000 node_arrive=1000 node_depart=1000 
 
NaVal = 0 
if (reci.recno=1) print 
list='Packet,Iteration,Set,Volume,Origin,Node,ArrivalTime,DepartTime,TravelTime,NextNode,
Destination,Arrived' printo=1 csv=t 
If (STRPOS('<p ',RECI)>0) goto :begP 
If (STRPOS('</p',RECI)>0) goto :endP 
If (STRPOS('<v>',RECI)>0) goto :begV 
If (STRPOS('</v',RECI)>0) goto :endV 
If (STRPOS('<r>',RECI)>0)  
  node_list=0 
  node_arrive=0 
  node_depart=0 
  nodecount=1 
  goto :begR 
endif 
If (STRPOS('</r',RECI)>0) goto :endR 
If (STRPOS('<ix',RECI)>0) goto :recX 
If (STRPOS('<n=',RECI)>0) goto :recN 
 
 
:begP 
 _t1=STRPOS('<p #=',RECI)+STRLEN('<p #=') 
 _t2=STRPOS(',',RECI)-_t1 
packet=VAL(SUBSTR(RECI,_t1,_t2)) 
 _t1=STRPOS('it=',RECI)+STRLEN('it=') 
iter=VAL(SUBSTR(RECI,_t1,_t2)) 
 inP = 1 
goto :end 
 
:begV 
 inV = 1 
goto :end 
 
:recX 
 _t1=STRPOS('<ix=',RECI)+STRLEN('<ix=') 
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 _t2=STRPOS(',',RECI)-_t1 
set=VAL(SUBSTR(RECI,_t1,_t2)) 
 _t1=STRPOS('f=',RECI)+STRLEN('f=') 
 _t2=STRPOS('>',RECI)-_t1 
volume=VAL(SUBSTR(RECI,_t1,_t2)) 
goto :end 
 
:endV 
 inV = 0 
goto :end 
 
:begR 
 inR = 1 
goto :end 
 
:recN 
 _t1=STRPOS('<n=',RECI)+STRLEN('<n=') 
 _t2=STRPOS(',a=',RECI)-_t1 
 nodenum=VAL(SUBSTR(RECI,_t1,_t2)) 
 node_list[nodecount]=nodenum 
  
 _t1=STRPOS(',a=',RECI)+STRLEN(',a=') 
 _t2=STRPOS(',d=',RECI)-_t1 
 arrival=SUBSTR(RECI,_t1,_t2) 
 IF (!(arrival='*'))  
  node_arrive[nodecount]=val(arrival) 
 else 
  node_arrive[nodecount]=0 
 endif 
  
 _t1=STRPOS(',d=',RECI)+STRLEN(',d=') 
 _t2=STRPOS('>',RECI)-_t1 
 departure=SUBSTR(RECI,_t1,_t2) 
  
  IF (!(departure='*'))  
  node_depart[nodecount]=val(departure) 
 else 
  node_depart[nodecount]=0 
 endif 
  
 nodecount = nodecount + 1 
  
 IF ((arrival='*')&&(lastN = 0)) 
o_zone = nodenum 
depart_min = 60*val(departure) 
 ENDIF 
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 lastN = nodenum 
goto :end 
 
:endR 
d_zone = lastN 
 IF (arrival='*') 
travel_min = naVal 
arrived = 0 
 ELSE 
travel_min = 60*val(arrival) - depart_min 
arrived = 1 
 ENDIF 
 lastN = 0 
goto :end 
 
:endP 
 inP=0 
 LOOP _m=1,1000 
 if (node_list[_m]=0) break 
 node_arr=node_list[_m] 
 arri_min=60*node_arrive[_m] 
 dep_min = 60*node_depart[_m] 
 if (_m>1)  
 trave_min = 60*(node_arrive[_m] - node_depart[_m-1]) 
 else 
 trave_min=0 
 endif 
 next_node=node_list[_m+1] 
 ;write reco=1 
 PRINT  FORM=15.0 
LIST=packet,iter,set,volume(10.2),o_zone,node_arr,arri_min(10.2L),dep_min(10.2L),trave_min(
10.2L),next_node,d_zone,arrived CSV=t PRINTO=1 
 
  
 ENDLOOP 
goto :end 
 
:end 
ENDRUN 
 
;PSEUDO-CODE 
PAR ZONEMSG=500  MAXITERS=15 ;GAP=0.0001 AAD=0.1 RAAD=0.0001 
TURNS N=1-999999 
PAR combine=ave MODELPERIOD=240 SEGMENTS=16*15 VEHPERDIST=250 
;x=randseed(123) 
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Zones=3029 
 
; look up deceleration rate based on approach speed 
LOOKUP, 
 INTERPOLATE=Y, LIST=Y, NAME=DECEL, 
        LOOKUP[1]=1,RESULT=2, FAIL=4,6.2, 
R = '30 4', 
    '70 6.2' 
 
PROCESS PHASE=LINKREAD 
; Use this phase to obtain initial values from the input network (LI.varname) and compute  
; link values (LW.varname) that can be used in other phases. 
 
 ;LINKCLASS=1 
 T0=LI.TIME2 
 STORAGE =LI.STORAGE ;LI.NUM_LANES*LI.DISTANCE*250 
   
  IF (A<=ZONES||B<=ZONES) LINKCLASS=2 
  IF (LINKCLASS==2||STORAGE==0) STORAGE=9999999 
  IF (LINKCLASS==2||C==0) =9999999  
  ;IF (LINKCLASS==2) T0=0 
  
  ENDIF 
   
  ;IF (A<=ZONES||B<=ZONES) LINKCLASS=2 
 ; IF (LINKCLASS==2|) CAPACITY=99999999 
 /*  
 DYNAMIC C  = LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*48/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*48/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*48/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*16/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*48/4,LI.CAPACITY * 
LI.NUM_LANES*48/4,LI.CAPACITY * LI.NUM_LANES*48/4 
 */ 
  
  C  = LI.CAPACITY*LI.NUM_LANES*16/4  
   
  ;IF (LI.FACL_TYPE = 11,12,21,81,82,84-86,91-95)  ;Freeway Storage 
  ;DYNAMIC 
C[9]=LI.NUM_LANES*4000*16/4,LI.NUM_LANES*4000*16/4,LI.NUM_LANES*4000*16/4 
;scale to model period LI.CAPACITY*3   
  ;ELSEIF (li.FACL_TYPE=41,61,71-75); Arterial and Ramp Storage 
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  ;DYNAMIC 
C[9]=LI.NUM_LANES*4500*16/4,LI.NUM_LANES*4000*16/4,LI.NUM_LANES*4000*16/4 
;scale to model period LI.CAPACITY*3 
  ;ELSEIF (li.FACL_TYPE=51,52,83) ; Centroid infinite capacity 
  ;C=9999999 
 
  ; ENDIF 
 
            
      ENDPROCESS 
 
PROCESS PHASE=ILOOP 
FILLMW mw[1]=MI.1.1(10) 
MW[11]=0 
MW[12]=0 
MW[13]=0 
MW[14]=0 
MW[15]=0 
MW[16]=0 
 
 
 
_temp=rowfix(1) 
_temp=rowfix(2) 
_temp=rowfix(3) 
_temp=rowfix(4) 
_temp=rowfix(5)  
_temp=rowfix(6) 
_temp=rowfix(7) 
_temp=rowfix(8) 
_temp=rowfix(9) 
_temp=rowfix(10) 
_temp=rowfix(11) 
_temp=rowfix(12) 
_temp=rowfix(13) 
_temp=rowfix(14) 
_temp=rowfix(15) 
_temp=rowfix(16) 
 
 
 
   
DYNAMICLOAD 
PATH=TIME,PACKETSIZE=4,DEMANDDISTRIB=UNIFORM,VOL[1]=MW[1],MW[2],M
W[3],MW[4],MW[5],MW[6],MW[7],MW[8],MW[9],MW[11],MW[11],MW[12],MW[13],MW
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[14],MW[15],MW[16];,MW[16],MW[16],MW[16],MW[16],MW[16],MW[16],MW[16],MW[1
6],MW[16] 
     
ENDPROCESS 
 
PROCESS PHASE=ADJUST 
; This phase is automatically run after the ILOOP phase.  The volume-delay functions (TC) are 
; automatically recomputed in this phase to update the link congested travel times based  
; on the volumes from the ILOOP phase.  User defined link computations (LW.varname) that  
; need to be updated based on the new congested travel times should be coded in this phase. 
 
    ;FUNCTION   TC[1]=T0*(1+LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*(V/C)^LI.BPREXPONENT) ; 
congested time for non-toll links 
    ;FUNCTION   TC[2]=T0 
 ;FUNCTION   
TC[1]=LI.TIME*(1+LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*MIN((V/C),{vcmax})^LI.BPREXPONENT) ; 
congested time for non-toll links 
 ;FUNCTION   TC[1]={DAMPINGFACTOR}*LW.PREVTIME+(1.0-
{DAMPINGFACTOR})*LI.TIME*(1+LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*MIN((V/C),{vcmax})^LI.BPRE
XPONENT) ; congested time for non-toll links 
 /* 
 FUNCTION   TC[2]=MIN((1/(LW.SERVR-
LW.ARRIVR))*60,20)+{CTOLL}*LI.CARTOLL*60 ; congested time for conventional toll links 
 FUNCTION   TC[3]={CTOLL}*LI.CARTOLL*60                                     ; congested time for 
ORT toll links 
  
 ;FUNCTION   
TC[4]=LI.TIME*(1+LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*MIN((V/C),{vcmax})^LI.BPREXPONENT) + 
(LW.CGSTSPEED/2.5)/60; congested time toll acceleration links 
 FUNCTION   TC[4]=T0*(1+LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*(V/C)^LI.BPREXPONENT) + 
(LW.CGSTSPEED/2.5)/60; congested time toll acceleration links 
 
 ;FUNCTION   
TC[5]=LI.TIME*(1+LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*MIN((V/C),{vcmax})^LI.BPREXPONENT) + 
(LW.CGSTSPEED/DECEL(1,LW.CGSTSPEED))/60; congested time toll deceleration links 
 FUNCTION   TC[5]=T0*(1+LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*(V/C)^LI.BPREXPONENT) + 
(LW.CGSTSPEED/DECEL(1,LW.CGSTSPEED))/60; congested time toll deceleration links 
 */ 
;FUNCTION   V=VOL[1];+VOL[2] 
 
 
;LW.MCOST=V*(LI.BPREXPONENT*T0*LI.BPRCOEFFICIENT*((V/C)^(LI.BPREXPONE
NT-1))) 
;FUNCTION COST=TIME+LW.MCOST 
ENDPROCESS 
ENDRUN 
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APPENDIX C 
 

SHELTERS 
 

BAY COUNTY             

       

  NAME Address County Lat. Long. 
ARC_
Plan 

Local
_Pl 

  Bozeman Learning Center 
13410 SR 77 Southport 
32409 Bay 

30.39419
937 

-
85.685
98175 267 267 

  Bozeman Learning Center 
13410 SR 77 Southport 
32409 Bay 

30.39419
937 

-
85.685
98175 436 587 

  Bozeman Learning Center 
13410 SR 77 Southport 
32409 Bay 

30.39419
937 

-
85.685
98175 526 641 

  Bozeman Learning Center 
13410 SR 77 Southport 
32409 Bay 

30.39419
937 

-
85.685
98175 580 580 

  Bozeman Learning Center 
13410 SR 77 Southport 
32409 Bay 

30.39419
937 

-
85.685
98175 686 686 

  Bozeman Learning Center 
13410 SR 77 Southport 
32409 Bay 

30.39419
937 

-
85.685
98175 319 604 

  Bozeman Learning Center 
13410 SR 77 Southport 
32409 Bay 

30.39419
937 

-
85.685
98175 510 826 

  
Merritt Brown Elementary 
School 

5601 Merritt Brown 
Road Panama City 32404 Bay 

30.23919
359 

-
85.562
97049 877 0 

  
T. Smith Elementary 
School 

5044 Tommy Smith Way 
Panama City 32404 Bay 

30.23991
98 

-
85.564
16675 235 0 

  
T. Smith Elementary 
School 

5044 Tommy Smith Way 
Panama City 32404 Bay 

30.23991
98 

-
85.564
16675 400 0 

  
T. Smith Elementary 
School 

5044 Tommy Smith Way 
Panama City 32404 Bay 

30.23991
98 

-
85.564
16675 426 0 

  
T. Smith Elementary 
School 

5044 Tommy Smith Way 
Panama City 32404 Bay 

30.23991
98 

-
85.564
16675 438 0 

  Waller Elementary School 
11332 Co Rd 388 
Youngstown 32466 Bay 

30.36598
587 

-
85.440
43732 82 0 

  Waller Elementary School 
11332 Co Rd 388 
Youngstown 32466 Bay 

30.36598
587 

-
85.440
43732 207 0 

  Waller Elementary School 
11333 Co Rd 388 
Youngstown 32466 Bay 

30.36598
587 

-
85.440
43732 288 0 

       

LEE & COLLIER COUNTY     

       

  NAME Address County Lat. Long. 
ARC_
Plan 

Local
_Pl 
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Palmetto Ridge High 
School (SpNS) 

1655 Victory Lane 
Naples 34120 Collier 

26.29661
369 

-
81.577
76642 741 741 

  Bethune Education Center 
614 S. 5th Street 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.40853
31 

-
81.420

3186 690 
1380

4 

  Eden Park Elementary 
3650 Westclox Street 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.44173
1 

-
81.459

445 487 9750 

  
Highlands Elementary 
School 

1101 Lake Trafford Road 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.43308
468 

-
81.428
29366 500 

1000
0 

  Immokalee High School 
701 Immokalee Drive 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.42579
108 

-
81.423
26184 1500 

3000
0 

  Immokalee Middle School 
401 N 9th Street 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.42451
7 

-
81.426

853 857 
1286

0 

  
Lake Trafford Elementary 
School 

3500 Lake Trafford Road 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.43309
072 

-
81.457
93945 500 

1000
0 

  
Pinecrest Elementary 
School 

313 9th Street South 
Immolakee 34142 Collier 

26.41295
624 

-
81.426
53656 500 

1000
0 

  
Village Oaks Elementary 
School 

1601 SR 29 Immokalee 
34142 Collier 

26.40379
715 

-
81.395
41626 750 

1264
7 

  Ave Maria University 
4810 Kelleher Street Ave 
Maria 34142 Collier 

26.34027
891 

-
81.440
74112 0 

2555
0 

  Corkscrew Middle School 
1165 C.R. 858 Naples 
34120 Collier 

26.29274
882 

-
81.586

7351 0 0 

  Estates Elmementary 
5945 Everglades Blvd. 
N. Naples 34120 Collier 

26.34053
993 

-
81.548
86627 0 0 

  
First United Methodist 
Church of Immokalee 

303 North 9th Street 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.42266
083 

-
81.426
31531 0 2300 

  Gulf Coast High School 
7878 Shark Way Naples 
34119 Collier 

26.27066
422 

-
81.708
31299 0 0 

  
Immokalee Friendship 
House 

602 West Main Street 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.41881
9 

-
81.422

615 0 2550 

  
Immokalee Technical 
Center 

508 North 9th Street 
Immokalee 34142 Collier 

26.42738
724 

-
81.423
66791 0 5300 

  Laurel Oak Elementary 
7800 Immokalee Road 
Naples 34119 Collier 

26.27281
532 

-
81.710
24278 0 0 

  Oakridge Middle School 
14975 Collier Blvd 
Naples 34119 Collier 

26.26498
032 

-
81.693
19916 0 0 

  Sable Palm Elementary 
4095 18th Ave NE 
Naples 34120 Collier 

26.26543
427 

-
81.524
38354 0 0 

  Corkscrew Elementary 
1065 C.R. 858 Naples 
34120 Collier 

26.29468
536 

-
81.586
30371 0 0 
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Alico Arena (Florida Gulf 
Coast Univ/) 

10501 FGCU Blvd S 
Fort Myers 33965 Lee 

26.45978
339 

-
81.771
73778 0 0 

  Germain Arena 
11000 Everglades 
Parkway Estero 33928 Lee 

26.44012
642 

-
81.778
61023 0 0 

  
Lehigh Senior High 
School 

801 Gunnery Road North 
Lehigh Acres 33971 Lee 

26.62183
508 

-
81.715
26857 0 0 

  
Mirror Lakes Elementary 
School 

525 Charwood Avenue 
Lehigh 33936 Lee 

26.56912
231 

-
81.614
83002 0 0 

  Varsity Lakes MS 
801 Gunnery Rd Lehigh 
Acres 33971 Lee 

26.62168
6 

-
81.726

416 0 0 

  Veterens Park ES/MS 
55 Homestead Road 
Lehigh Acres 33936 Lee 

26.59585
4 

-
81.634

387 0 0 

  
Cypress Palm Middle 
School 

4255 18th Ave, NE 
Naples 34120 Collier 

26.26370
788 

-
81.521

6513 0 0 

  
North Collier Regional 
Park 

15000 Livingston Road 
Naples 34109 Collier 

26.26207
542 

-
81.748

1842 0 0 

  East Lee HS 

715 Thomas Sherwin 
Ave, Lehigh Acres 
33974 Lee 

26.55958
748 

-
81.601
98212 0 0 

  Islands  Coast  HS 

2125 DeNavarra 
Parkway Cape Coral 
33991 Lee 

26.72805
786 

-
81.930
18341 0 0 

       
MIAMI-DADE & 
BROWARD     

  NAME Address County Lat. Long. 
ARC_
Plan 

Local
_Pl 

  Arthur Ashe MS 
1701 NW 23 Avenue Ft. 
Lauderdale 33311 Broward 

26.14925
57 

-
80.172
71423 1200 941 

  
Beachside Montessori 
Village 

2230 Lincoln Street 
Hollywood 33020 Broward 

26.01676
369 

-
80.152
24457 1060 1060 

  Challenger Elementary 
5700 NW 94 Avenue 
Tamarac 33321 Broward 

26.19574
547 

-
80.275
59662 1928 395 

  Coconut Palm Elementary 
13601 Monarch Lakes 
Blvd Miramar 33027 Broward 

25.98626
9 

-
80.329
00238 1839 1214 

  Coral Cove Elementary 
5100 SW 148 Avenue 
Miramar 33027 Broward 

25.96252
823 

-
80.344
77997 800 1289 

  Coral Glades High School 
2700 Sports Plex Drive 
Coral Springs 33065 Broward 

26.26619
148 

-
80.292
75513 1800 1153 

  Dolphin Bay Elementary 
16450 Miramar Parkway 
Miramar 33027 Broward 

25.97731
59 

-
80.366
47797 815 1268 

  Everglades Elementary 
2900 Bonaventure Blvd 
Weston 33331 Broward 

26.08381
4 

-
80.389

16 1830 1214 
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  Everglades High School 
17100 SW 48th Ct 
Miramar 33027 Broward 

25.96896
362 

-
80.373
32153 1817 1122 

  
Falcon Cove Middle 
School 

4251 Bonaventure Blvd 
Weston 33332 Broward 

26.06339
4 

-
80.396

179 1200 998 

  
Floranda Elementary 
School 

5251 NE 14th Way Ft. 
Lauderdale 33334 Broward 

26.19134
521 

-
80.129
08936 800 395 

  
Fox Trail Elementary 
School 

1250 Nob Hill Road 
Davie 33324 Broward 

26.10406
113 

-
80.279

3045 1911 1259 

  Gator Run Elementary 
1101 Glades Pkwy 
Weston 33327 Broward 

26.12759
2 

-
80.419

105 1830 1214 

  Hallandale Elementary 
900 SW 8th St 
Hallandale 33009 Broward 

25.97678
93 

-
80.160

8339 1310 309 

  
Lakeside Elementary 
School 

900 NW 136 Avenue 
Pembroke Pines 33026 Broward 

26.01305
008 

-
80.331
15387 1868 2091 

  Liberty Elementary 
2450 Banks Rd. Margate 
33063 Broward 26.25868 

-
80.193

626 1843 1254 

  
Lyons Creek Middle 
School 

4333 Sol Press Blvd 
Coconut Creek 33073 Broward 

26.31085
777 

-
80.181
61774 2158 998 

  Manatee Bay Elementary 
19200 SW 36 Street 
Weston 33331 Broward 

26.07397
8 

-
80.402

488 1837 1254 

  Millennium MS 
5803 NW 94th Avenue 
Tamarac 33321 Broward 

26.19668
77 

-
80.277
94647 825 325 

  Monarch High School 
5050 Wiles Rd Coconut 
Creek 33063 Broward 

26.28422
737 

-
80.191
55884 1452 950 

  New Renaissance Middle 
10701 Miramar Blvd. 
Miramar 33025 Broward 

25.98808
861 

-
80.288
47504 1200 817 

  Orange Brook ES 
715 S. 46th Avenue 
Hollywood 33021 Broward 

26.00376
892 

-
80.188
37738 815 1294 

  
Panther Run Elementary 
School 

801 NW 172 Avenue 
Pembroke Pines 33328 Broward 

26.01229
286 

-
80.377
06757 1915 1259 

  Park Lakes Elementary 
3925 N. State Rd. 7 
Lauderdale Lakes 33309 Broward 

26.17606
3 

-
80.204

193 1907 1259 

  Park Trails Elementary 
10700 Trails End 
Parkland 33076 Broward 

26.31875
4 

-
80.269

599 1940 395 

  
Parkside Elementary 
School 

10257 NW 29th Street 
Coral Springs 33065 Broward 

26.26803
398 

-
80.263
24463 1214 1214 

  Pines  MS 
200 NW Douglas Road 
Pembroke Pines 33024 Broward 

26.01136
7 

-
80.265

64 1210 388 

  Plantation Elementary 
651 NW 42nd Avenue 
Plantation 33317 Broward 

26.13139
915 

-
80.205
34515 1907 395 
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Pompano Beach High 
School 

700 NE 13th Avenue 
Pompano Beach 33060 Broward 

26.23698
235 

-
80.110
52974 1800 268 

  Rock Island Elementary 
2350 NW 19th Street Ft. 
Lauderdale 33311 Broward 

26.15120
262 

-
80.172
53838 800 396 

  
Silver Lakes Elementary 
School 

2300 SW 173 Avenue 
Miramar 33027 Broward 

25.98594
856 

-
80.378
34167 1925 395 

  
Silver Palms Elementary 
School 

1209 NW 155th Avenue 
Pembroke Pines 33029 Broward 

26.01850
891 

-
80.348
89221 1863 2091 

  Silver Shores Elementary 
1701 SW 160 Avenue 
Miramar 33027 Broward 

25.99191
284 

-
80.360
53467 1836 1254 

  Silver Trail Middle School 
18300 Sheridan Street 
Pembroke Pines 33331 Broward 

26.02815
056 

-
80.391

0141 1200 925 

  Sunset Lakes Elementary 
18400 SW 25 Street 
Miramar 33027 Broward 

25.98474
312 

-
80.393
31818 1843 1254 

  Tradewinds Elementary 
5400 Johnson Road 
Coconut Creek 33073 Broward 

26.31089
211 

-
80.197
99805 1869 2091 

  
Watkins Elementary 
School 

3520 SW 52nd Avenue 
Pembroke Park 33023 Broward 

25.97816
849 

-
80.196
39587 1911 395 

  
West Broward High 
School 

500 NW 209th Avenue 
Pembroke Pines 33029 Broward 

26.01213
837 

-
80.430
35889 1677 714 

  American Senior High 
18350 NW 67th Ave 
Hialeah 33015 Miami-Dade 

25.93944
55 

-
80.308
52509 4014 2558 

  American Senior High 
18350 NW 67th Ave 
Hialeah 33015 Miami-Dade 

25.93944
55 

-
80.308
52509 151 0 

  Andover Middle School 
121NE 207th Street 
Miami 33179 Miami-Dade 

25.96653
938 

-
80.199
37897 356 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Bob Graham Education 
Center 

15901 NW 79th Ave 
Miami Lakes 33016 Miami-Dade 

25.91709
328 

-
80.327
71301 700 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Brentwood Elementary 
School 

3101 NW 191st St 
Miami 33056 Miami-Dade 

25.94903
3 

-
80.252

708 570 865 

  
Chiles, Lawton Middle 
School 

8190 NW 197th St 
Hialeah 33015 Miami-Dade 

25.95117
95 

-
80.333
67157 1436 1436 

  
Chiles, Lawton Middle 
School 

8190 NW 197th St 
Hialeah 33015 Miami-Dade 

25.95117
95 

-
80.333
67157 817 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Chiles, Lawton Middle 
School 

8190 NW 197th St 
Hialeah 33015 Miami-Dade 

25.95117
95 

-
80.333
67157 392 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Citrus Grove Middle 
School 

2153 NW 3rd St Miami 
33125 Miami-Dade 

25.77620
365 

-
80.230
14285 1732 1700 

  
Citrus Grove Middle 
School 

2153 NW 3rd St Miami 
33125 Miami-Dade 

25.77620
365 

-
80.230
14285 1063 

No 
respo
nse 
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  Country Club Middle 
18305 NW 75th Pl 
Hialeah 33015 Miami-Dade 

25.93963
242 

-
80.322
55554 2089 2089 

  Doral Middle School 
5005 NW 112 Avenue 
Miami 33178 Miami-Dade 

25.81937
408 

-
80.376
96838 1360 1360 

  
Marjory Stoneman 
Douglas Elementary 

11901 SW 2nd Street 
Miami 33184 Miami-Dade 

25.76790
619 

-
80.387

9776 1569 1569 

  
Drew, Charles Middle 
School 

1801 NW 60th Street 
Miami 33142 Miami-Dade 

25.82988
94 

-
80.226
99393 1050 1050 

  
Dunbar Elementary 
School 

505 NW 20th Street 
Miami 33127 Miami-Dade 

25.79629
326 

-
80.203
40729 786 786 

  G. Holmes Braddock HS 
3601 SW 147th Ave 
Miami 33185 Miami-Dade 

25.73434
067 

-
80.430
03845 604 

No 
respo
nse 

  Goleman High School 
14100 NW 89th Avenue 
Miami 33016 Miami-Dade 

25.90226
7 

-
80.346

26 1356 1356 

  Goleman Senior High 
14100 NW 89th Avenue 
Miami 33016 Miami-Dade 

25.90226
7 

-
80.346

26 2465 800 

  
Greynolds Park Primary 
Learning Center 

1575 NE 177 Street N 
Miami Beach 33162 Miami-Dade 

25.93858
592 

-
80.169
10248 517 517 

  
Hall, Joe Elementary 
School 

1901 SW 134th Avenue 
Miami 33175 Miami-Dade 

25.74966
431 

-
80.412
26959 914 914 

  
Hartner Elementary 
School 

401 NW 29th Street 
Miami 33127 Miami-Dade 

25.80425
072 

-
80.201
76697 1306 1306 

  
Hialeah Gardens Senior 
High 

11700 Hialeah Gardens 
Blvd Hialeah Gardens 
33018 Miami-Dade 

25.88022
5 

-
80.353

614 2934 

No 
respo
nse 

  Hialeah Senior 
251 East 49 Street 
Hialeah 33013 Miami-Dade 

25.86739
159 

-
80.277
67944 1352 1352 

  
Hialeah-Miami Lakes 
High School 

7977 W 12th Avenue 
Hialeah 33014 Miami-Dade 

25.89629
1 

-
80.305

709 1264 1264 

  Kinloch Park Middle 
4340 NW 3rd street 
Miami 33126 Miami-Dade 

25.77396
774 

-
80.266
70837 1336 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Krop, Michael Senior 
High School 

1410 County Line Rd 
Miami 33179 Miami-Dade 

25.97336
076 

-
80.174
50377 3383 3383 

  
Lake Stevens Elementary 
School 

5101 NW 183rd St 
Miami Gardens 33055 Miami-Dade 

25.94093
5 

-
80.283

706 1018 1018 

  
Lorah Park Elementary 
School 

5160 NW 31st Avenue 
Miami 33142 Miami-Dade 

25.82107
162 

-
80.247
80273 840 840 

  Miami Central Senior 
1781 NW 95th street 
Miami 33147 Miami-Dade 

25.86120
017 

-
80.227
41973 1718 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Miami Carol City High 
School 

3301 Miami Gardens Dr 
Miami Gardens 33056 Miami-Dade 

25.94237
518 

-
80.257
12585 3795 2322 
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  Miami Carol City Senior 

3301 Miami Gardens 
Drive Miami Gardens 
33056 Miami-Dade 

25.94237
518 

-
80.257
12585 3657 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Miami -Dade Homeless 
Assistance center 

1550 N Miami Avenue 
Miami 33136 Miami-Dade 

25.78997
679 

-
80.194
73903 1000 1000 

  
Miami Killian High 
School 

10655 SW 97th Avenue 
Miami 33176 Miami-Dade 

25.67025
757 

-
80.348
19031 420 420 

  
Miami Lakes Education 
Center 

5780 NW 158th Street 
Miami Lakes 33014 Miami-Dade 

25.91692
105 

-
80.294
61578 500 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Miami Norland Senior 
High 

1050 NW 195th Street 
Miami 33169 Miami-Dade 

25.95297
463 

-
80.219
25442 687 687 

  
Miami Northwestern High 
School 

7007 NW 13th Avenue 
Miami 33150 Miami-Dade 

25.83872
795 

-
80.218
96675 2420 2420 

  
Miami Shores Elementary 
School 

10351 NE 5th Avenue 
Miami 33138 Miami-Dade 

25.87086
678 

-
80.186
63025 244 287 

  
Morgan, Robert Senior 
High 

18180 SW 122 Avenue 
Miami 33177 Miami-Dade 

25.59913
963 

-
80.389

1167 546 1000 

  
Morgan, Robert Senior 
High 

18180 SW 122 Avenue 
Miami 33177 Miami-Dade 

25.59913
963 

-
80.389

1167 619 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Morgan, Robert Senior 
High 

18180 SW 122 Avenue 
Miami 33177 Miami-Dade 

25.59913
963 

-
80.389

1167 557 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Morgan, Robert Senior 
High 

18180 SW 122 Avenue 
Miami 33177 Miami-Dade 

25.59913
963 

-
80.389

1167 867 

No 
respo
nse 

  
North Miami Beach High 
School 

1247 NE 167th Street N 
Miami Beach 33162 Miami-Dade 

25.93100
5 

-
80.175

27 1066 3152 

  North Miami High School 
13110 NE 8 Avenue N 
Miami 33162 Miami-Dade 

25.89678
192 

-
80.184

2804 549 1000 

  
North Miami Middle 
School 

700 NE 137th St Miami 
33161 Miami-Dade 

25.90049
553 

-
80.182
84607 991 450 

  
North Miami Middle 
School 

700 NE 137 St North 
Miami 33161 Miami-Dade 

25.90049
553 

-
80.182
84607 506 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Norwood Elementary 
School 

19810 NW 14th Court 
Miami 33169 Miami-Dade 

25.95528
871 

-
80.226
66201 368 895 

  Olinda Elementary School 
5536 NW 21st Avenue 
Miami 33142 Miami-Dade 

25.82535
553 

-
80.231
68945 357 899 

  
Orchard Villa Elementary 
School 

5720 NW 13th Avenue 
Miami 33142 Miami-Dade 

25.82767
105 

-
80.219
49768 1067 1179 

  
Palm Lakes Elementary 
School 

7450 W 16th Avenue 
Hialeah 33014 Miami-Dade 

25.89040
756 

-
80.316
90216 653 649 

  
Palm Springs North 
Elementary School 

17615 NW 82nd Avenue 
Hialeah 33015 Miami-Dade 

25.93444
443 

-
80.332
64923 982 1029 
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Pharr, Kelsey Elementary 
School 

2000 NW 46th Street 
Miami 33142 Miami-Dade 

25.81685
655 

-
80.229
16652 499 511 

  
Reagan, Ronald Senior 
High 

8600 NW 107th Avenue 
Doral 33178 Miami-Dade 

25.85165
62 

-
80.370
76369 2943 2943 

  Reland Middle School 
16001 SW 248th street 
Miami 33031 Miami-Dade 

25.53690
1 

-
80.453

01 500 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Richmond Heights Middle 
School 

15015 SW 103rd Ave 
Miami 33175 Miami-Dade 

25.63147
354 

-
80.359
15375 1000 

No 
respo
nse 

  
Shenandoah Elementary 
School 

1023 SW 21st Avenue 
Miami 33135 Miami-Dade 

25.76267
242 

-
80.228
05023 758 500 

  
Sheppard, Ben Elementary 
School 

5700 W 24th Avenue 
Hialeah 33016 Miami-Dade 

25.87433
629 

-
80.331
27017 1751 1420 

  Southwest Miami Senior 
8850 SW 50th Ter miami 
33165 Miami-Dade 

25.72140
312 

-
80.338
82141 1186 

No 
respo
nse 

  Stirrup Elementary School 
330 NW 97th Avenue 
Miami 33172 Miami-Dade 

25.77131
532 

-
80.353

4963 839 775 

  
Van Blanton Elementary 
School 

10327 NW 11th Ave 
Miami 33150 Miami-Dade 

25.87010
956 

-
80.215
14893 1248 1150 

  
INDIAN RIDGE 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 1355 S NOB HILL RD 

Broward 
County 

26.10217
7 

-
80.281

877 310 250 

  
MCNICOL MIDDLE 
SCHOOL 1602 S 27TH AVE 

Broward 
County 

25.99734
3 

-
80.160

837 299 250 

  
NEW RIVER MIDDLE 
SCHOOL 3100 RIVERLAND RD 

Broward 
County 

26.09208
4 

-
80.185

705 293 250 

  
WESTGLADES 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 11000 HOLMBERG RD 

Broward 
County 

26.30627
1 

-
80.273

462 295 250 

  

SUNSET LEARNING 
CENTER (SUNSET 
SCHOOL) 3775 SW 16TH STREET 

Broward 
County 

26.10160
1 

-
80.197

506 353 55 

  

BOOKER T. 
WASHINGTON SENIOR 
HIGH 1200 NW 6TH AVE 

Miami-Dade 
County 

25.78574
4 

-
80.204

702 1028 1028 

  
JOSE MARTI MAST 6-
12 ACADEMY 5701 W 24TH AVE 

Miami-Dade 
County 

25.87436
9 

-
80.331

156 578 500 

  
MIAMI EDISON 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 6161 NW 5TH CT 

Miami-Dade 
County 

25.83195
3 

-
80.205

419 500 500 

  
MIAMI JACKSON 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL 1751 NW 36TH ST 

Miami-Dade 
County 

25.80956
4 

-
80.224

928 565 565 

  
RUBEN DARIO 
MIDDLE SCHOOL 350 NW 97TH AVE 

Miami-Dade 
County 

25.77230
1 

-
80.353

48 637 500 
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